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To my wife and children
“Husbands and wives may be born for each other, as much as Eve was formed for Adam,
while their marriage depends on the most trifling accident.”
–Alexander Carson, The History of Providence
Psalm 127
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“Who would not rather be governed by a Father than by a tornado?”
-Charles Hodge
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ABSTRACT

This dissertation will discuss the doctrine of concurrence within the larger
doctrine of providence. Although concurrence was once a key component of the doctrine
of providence, it was difficult to maintain in a post-enlightenment theological and
philosophical context, even for a Reformed thinker such as Charles Hodge. Although
Hodge labored to explain the older formulation of this doctrine—especially as articulated
by Francis Turretin—Hodge found concurrence problematic and did not commend its
use. In addition to shifting philosophical sensibilities, concerns regarding pantheism were
a significant reason why some nineteenth-century American Calvinists distanced
themselves from concurrence. Nonetheless, Hodge’s theology stands largely in continuity
with Turretin and the echo of this doctrine continues in his theological system. For
Hodge, the concept of the “efficient presence of God” functionally stands in the gap left
by the absence of concurrence. Hodge sought to articulate a system of providence that
affirmed God’s exhaustive sovereignty but avoided fatalism or mechanical theories of
necessity. As with Turretin, Hodge did not believe that contingency—correctly
understood—was antithetical to the Reformed understanding of the sovereignty of God.
Within the order of second causes there may be events that are not necessarily determined
by other causes within that order. For Turretin, the doctrine of concurrence is what
allowed contingency to be possible without violating the principle of sufficient reason.

viii
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Despite the difficulties involved with this doctrine, this dissertation will
demonstrate that concurrence—or Hodge’s similar concept of the efficient presence of
God— remains valuable for constructing a healthy model of providence. Concurrence
allows us to affirm the reality of secondary causes (thus avoiding pantheistic errors)
without reducing everything to secondary causes (thus avoiding deistic errors). Although
we should acknowledge Hodge’s critique of concurrence, when properly understood the
benefits of concurrence outweigh its problems. Concurrence fits with the Biblical witness
and allows us to credit God for acts of ordinary providence. In addition, concurrence can
be understood according to an author-story model utilizing the scholastic distinction
between God’s scientia necessaria and scientia voluntaria. Rather than multiplying
difficulties without benefit, the doctrine of concurrence remains valuable and should be
retained.

ix
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION: THE QUESTIONING OF CONCURRENCE

Statement of the Problem
The doctrine of concurrence was formerly considered a key component of the
doctrine of providence, with the function of guarding this doctrine from the error of
deism on one side, and the error of pantheism on the other. However, the traditional
Reformed understanding of concurrence was difficult to maintain in a post-enlightenment
theological and philosophical context, even for Reformed thinkers as orthodox as Charles
Hodge. By the twentieth century concurrence had largely dropped out of favor. This
raises several questions. How did concurrence go from being a staple in the seventeenthcentury to not being part of the discussion in most modern theology? Why has this
doctrine been largely ignored or discarded? More importantly, we must ask if the
abandonment of concurrence was appropriate or not. Does the doctrine of concurrence
still have value for us today?
To help answer these questions, this dissertation will examine the views of
Charles Hodge, the prominent post-enlightenment American Calvinist from the
nineteenth-century. Although Hodge considered this doctrine important enough to
warrant a detailed presentation in his Systematic Theology, he was also critical of
concurrence and ultimately did not commend its use. Looking at providence and
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concurrence largely through the lens of Charles Hodge allows us to see the development
of this doctrine at the crossroads between the enlightenment and our own contemporary
context, helping us gain insights that will speak to the concerns of our day. Although
Hodge distanced himself from the doctrine of concurrence, the echo of this doctrine
continued to sound in his theological system. The absence of concurrence creates a void
that demands to be filled. For Hodge, the concept of the “efficient presence of God”
functionally stands in the gap left by concurrence.
Despite the difficulties involved with this doctrine, this dissertation will
demonstrate that concurrence—or Hodge’s similar concept of the efficient presence of
God— remains valuable for constructing a healthy model of providence. Concurrence
allows us to affirm the reality of secondary causes (thus avoiding pantheistic errors)
without reducing everything to secondary causes (thus avoiding deistic errors). Although
we should acknowledge Hodge’s critique of concurrence, when properly understood the
benefits of concurrence outweigh its problems. Concurrence fits with the Biblical witness
and allows us to credit God for acts of ordinary providence. In addition, concurrence can
be understood according to an author-story model utilizing the scholastic distinction
between God’s scientia necessaria and scientia voluntaria. Rather than multiplying
difficulties without benefit, the doctrine of concurrence remains valuable and should be
retained.
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The Present Status of the Problem
Concurrence
The doctrine of providence was once described by Langdon Gilkey as “a rootless,
disembodied ghost, flitting from footnote to footnote, but rarely finding secure lodgment
in sustained theological discourse.”1 The doctrine of providence attempts to articulate
how God relates to the world he has created. This doctrine has been traditionally treated
under three subsections: preservation (preservatio, or sometimes conservatio or
sustentatio), concurrence (concursus), and governance (gubernatio). Concurrence is
defined by Louis Berkhof as “the cooperation of the divine power with all subordinate
powers, according to the pre-established laws of their operation, causing them to act and
to act precisely as they do.”2 Although concurrence was one of these three main
subsections of the doctrine of providence in protestant orthodoxy, after the enlightenment
it became difficult for Calvinist theologians to know what to do with it. Some view
concurrence as an artifact from another era while others maintain that it is still an
important concept with the critical function of safeguarding against deism and pantheism.
For example, J. van Genderen and W.H. Velema state that the doctrine of
concurrence—unlike preservation and governance—lacks Scriptural support. It fails to
clarify anything and causes additional problems. “Apart from the fact that this does not
clarify anything, it also goes too far.”3 Concurrence gives the impression that if God
cooperates with us, we also cooperate with him. Thus, they conclude that “it is
Langdon B. Gilkey, “The Concept of Providence in Contemporary Theology,” The Journal of
Religion 43 (1963): 171.
1

2

3

Louis Berkhof, Systematic Theology (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1938), 171.

J. van Genderen and W.H. Velema, Concise Reformed Dogmatics, trans. Gerrit Bilkes and Ed M.
van der Maas (Phillipsburg, PA: P&R Publishing, 2008), 298.
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unnecessary to imagine a special act of cooperation or accompaniment in addition to
preservation and governance as far as man’s place and role are concerned.”4
A similar and even more strongly stated reservation is found in Emil Brunner who
judged the doctrine of concurrence “valueless and extremely doubtful.”5 Brunner faulted
this doctrine for applying the idea of causality to the relationship between God and
creation—an idea which Brunner rejected. Brunner judged the doctrine of concurrence to
be “dangerous” because it “severs” the “independence of the Creation and the Divine
work of Preservation” destroying the real independence of God’s creatures.6
On the other hand, concurrence is commended by theologians such as Heinrich
Heppe, Herman Bavinck, and Louis Berkhof.7 Karl Barth also writes favorably about
“the divine accompanying.”8 Benjamin Farley pleads for the importance and the
continued inclusion of the doctrine of concurrence, stating:
The orthodox emphasis on concursus should not be minimized. It too represents
the undeniable biblical conviction that God directly oversees everything. God’s
governance can neither be reduced to ‘bare permission’ nor identified with the
natural order alone. More is ultimately at stake, and it is this ‘more’ that
concursus seeks to explore, define, defend, and, where possible, explain.9
4

Van Genderen and Velema, Concise Reformed Dogmatics, 299. Berkouwer had previously
voiced a similar concern in his discussion of concurrence (G. C. Berkouwer, The Providence of God [Grand
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1952], 129).
5

Emil Brunner, The Christian Doctrine of Creation and Redemption, vol. 2 of Dogmatics, trans.
Olive Wyon (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1952), 153.
6

Brunner, Creation and Redemption, 154.

7

Heinrich Heppe, Reformed Dogmatics, ed. Ernst Bizer, trans. G.T. Thomas (Eugene, OR: Wipf
& Stock, 1950, 2007), 258-280; Herman Bavinck, Reformed Dogmatics. 4 vols, ed. John Bolt, trans. John
Vriend (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2003-8), 2:608-615; Louis Berkhof, Systematic Theology, 171-5.
8

Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics III/3. The Doctrine of Providence. Translated by L. B. Smedes
(Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1961), 90-154.
9

Benjamin Wirt Farley, The Providence of God (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1988), 173.
Concerning concurrence, Farley also states, “One seems compelled to conclude that a modern Reformed
position on the providence of God cannot surrender this doctrine without sacrificing critical biblical and
theological principles” (42).
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Thus, disagreement and misunderstandings continue about this doctrine. In many
treatments, this doctrine received little or no focused attention, much less an in-depth
analysis of its history and development. Many post-enlightenment theologians have had
an increasingly difficult time articulating this doctrine in a worldview in which, in theory,
every event can be fully explained in terms of natural causes. What room does this leave
for God’s action? Thus, one of the major questions being wrestled with today concerns
what it even means to say that God is acting in the world.10 As Charles M. Wood
describes,
If an event is fully explicable in natural (nontheological) terms—that is, if we can
account perfectly well for its coming about without reference to God—what sense
does it make to assert or imply that God has contributed decisively to its
realization? And likewise, if events are fully explicable in natural terms, what
warrant can there be for associating certain events, certain features of events, or
even events in general with the divine intention?11
Wood identifies three main clusters of problems dealing with the doctrine of providence
in modern theology: the very intelligibility of statements that Christians make concerning
providence, the practical effects of such teachings on human lives, and the proper source
for a Christian understanding on these matters.12 Thus, many of the questions that are

10

For essays deal with this and related issues, see Thomas V. Morris, ed., Divine and Human
Action: Essays in the Metaphysics of Theism (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1988), and Thomas F.
Tracy, ed., The God Who Acts: Philosophical and Theological Explorations (University Park, PN: The
Pennsylvania State University Press, 1994).
11
Charles M. Wood, The Question of Providence (Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox Press,
2008), 82. As this dissertation will demonstrate, concurrence allows us to acknowledge that everything we
see is decisively realized by God, even if we can also account for it by secondary causes.

12

Charles M. Wood, “Providence,” in John Webster, Kathryn Tanner and Iain Torrance, eds., The
Oxford Handbook of Systematic Theology,” (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 93. For another
overview of the current state of the question regarding providence see John Webster, “Providence,” in
Kelly M. Kapic and Bruce L. McCormack, eds., Mapping Modern Theology: A Thematic and Historical
Introduction (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 2012), 203-226. Webster states, “Thus, teaching about
providence is put on the back foot by—for example—skepticism about whether God’s action in the world
can be identified; or by fears that it may promote complacency in the face of oppressive evil; or, most of
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being addressed today include questions such as: How can God’s actions be identified?
Does it even make sense to speak of God acting in the world? Does the doctrine of
providence promote complacency and the status quo?
As John Webster has rightly noted, “a major factor in the breakdown of the
doctrine of providence in modernity was restriction of God’s action towards the world to
that of efficient causality” and thus God was seen—at best—as a remote first cause
setting an interlocking chain of events into motion without the need, or perhaps the
ability, to relate to the process of nature or history afterwards.13 This deistic tendency was
one of the two errors that the classic Reformed formulation of providence has sought to
avoid. Berkouwer refers to this as “monistic determinism” and states that it is “utterly
foreign to the Reformed doctrine of Providence.”14 At the same time, the classic
Reformed formulation also sought to avoid the opposite error of pantheism.15 In the
former error, God’s action is considered to be completely remote. In pantheism, God is
completely immanent.16 Neither of these preserves the reality of and the distinction
between primary and secondary causes. In one extreme, secondary causes are allowed to
act independently, while in the other extreme primary and secondary causes are collapsed
together.

all, by the authority or accounts of the way the world is, advanced by historians or natural scientists, that
exclude or simply bypass Christian beliefs about providential order and direction” (204).
13
John Webster, “Providence,” in Kelly M. Kapic and Bruce L. McCormack, eds., Mapping
Modern Theology: A Thematic and Historical Introduction (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 2012), 219.
14

G.C. Berkouwer, The Providence of God (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1952), 142.

15

Regarding these two errors, see Herman Bavinck, Reformed Dogmatics, 2:598-604.

16

Similarly, Etienne Gilson refers to the two errors as extrinsicism and intrinsicism. Etienne
Gilson, The Christian Philosophy of St. Thomas Aquinas, trans. L.K. Shook (Notre Dame, IN: University of
Notre Dame Press, 1956), 185.
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In the older formulation as found in thinkers such as Turretin, the doctrine of
concurrence was utilized to guard against both types of errors. However, with the dawn
of the enlightenment Christian Aristotelianism waned as the predominant philosophical
underpinnings for theology. By the nineteenth century, major streams of theology had in
fact veered either toward deism or to pantheism. Nonetheless, there were still those
within the Calvinist tradition who strove to articulate a classic understanding of the
doctrine of providence that avoided both of these errors. However, the changed
philosophical climate made it difficult for concurrence to continue to be used as a
theological aid for this task. Thus, this dissertation will seek to examine the Calvinist
reception of concurrence in the late nineteenth century by focusing specifically on the
theology of Charles Hodge.
Recent literature dealing with concurrence is not extensive.17 Berkouwer provides
one of the more substantial treatments of this “third aspect” of providence, discussing a
sampling of opinions from several Reformed thinkers. Berkouwer pointedly disavows
both determinism and indeterminism, at least when conceived as the only alternatives on
the “horizontal, anthropological level.”18 Unfortunately, Berkouwer is not clear about
how this problem is to be solved. He cautions against speculation, stating, “Divine
revelation does not let us penetrate the mystery of this consonance, this harmony. The

17

Benjamin Wirt Farley, The Providence of God (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1988);
Langdon B. Gilkey, Reaping the Whirlwind: A Christian Interpretation of History (New York: Seabury,
1976); Timothy Gorrringe, God’s Theatre: A Theology of Providence (London: SCM, 1991); Dennis W.
Jowers, ed., Four Views on Divine Providence (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2011); Leo Scheffczyk,
Creation and Providence. The Herder History of Dogma. (New York: Herder & Herder, 1970); James. S.
Spiegel, The Benefits of Providence: A New Look at Divine Sovereignty (Wheaton, IL: Crossway Books,
2005); Terrance Tiessen, Providence & Prayer: How Does God Work in the World? (Downers Grove, IL:
InterVarsity Press, 2000), Charles M. Wood, The Question of Providence (Louisville, KY: Westminster
John Knox Press, 2008).
18

Berkouwer, Providence of God, 146.
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living God rules here! We cannot explain the sequence of history with an all devouring
system of causation, nor by a theory of Divine influx.”19
Benjamin Wirt Farley has written a helpful overview of the doctrine of
providence tracing its historical development from the early church through the
Scholastic and Reformation periods and into modern times.20 Farley has a particular
focus on understanding providence from a Reformed perspective, and thus gives
treatment to the doctrine of concurrence in several places. He is also one of the few
voices commending this doctrine for continued use. However, due to the breadth of his
survey he is not able to provide an extensive treatment of this doctrine, much less provide
an analysis of the handling of this doctrine by late nineteenth century Calvinists. His
survey touches upon Kant, Schleiermacher and Darwin and then skips forward to the
twentieth century.
Charles M. Wood’s The Question of Providence features an exposition of the
1694 work by English churchman William Sherlock, A Discourse Concerning the Divine
Providence. In addition, Wood discusses the threefold distinction within the doctrine of
providence and suggests using the threefold distinction to bolster a Trinitarian
understanding of providence. Wood laments that in systematic theology, the doctrine of
providence has typically been placed within, or appended to, the doctrine of creation and
thus is appropriated specifically to the Father to the neglect of christological or
pneumatological considerations.21 As a result, “the standard doctrine of providence
represents a massive and chronic failure on the part of the church to monotheize its
19

Berkouwer, Providence of God, 153-4.

20

Farley, Providence.

21

Wood, Providence, 66-7.

9
understanding of God’s relation to events in accord with its own Trinitarian insights.”22
To remedy this problem, Wood advocates using a “Trinitarian grammar” regarding this
ad extra work of God. Thus, “the common threefold structure of the doctrine of
providence bears witness to its underlying Trinitarian grammar and can be explicated in
such a way as to make that grammar manifest.”23 Providence is a unified work of the
entire Trinity, but the members of the Trinity are involved in this work in distinctive
ways. Wood associates the Father with conservatio, the Spirit with concursus, and the
Son with direction.24 Regarding concurrence, Wood interacts primarily with Lutheran
dogmatician J. A. Quenstedt. Wood has minimal interaction with the Calvinistic
understanding on providence and does not address figures such as Hodge, Dabney, or
even Turretin.
In The Providence of God, Paul Helm describes a model of divine providence that
distinguishes between causal levels. Although Helm does not use the term concurrence
here in reference to this view, he cites Thomas Aquinas and John Calvin as proponents of
this model in which a distinction is made between primary and secondary causes. These
two levels of causal powers do not compete or conflict with each other. Helm gives the
examples of typing a page. In this example, he states, “Divine primary causation ensures
the performance of the action of typing this page, from the point of view of the divine
order, while my own power ensures the performance at the secondary level.”25 However,
Helm finds certain difficulties with this view. In particular, Helm asks what is the
22

Wood, Providence, 69.

23

Wood, Providence, 79.

24

Wood, Providence, 80.

25

Paul Helm, The Providence of God, Contours in Christian Theology (Downers Grove, IL:
InterVarsity Press, 1994), 178.
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primary causal power from which our actions issue? Helm states that it cannot be the case
that God only provides the necessary, but not sufficient, cause for actions. If that were the
case, it would not ensure that the actions take place. Helm interprets this view to teach
that necessary and sufficient conditions are supplied at both the first-order and secondorder levels. He concludes, “It is hard to see there can be two separate sets of necessary
and sufficient conditions for the same action, even if one of these sets is a set of primary
conditions, and the other a set of secondary conditions. Calling certain conditions
‘primary’ and others ‘secondary’, does not by itself solve anything.”26
Consciously writing against traditional Reformed theology, Terry J. Wright
argues that understanding providence in terms of primary and secondary causation entails
either divine determinism or occasionalism.27 For Wright, the conceptual framework of
primary and secondary causality jeopardizes “the integrity of creaturely causal efficacy”
reducing it to mere instrumentality.28 Like Wood, Wright is keen to develop a Trinitarian
theology of providence. For Wright, seeing providence specifically in the life of Christ
keeps providence from becoming what Wright sees as an inappropriate pancausality. For
Wright, providence does not concern “God’s meticulous control over all things” but

Helm, Providence, 182. See also Paul Helm, John Calvin’s Ideas (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2004), 93-128, 157-183; and Paul Helm, Calvin at the Centre (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2010), 132-162, 227-272.
26

27

Terry J. Wright, Providence Made Flesh: Divine Presence as a Framework for a Theology of
Providence (Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 2009), 11.
Wright, Providence Made Flesh, 13. Wright states, “any doctrine of providence first explicated
from within the conceptual framework of primary and secondary causation will likely deny to the creature
the integrity of its causal efficacy. Such accounts of providence tend excessively to focus upon God’s
power in abstraction from the way that he acts in creation through his Son and by his Spirit. The conviction
so emphasized by the Reformed tradition that God’s will is the cause of all things effectively displaces the
roles that the Son and the Spirit have in mediating God’s presence and action within the world. . . . we have
reason to doubt that any such account developed using the terms of primary and secondary causation
successfully testifies to the activity of the triune God, which alone makes providence a specifically
Christian doctrine” (16).
28

11
instead it is “God’s sovereign action within creation to remain faithful to the promise
made to it” and is “mediated throughout the world by the Church’s faithful obedience.”29
So, although Wright speaks of providence as including “God’s active presence,” this is a
concept vastly different from what Hodge describes as God’s efficient presence.
Charles Hodge
As mentioned, this dissertation will analyze the doctrine of providence—and
specifically concurrence—in the thought of Charles Hodge and his theological context.
Hodge was influential and well-grounded in the Reformed tradition, being highly
influenced by and appreciative of the theology of Francis Turretin. Although Hodge
remained sympathetic to the contours of the orthodox doctrine of providence he found it
difficult to adapt the traditional doctrine of concurrence to the new philosophical climate
of the 19th century. Under the topic of providence, Hodge discusses the doctrine of
concurrence at some length explaining the rational for it in the older tradition as well as
the strengths of the doctrine before offering his critique of concurrence.30
There is helpful secondary material related to Hodge, but nothing that duplicates
the focus of this dissertation. Biographies about Hodge include the early biography by his
son Archibald Alexander Hodge in 1880, shortly after Charles’ death in 1878.31 His son’s
work stood as the only full biography of Charles Hodge for over a hundred and thirty
years until 2011 in which two new biographies were published, one by W. Andrew

29

Wright, Providence Made Flesh, 17, 19, 21; cf. 219. Both Wood and Wright write from a
Methodist perspective.
30
Charles Hodge, Systematic Theology [hereafter, ST], 3 vols (New York: Schribner, 1872; repr.
Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 2008), 1:575-616, and especially 1:598-605.
31

1880).

Archibald Alexander Hodge, The Life of Charles Hodge (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons,
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Hoffecker and the other by Paul C. Gutjahr.32 In the intervening years there have also
been many dissertations and studies on Hodge, many of those focusing on Hodge’s
theological method, his view of Scripture, as well as the influence of Scottish Common
Sense Realism on his thinking. Earlier works include Ralph J. Danhof’s analysis of
Hodge’s dogmatics33 as well as Earl William Kennedy’s dissertation analyzing Hodge’s
doctrines of sin and particular grace.34 Charles Andrew Jones analyzed the
methodological presuppositions that informed Hodge’s doctrinal convictions and his
apologetic.35 John W. Stewart has produced two works examining Hodge in his
intellectual context with attention to his use of Common Sense philosophy. Stewart’s
dissertation deals specifically with the response of antebellum Princeton theologians to
the rise of the historical criticism of the Bible.36 In Mediating the Center Stewart
demonstrates Hodge’s attempts to forge a via media in the areas of science, language and

32
W. Andrew Hoffecker, Charles Hodge: The Pride of Princeton, American Reformed
Biographies (Phillipsburg, PA: P&R Publishing, 2011); Paul C. Gutjahr, Charles Hodge: Guardian of
American Orthodoxy (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011). There is also a shorter biographical
treatment in Mark A. Noll, Charles Hodge: The Way of Life, Sources of American Spirituality (Mahwah,
NJ: Paulist Press, 1987), 1-44. See also W. Andrew Hoffecker, Piety and the Princeton Theologians:
Archibald Alexander, Charles Hodge, and Benjamin Warfield (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1981);
David F. Wells, “Charles Hodge,” in David F. Wells, ed., The Princeton Theology, Reformed Theology in
America (Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1989), 37-62.

33

Ralph J. Danhof, Charles Hodge as a Dogmatician (Goes: Oosterbaan & Le Cointre, 1929).

34

Earl William Kennedy, “An Historical Analysis of Charles Hodge’s Doctrines of Sin and
Particular Grace.” (Th.D. diss., Princeton Theological Seminary, 1968). Kennedy argues that Hodge was
unaware of his departures from Turretin. Kennedy has also written an essay contrasting Francis Turretin’s
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literature, and the politics of slavery.37 Peter Hicks has produced a well-researched
monograph on Hodge’s philosophy and epistemology, arguing that the influence of
Common Sense philosophy on Hodge has been exaggerated at the expense of other
factors such as Hodge’s view of God and his reaction to post-Kantian philosophy.38 In
addition, Stewart and James H. Moorhead have edited a collection of essays originally
produced for a symposium at Princeton in 1997, the bicentennial of Hodge’s birth. These
essays were published in 2002 as Charles Hodge Revisited: A Critical Appraisal of His
Life and Work.39 In addition, one research project that, on the surface, seems to overlap
with the subject of this dissertation is a 1993 Th.M. Thesis by Sung Shik Jang titled
“Contextualization in the Princeton Theology, 1822-1878: Scottish Common Sense
Realism and the Doctrine of Providence in the Theology of Charles Hodge.”40 In addition
to dealing with Hodge and the doctrine of providence, Jang’s paper also specifically deals
with the doctrine of concurrence. However, only 18 pages of this paper are specifically
devoted to the doctrine of providence, and of that, only five pages are devoted to
concurrence. More critically, although he describes Hodge’s presentation of concurrence,
Jang never gives any indication that Hodge is merely describing the classical doctrine of
concurrence without prescribing it. Nor does Jang discuss any of Hodge’s criticisms of
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this doctrine.41 Jang has also written a dissertation involving Charles Hodge and the
doctrine of providence. However, Jang’s particular focus in that work is to compare
Hodge’s view on providence to “Event in Khora” in the thought of Jacques Derrida.42
This seems far afield from the purpose of our present dissertation, even if his
understanding of Hodge’s views has developed since his previous effort. Thus,
unfortunately there is no in-depth analysis of Hodge’s doctrine of providence or
concurrence available to help today’s readers to understand Hodge and his tradition in
context. This dissertation seeks to remedy that fact.
Method and Overview
This dissertation will seek to answer the questions raised in the statement of the
problem by examining the writings of Charles Hodge in regards to this topic. We will
strive to understand Hodge’s treatment of providence and concurrence as it stands in
relation to (a) the rest of his theological system, as well as (b) his contemporary
theological and philosophical context, and (c) the older Reformed understanding of

Jang attempts to uses concurrence to support his contention that “God is the author of
contextualization, because God predetermined the direction and government of the secondary causes of free
agencies” (62). Also, early in the discussion Jang asserts that the “doctrine of concursus is clearly a part of
Reformed Confessionalism, found in the Westminster Confession of Faith” (59). Jang points to article V.
ii., which certainly fits well with the classic doctrine of concurrence, but does not explicitly prescribe it. We
can be relatively certain that Hodge would not have dismissed this doctrine if it was clearly dictated by the
Westminster Confession. In the estimation of Paul Helm, the Westminster divines purposefully refrained
from including a particular theory of providence in the Confession. Helm states that because the
Westminster divines wanted to adhere as closely to Scripture as possible, and because they could find no
specific theory of providence in Scripture, they purposefully did not include a theory as part of the
Church’s public testimony of faith (Paul Helm, “Westminster and Protestant Scholasticism,” In The
Westminster Confession into the 21st Centuty: Volume 2, ed. Ligon Duncan [Ross-shire, Scotland: Christian
Focus Publications, 2004], 105).
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concurrence. This will help us to understand Hodge and his concerns as accurately as
possible.
Our first need will be to answer the question: What was the older Reformed
understanding of concurrence? This will be the focus of Chapter 2. Since Hodge, as well
as Robert Lewis Dabney, explicitly acknowledged a heavy theological debt to Francis
Turretin and utilized his Institutes of Elenctic Theology for their lectures in systematic
theology it is appropriate to include a chapter outlining Turretin’s doctrine of providence
as a baseline to which to compare and contrast these later theologians. Although this
dissertation is not focused on Turretin, it is important to understand Turretin in order to
understand Hodge on this issue. For example, understanding Turretin will help the reader
to realize that the concept of contingency is not antithetical to a Reformed understanding
of providence. Chapter 2 demonstrates that Turretin’s traditional model of providence
affirmed both contingency as well as certainty. It was not a deterministic system but
neither was it standard libertarianism as it is usually understood today.43 According to
Turretin there were varieties of necessity, some of which were compatible with free will
and some of which were not. Effects can be both necessary and contingent at the same
time, but in different respects. In addition, we see that for Turretin the doctrine of
directive concurrence plays an important role allowing this system to work.
After this, we will provide an examination of Hodge’s writings on providence and
concurrence. It is difficult to comprehend Hodge on these issues apart from
understanding his theological, philosophical and historical context. A detailed
examination is required.
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Chapter 3 will examine Hodge’s theological background and influences. This
chapter will set the stage for understanding Hodge’s theology in its context. Specifically
we will probe Hodge’s Reformed theological heritage as well as the persuasive influence
that Scottish Common Sense philosophy had on Hodge—as well as most antebellum
nineteenth-century American theology. We will see that Hodge’s use of this system is
one of the factors that led to his criticisms of concurrence.
Chapter 4 will address preliminary related doctrines within Hodge’s system.
These topics will run the gambit from God’s design and creation of the world through to
God’s preservation of the world. The doctrines treated will include God’s knowledge,
God’s will, the decree, creation, free agency, and preservation. In the section on free
agency, it may surprise some readers to learn how strongly Hodge contends for free
agency and how harshly he condemned determinism. This has led one commentator to
suggest that Hodge allowed more “elbow room” for uncertainty than his Reformed
predecessors. Thus, in order to understand Hodge correctly in the context of his own
theological system we will examine his treatment of other doctrines related to the
governance. We will notice that Hodge uses the term “contingency” with variegated
meanings. Although he affirmed contingency in some senses he also retains the
traditional Reformed view of meticulous sovereignty and did not allow more “elbow
room” for uncertainty as has been suggested.
Chapter 5 is the longest chapter in this dissertation and the heart of our analysis
on Hodge’s view of providence and concurrence. This chapter will specifically deal with
the aspects of governance and concurrence within the doctrine of providence.44
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Although Hodge gives a detailed presentation of the traditional doctrine of concurrence
he also criticized the doctrine and did not recommend its use. Nonetheless, it seems that
within Hodge’s system the concept of “the efficient presence of God” becomes a
functional substitute for concurrence. Hodge wanted to articulate a system of providence
that still affirmed God’s exhaustive sovereignty but avoided fatalism and “mechanical”
theories of necessity. Hodge was concerned to safeguard the real efficiency of secondary
causes. The irony is that in the older understanding, concurrence functioned to do just
that. However, in Hodge’s context he viewed concurrence as more of a potential liability
than an asset. He faults the doctrine of concurrence for (1) being based on the arbitrary
and false assumption that no creature can originate action—which contradicts the
consciousness of men, (2) being an attempt to explain the inexplicable, and (3)
multiplying difficulties without benefit.
Chapter 6 will consider Hodge’s critiques of concurrence along with several other
general reasons why concurrence was rejected by other nineteenth-century American
Calvinists such as Robert Lewis Dabney and Hodge’s son, A. A. Hodge. These other
factors include (1) concerns over pantheism, (2) Scottish Common Sense philosophy, (3)
the decline of Christian Aristotelianism, and (4) a declining awareness of this doctrine,
produced by various factors. We will consider Hodge’s critiques along with these
additional factors and ask whether the rejection of concurrence was warranted or
unnecessary. Although we must acknowledge these concerns, we will argue that there
was no need to discard this doctrine. Although the post-enlightenment shift away from
Christian Aristotelian philosophy removed the category of substantial forms—making the
traditional understanding of concurrence less accessible—concurrence still can be
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articulated in a way that is biblically faithful and in which the distinction between
primary and secondary causation is maintained. Because Scripture clearly includes
instances in which God is the complete cause of an event and secondary causes are the
complete cause of the same event—but on different levels—some understanding of
concurrence is required. In addition, we will propose that concurrence can be understood
according to an author-story model utilizing the scholastic distinction between God’s
scientia necessaria and scientia voluntaria. Thus, concurrence is biblically warranted and
philosophically plausible. Rather than multiplying difficulties without benefit, the
doctrine of concurrence provides several valuable benefits. First, concurrence helps us
acknowledge that in the Biblical witness events are often ascribed to both God’s agency
and human or natural agency. Second, concurrence helps us to credit God for events that
may not have involved supernatural intervention. Third, concurrence helps us maintain a
healthy emphasis on both God’s sovereignty and human responsibility. Fourth,
concurrence guards against the opposite dangers of pantheism and deism. Fifth,
concurrence allows divine sovereignty without causal determinism. And finally,
concurrence allows for free agency without sacrificing the principle of sufficient reason.
Although the precise method of providence will likely remain inscrutable, concurrence
remains a valuable doctrine and should not be discarded.
The Reformed tradition is able to provide a model of providence that is
philosophically coherent and Biblically faithful. Although a full articulation of the
doctrine of providence is beyond the scope of this dissertation, my hope is that the
insights that have been drawn through the course of this investigation will be beneficial
toward developing a nuanced doctrine of providence that speaks to our current context.
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CHAPTER TWO
ASPECTS OF THE TRADITIONAL MODEL ACCORDING TO
FRANCIS TURRETIN

Introduction
The Reformed scholastic Francis Turretin (1623-1687) served in the academy at
Geneva from 1653 until his death in 1687. Turretin’s major legacy was his Institutes of
Elenctic Theology first published in 1679-1685 in three volumes.1 The term elenctic
signifies a combination of both doctrinal and polemical theology.2 This system of
theology, written in Latin, was utilized by many instructors in the Reformed tradition
including nineteenth century American Calvinists such as Robert Lewis Dabney and
Charles Hodge. Hodge utilized this work as his textbook for his students at Princeton
1
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until the publication of his own Systematic Theology, published in English, near the end
of Hodge’s career. Because of this, examining Turretin can provide us with a baseline by
which we can compare Hodge and the later tradition. Although Hodge would write more
than two centuries after Turretin, in a sense they were only one step removed because of
Hodge’s direct use of Turretin’s text. In another sense, writing on opposite sides of the
enlightenment, they were worlds apart.
Although a thorough review of Turretin’s theology—or even merely his writings
on providence—are beyond the scope of this dissertation, several details of Turretin’s
thought will be helpful to us in our examination of the way in which later generations
received these concepts. One of the important and perhaps surprising things that we will
notice is that the older tradition did not shun concepts such as free will and contingency
but embraced them.3 Therefore, when these concepts emerge later in Hodge’s theology,
we should not assume that Hodge is demonstrating discontinuity from the Reformed
tradition. Contrary to the popular understanding, the older Reformed tradition was not
opposed to these concepts. In fact, Turretin contended that “free will” was actually more
integral to Reformed orthodoxy than in any competing system. Turretin proclaimed, “For
we are about to demonstrate… that we establish free will far more truly than our

3
This is a key thesis in van Asselt, Reformed Thought on Freedom. Paul Helm provides criticism
of Reformed Thought on Freedom along with analysis of Turretin’s view of the will in Paul Helm,
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concept of ‘synchronic contingency’ occurs in three articles: Paul Helm, “Synchronic Contingency in
Reformed Scholasticism: A Note of Caution,” Nederlands Theologisch Tijdschrift 57, no 3 (2003): 207222; Beck, A.J. and Antonie Vos, “Conceptual Patterns Related to Reformed Scholasticism,” Nederlands
Theologisch Tijdschrift 57, no 3 (2003): 223-233; and finally, Paul Helm, “Synchronic Contingency
Again.” Nederlands Theologisch Tijdschrift 57, no 3 (2003): 234-238. Helm argues that Vos and Beck have
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opponents.”4 Turretin argues that Reformed orthodoxy not only preserves God’s
sovereignty, but it also establishes the integrity of free will.
This chapter will demonstrate that for Turretin the certainty of human choices
does not arise from the nature of second causes, which Turretin views as free and
contingent. Instead, human choices are made certain by the certainty of the decree and the
immutability of God’s foreknowledge and made efficacious by divine concurrence.
Popular misunderstandings of the Reformed position existed in Turretin’s day as
well as our own. Turretin was motivated to respond to the opponents of Reformed
theology who charged that the Reformed orthodox can neither bear the use of the term
free will, nor the thing itself. However, Turretin believed that it is both good and useful
for the term free will to be retained, but it must be defined and understood precisely.5
Human beings are always responsible and under authority, yet this does not lead
to a Stoic determinism of which the Reformed are accused by the Socinians,
Remonstrants, and Jesuits. Turretin states that these groups seek to reprise Pelagianism
and semi-Pelagianism and “to place the idol of free will in the citadel.”6 Both human
autonomy and Stoic determinism were unacceptable, and therefore extreme precision was
necessary in order to steer between them. As van Asselt and his colleagues comment,
“Reformed theologians tried to locate this freedom of creatures between the Scylla of an
independent autonomy and the Charybdis of a passive shadow play, and their extensive
distinctions were necessary to avoid both errors.”7 The combined affirmation of freedom
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and necessity depends on correct definitions. Both necessitas and libertas may be
employed in a variety of ways, some being compatible and others being incompatible. In
the next sections we will examine the way that Turretin interprets these concepts in
various sections of his Institutes, describing key themes along the way.
Certain but Contingent
Many of the elements of Turretin’s views on necessity and freedom appear in his
discussion of God’s knowledge. Against the Socinians, Turretin affirms that God
possesses certain and infallible foreknowledge of all things future, including “future
contingent things.”8 From this we begin to see a version of free will that Turretin will
oppose. In addition to Socinian assertions—similar to those made by modern open
theists—Turretin denies any version of free will that is genuinely incompatible with
God’s certain foreknowledge. In addition, he will deny free will that is based either on
indifference or free will that is free from all necessity.
In this context, Turretin points out two ways in which a thing may be contingent.
The first is a contingency to God as the first cause. That is, a thing may be contingent
because God may or may not choose to bring it into existence. In this sense, Turretin
states, even the most ‘necessary’ things are contingent since they can be and not be. In
the second sense, a thing is contingent in respect to second causes. This type of
contingency occurs when a secondary cause has potency to more than one effect. The
secondary cause may or may not produce the effect. Turretin states that when he speaks
of “future contingents” he means it in the latter sense.9 He also notes that this term speaks
both to the certainty of the event as well as the mode of production. Future implies the
8
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certainty of the event, while contingent describes the mode of production. The certainty
of the event is grounded on the decree of the first cause, while the contingency is from
the constitution of the second cause.
Turretin affirms God’s infallible knowledge of future things that are contingent as
to their second causes. However, they are not knowable in themselves determinately, but
in the decree of God.10 If these things were known in themselves determinately, they
would no longer be contingent. Instead, God knows free and contingent events as free
and contingent. Turretin appeals to Hebrews 4:13 stating that, “All things are naked and
open to his eyes.” All things in this verse must include the thoughts and voluntary actions
of men. This includes not only those already actual, but also those that are future “which
God sees not only in their causes, but also in his decree.”11 This phrase could be
interpreted to mean that God is able to see some future events through their causes,
though to be consistent there would still be some contingent acts which God does not see
in themselves determinately. It would also be true that God sees these events according to
the mode of their causes, knowing necessary events as necessary and knowing contingent
events as contingent.12 In any case, God knows these future events in his decree. Turretin
states that “there is no future thing which God has not decreed, either to do if good or to
permit if bad; nor can he foreknow unless he had decreed them.”13 Therefore the ultimate
grounding for God’s foreknowledge is not the interlocking work of cause and effect in
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creation, but his all-inclusive decree. He states, “The foreknowledge of God follows his
decree, and as the decree cannot be changed, so neither can his knowledge be
deceived”.14 This statement makes it clear that the decree of God is logically prior to his
foreknowledge. It also points to the immutable nature of his foreknowledge. Having been
made from eternity, God’s decree is eternal and immutable, and thus his knowledge
based on the decree is certain.15
Turretin admits that it is “difficult to comprehend the mode in which God
certainly knows future contingent things” yet he concludes, contrary to those who have
stumbled because of the difficulty of knowing the mode, that the thing itself, his certain
foreknowledge of future contingent things, is amply confirmed by numerous passages of
Scripture and this must not be denied. The decree, not the nature of second causes, is the
principle foundation for God’s knowledge of these things. It is by the “decree alone” that
“things pass from a state of possibility to a state of futurition” in which God sees them
“as it were determined and certainly future”.16
When Turretin states that God knows these events “as it were determined” it is
important to note the caution offered by van Asselt:
The distinction between natural and free causes is given with the way they
‘determine’ their act. This technical term ‘determination’ should not be associated
with the modern term ‘determinism,’ because that term did not exist yet and the
concept of determinism was denoted by other terms like ‘Stoic fate.’ Rather,
14
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determination means that a cause gets directed to one effect. A natural cause is
determined by its nature to the act, a free cause determines itself by freedom to
one of possible acts. Hence, determination refers to the state of a cause: being
undetermined means that the (free) cause has not yet directed itself to a certain
effect. A determined cause will produce its determined effect but still the effect
can be either contingent (determined by a free act) or necessary (determined by a
natural act).17
Therefore, for these things to be ‘determined’ does not mean that their contingency is
removed. Instead, it means that God knows the mode by which they are determined, i.e.,
selected, or “directed to one effect.” God knows the mode by which the thing is caused,
either necessarily or freely.
Turretin illustrates that certainty does not contradict contingency by considering
two propositions: (1) Adam is certainly about to fall, and (2) Adam is able not to fall.
These are not contradictory since (1) speaks of the certain foreknowledge of the fall
based on the decree, while (2) speaks of the contingent mode of production.18
Turretin clarifies, against his opponents, that future contingent things are not
indeterminate in every respect. If that were the case, then the Socinians would be correct
and certain and infallible knowledge of these things would be impossible. Instead, future
contingent things are indeterminate only with respect to their second causes, but are not
indeterminate to their first cause, which decreed their futurition. Their truth may be
indeterminate “with respect to us” since we “cannot see in which direction the free
second cause is about to incline itself,” yet it is not hidden from God “to whom all future
things appear as present.”19
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Neither Modern Libertarianism nor Compatibilism
Turretin had stated that future contingent things are not indeterminate in every
respect. Another clarification of this concept emerges as we move to Turretin’s
discussion of middle knowledge. In opposition to Molina and others, Turretin rejects their
proposal for a third species of divine knowledge between God’s natural knowledge and
God’s free knowledge.20 All logically possible things are either (a) only possible but
never take place, or (b) certain to take place in the future.21 If (a), they are merely part of
God’s natural knowledge; and if (b) they are part of God’s free knowledge. Thus, for
Turretin, since there is nothing which is neither possible nor future, God’s necessary
knowledge and God’s free knowledge embrace all knowable things.22 As Muller has
noted, the concept of middle knowledge incorrectly “confers a quasi reality upon the
possibility.”23 Turretin gives several other reasons for rejecting middle knowledge,
including the lack of grounding for this type of knowledge.
For the purposes of our discussion, we will focus on a few statements that help
illuminate Turretin’s understanding of necessity and contingency. We see the importance
that Turretin places upon the decree as the basis for God’s knowledge. Turretin derides

God’s natural knowledge is sometimes referred to as God’s necessary knowledge (scientia
necessaria) and God’s free knowledge (scientia voluntaria) is also sometimes referred to as God’s
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middle knowledge because its “truth depends not upon the free decree of God (being
anterior to this), but upon the liberty of the creature.”24 For Turretin, conditional future
things cannot be true apart from the determination of the divine will. For example,
Turretin considers the argument that the Sidonians would have repented if the power had
been supplied to them. The problem with this is that “no cause of this thing can be
imagined except the will of God.”25 The importance of these observations is to note that
Turretin’s view of contingency of secondary causes differs from the ‘libertarian’ view of
free will, if libertarian freedom is defined (as it often is) as detachment from all necessity,
including God’s decree. This, of course, would be the view of the Remonstrants and
Socinians, as well as modern Arminians and Open Theists. For example, Clark Pinnock
defines libertarian freedom as the freedom “in which a person is free to perform an action
or refrain from performing it and is not completely determined in the matter by prior
forces—nature, nurture, or even God.”26 If this definition is accepted then Turretin’s
claims about freedom are severely limited despite any protests to the contrary.
For Turretin, contingency is not independent of the decree. It is not enough, writes
Turretin, for his opponents to claim that they escape the charge of autonomy merely
because they say that the will is created by God and given its liberty by God. This does
not “suffice to save that dependence” because in that case “it would not cease to be the
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principle of its own determination, if its acts did not depend on the decree.”27 Thus
Turretin rejects a view of freedom in which the will is entirely the sole principle of its
own determination, apart from God’s decree. Agent causation—if we may use that
concept—only operates on the level of secondary causes.
Unfortunately, applying the labels of ‘libertarianism’ or ‘compatibilism’ to
Turretin’s conception of freedom will often lead to a misunderstanding of Turretin’s
view. It is neither the libertarianism of the Arminians or Open Theists, nor is it the
compatibilism of Hobbes, Frankfurt, or even (arguably) Edwards. This view of certain
contingency is not well represented in the current debate. Maneuvering between these
other options, Turretin explains that,
what in respect to the first cause is necessary with respect to the second cause can
be contingent, the first cause so disposing it. This not only insures the existence
of the thing, but in its own manner that it is a necessary thing necessarily, a
contingent contingently. Yet that necessity as to the first cause does not take
away the liberty of free will because it is not a necessity of coactions, but of
consequence or infallibility which best conspires with liberty.28
Turretin affirms liberty of the will, but this is a liberty that is “not absolute and
independent, but limited and dependent upon God.”29

Turretin, Institutes, III.xiii.xi; p. 1:215. Turretin adds that “all the acts of the created will fall
under the divine providence so that none are independent and indeterminate . . .” Said another way, all acts
of the will are dependent and determinate.
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Turretin, Institutes, III.xiii.xxi; p. 1:218.

Turretin, Institutes, VI.iv.xv; p. 1:504. Paul Helm argues that “non-libertarianism was the
default position” of the Reformed Orthodox as well as Jonathan Edwards. Helm states that Edwards simply
could not have had such high regard for the theologies of Peter Van Mastrict and Francis Turretin “if he
seriously held that [they] . . . held to a non-compatibilistic view of human freedom” (Helm, “Parting of the
Ways?” 43-44). Helm interprets Muller as implying that, in contrast to Edwards, the Reformed Orthodox
did hold to a non-compatibilistic view of human freedom. Cf. Richard Muller, “Jonathan Edwards and the
Absence of Free Choice: A Parting of Ways in the Reformed Tradition,” Jonathan Edwards Studies 1, no.
1 (2011): 3-22. Although there are statements and concepts within the Reformed Orthodox understanding
of agency that seem to imply libertarian free will, this only is the case if we interpret these statements
according to today’s philosophical and theological discussions rather than interpreting them in their own
time and within the context of the rest of their theological systems.
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Varieties of Necessity
We have already seen the foundational importance that the decree of God plays as
the necessary first cause of the contingent secondary causes. Now we will examine
Turretin’s locus concerning The Decrees of God in General and Predestination in
Particular in order to glean more clarifications on his metaphysic of necessity and
contingency. Turretin provides a helpful taxonomy of the varieties of necessity. We could
chart these as such:

Figure 2.1. Taxonomy of Varieties of Necessity in Turretin

Against those who “contend for the idol of free will” Turretin affirms that the
decrees are eternal and denies that they are conditional.30 He affirms that the decree does
in fact “necessitate future things.”31 In explaining this, Turretin gives a basic definition of
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necessity stating that “a thing is said to be necessary which cannot be otherwise.”32 He
then divides the term in several ways, first as viewed in God, and then in the things
themselves. In God there is a twofold necessity, one being absolute and another
hypothetical. The absolute necessity of God relates to God’s nature and to those things
that are impossible to be otherwise, such as God’s incorruptibility. The hypothetical
necessity of God relates to the divine decree and is immutably decreed. In the necessity
relating to the things themselves, Turretin lists three varieties: (1) physical and internal
necessity, on the part of second causes such as the necessity of fire to burn; (2) coactions,
the necessity arising from violent force; and (3) the hypothetical necessity of the event or
dependence through which a contingent thing is made necessary in relation to the
ordination of God.33
Concerning the necessity of things in themselves, Turretin explains that physical
necessity and necessity of coactions both take away liberty and contingency, but that
which is maintained only by hypothetical necessity does not take away liberty and
contingency. In that case, the necessity is not from the nature of second causes, which are
free and contingent. The necessity is extrinsic, from the immutability of the decree. He
states, “Therefore the effect may properly be called both necessary and contingent at the
same time, but in different respects.”34 The necessity of the decree takes away the “liberty
of independence and the irresponsibility (to anypeuthynon) and uncontrol (adespoton) of
the creature” but it does not take away the “liberty of spontaneity and indifference”
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because it does not take away the nature of second causes.35 Hence we may rightly say
that “Adam sinned necessarily and freely” because his sin was necessary because of the
decree yet free as to the mode.36
Although the decree makes all things certain, it does not make God the author of
sin. This is because the decree is neither the physical nor ethical cause of sin. Sin
necessarily follows the decree, but it “cannot be said to flow from the decree.”37 At the
same time, the certainty of the decree does not excuse sinners since hypothetical
necessity does not take away their liberty or choice.38
The Concourse of God
In his discussion on God’s providence, Turretin barely touches the ideas of
conservation or governance. Instead, he focuses almost exclusively on concurrence. This
may be explained by the focus on the Institutes as being primarily concerned with
polemical or disputed (i.e. elenctic) theology. In contrast to God’s conservation—which
Turretin saw as being admitted by all sides—the issue of concurrence was highly
disputed. Also, Turretin conceived governance and concurrence as merged concepts. God
governs by means of concurrence.39 Thus, Turretin focuses his attention on concurrence.40
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We can see this in the way that Turretin frames the fourth question on providence: “Is
providence occupied only in the conservation and sustentation of things; or also in their government
(through which God himself acts and efficaciously concurs with them by a concourse not general and
indifferent, but particular, specific and immediate)? We deny the former and affirm the later, against the
39
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God’s providence extends to all things, great and small, including “contingent and
fortuitous events” such as the casting of lots.41 God’s providence also governs those
things done voluntarily and with purpose. Still, Turretin is adamant that God’s
providence does not remove all contingency from the world. God governs and rules
second causes in a way that keeps and conserves their natures, permitting them to “act out
of their own motions.”42 Turretin illustrates this with the story of Joseph. It was necessary
and certain that he be sold because it had been determined by God. Yet for his brothers,
they acted contingently because according to second causes they might either have killed
him or not sold him. The action of the brothers was not controlled by an absolute
necessity, but they did have a “necessity of consequence.”43
Turretin states that the doctrine of concurrence is not only one of the most
difficult subjects in theology, but also one in which error is most dangerous.44
Concurrence is not merely a matter of conservation and government, by which God keeps
creatures in their own states and directs things to their appointed ends, or where God
merely conserves their strength to act. Nor does the concourse of God operate as the

Jesuites, Socinians and Remonstrants.” Thus, “God governs … by a concourse” (Turretin, Institutes, VI.iv;
p. 1:501).
This will be a thumbnail sketch of Turretin on providence and concurrence since Hodge’s
interaction with Turretin on concurrence will be explored in depth in chapter five of this dissertation.
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Jesuits, Socinians, and Remonstrants teach, where the second cause determines itself
before the first cause acts.45 Instead, Turretin agrees with Thomas Aquinas when he
describes the concourse of God ruling and directing second causes “that they may
accomplish the ends determined by himself.”46
The concourse of God is both particular and specific, and it flows immediately
into both cause and effect, means and ends. If the concourse were only general and
indifferent (such as the light of the sun) but not particular and specific (directing
particular causes to specific effects), it would be pointless to pray for anything since God
would be impotent to confer specific goods or to avert specific evils. Also, God would
not need to be praised for any blessings that we receive by the means of second causes if
those causes are free agents.47 Turretin lists other objections and concludes with the
stinging remark that if concourse were not particular and specific, “We could no longer
say, ‘If the Lord will, we shall do this or that’ (Jam. 4:15). Rather God (if reduced to
order) ought to say, ‘If man wills to do, let this or that be done’!”48
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God’s concurrence is not only simultaneous to the particular action that he
concurs with, it is also previous it to it and may be referred to as a “preconcourse.” It is a
“predetermination or premotion, by which God excites or directs the second cause into
acting.”49 In concurrence the first cause is the prime mover and the second cause cannot
move unless moved first, otherwise it would not be the second cause. In the arena of the
will, this means that it must be moved from its state of indifference by an outside
principle, since that which is potential cannot be made actual except by something that is
actual, namely God. Turretin also denies that the indifference in the will does not hinder
it from determining itself.50 Although wills have sufficient power to act in the order of
second causes, it is nonetheless true that they “have need of the previous motion of God
order to obtain the certainty of the event.”51
Thus, Turretin’s view of concurrence would escape Jonathan Edwards’ criticism
of his Arminian opponents, that the will cannot always determine itself because that
would require it to choose before its first choice.52 Unlike Edwards’ opponents, Turretin
doesn’t claim that the will must be free from all necessity. The mode of this directing is
difficult to apprehend, but it is apparent that for Turretin, God is able to fill this role.
Turretin states that there are only three possible ways for two free wills to be
joined together to agree to the same action in a manner that is not casual or fortuitous.
(1) Both wills may be conjoined by a powerful superior will. (2) Both natures are
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Jonathan Edwards, Freedom of the Will, vol. 1 of The Works of Jonathan Edwards [hereafter
WJE], ed. Paul Ramsey (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1957), 172.
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determined so that they each cannot help but produce the effect. (3) One will determines
the operation of the other.53 The first option is ruled out because God would then not be
the first cause. The second option is ruled out because it would make God’s will
determined. Therefore, the third option is correct: all events, including free acts, arise
from divine predetermination as first cause in a manner that conserves the liberty of the
will and spontaneous action. Rather than compelling rational creatures by physical or
brute necessity, God “only effects this—that they act both consistently with themselves
and in accordance with their own nature”54 The necessity that comes about because of
this predetermination does not destroy liberty because it is a necessity of consequence,
not a necessity of consequent.55 Q will certainly follow P, but not because P necessarily
determines Q. However, it is also not correct that P is passive in causing Q. People still
will things “spontaneously and willingly.” As Turretin states, “it does not follow from the
promotion of God that second causes do nothing, but only do nothing independently.”56
Their actions are genuinely contingent on the level of second causes but certain with
regard to first cause.
As Turretin states, it is difficult to explain exactly how concurrence works, but
Scripture clearly affirms that providence concurs and that the liberty of the will is
unimpaired by it. Thus our ignorance of the mode of the thing ought not to cause us to
deny the thing itself, especially since God “has a thousand ways (to us incomprehensible)
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on concurring with our will”.57 Three false methods of reconciliation include prescience,
permission, and the indifferent influx of providence. Instead, the “true method of
harmonizing” requires at least four propositions. First, we must recognize that the
secondary causes of the creature are dependent and subordinate to the independent first
cause of the Creator. Second, God still moves secondary causes according to their own
natures and does not take away their proper mode of operating. Third, providence does
not concur according to the two kinds of necessity that destroy liberty: coactive necessity,
as to compel the unwilling will, or natural necessity, as with a brute or irrational object.
Fourth, we must note that God concurs differently with the human will in relation to good
and evil, as the author of the former but not the latter.58 God does not will or decree evil
simply or by itself, but only relatively. God does not will evil as evil.59
Turretin’s discussion of concurrence is fully developed and he views the doctrine
positively. We have only presented an outline of his discussion since his views will be
dealt with again in Hodge’s treatment of concurrence, since Hodge draws heavily on
Turretin. For now, one significant thing to note is that Turretin views directive
concurrence as the means by which (at least in part) God effects his decree. Concurrence
provides a link that establishes sufficient reason why contingent events fall out in one
way rather than another. It may not be the only part of the sufficient cause—that may be
more complicated—but with this concept in place at least something can account for why
a contingent effect is one way rather than another, even if it is as contingent as possible
under God’s decree.
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Free Will and the Practical Intellect
Turretin acknowledges that although the word “free will,” autexousiou, is used by
the Greek fathers, the word does not occur in Scripture.60 It was received by the
scholastics as designating “that faculty of the rational soul by which it spontaneously
does what it pleases, a judgment of the reason going before.”61 Free choice resides neither
in the intellect or the will independently, but in both the intellectual and volitional powers
of the soul acting in conjunction.62
Before the fall, Turretin describes a fourfold liberty: (1) a liberty of independence,
(2) a liberty from coactions, (3) rational liberty, and (4) liberty from slavery.63 The first
variety is a liberty of independence. Of the four types of liberty that Turretin describes
here, this liberty of independence applies to God alone. This liberty is opposed to the
necessity of dependence, which applies to all creatures. Adam was not absolutely his own
master. Absolute and independent liberty belongs to God alone, whereas the liberty of
God’s creatures is limited and dependent.64
Further, Turretin states that this “was not the liberty of a will undetermined by the
practical intellect; for this would have changed the will into an irrational appetite, so that
it would have sought evil as evil.” This would not be true liberty, but “unbridled
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license.”65 Second, there is the liberty from coactions. Adam enjoyed this liberty, a
freedom from coercion, or being compelled by use of force. Adam also possessed the
third type of liberty, rational liberty. Rational liberty separated man from the inanimate
objects and the brutes who act only by physical necessity or blind impulse. Finally, Adam
enjoyed freedom from slavery. Prior to the fall, he maintained the ability not to sin,
though he did not possess freedom from mutability and thus was able to fall into sin.66
Even in the fallen state, humans still retain freedom in several senses. Against
“the papists and Remonstrants” Turretin denied that every type of necessity is repugnant
to freedom of will. He opposed their design to remove the will of man “from the
necessity of divine determination and government and to make it uncontrolled
(adespoton) and the master of its own acts.”67 In order to explain this, Turretin describes
a six-fold necessity: (1) necessity of coactions from external agents; (2) physical and
brute necessity; (3) the necessity of a creature’s dependence on God; (4) the rational
necessity of the determination to one thing by the judgment of the practical intellect; (5)
moral necessity or slavery arising from good or bad habits; and (6) the necessity of the
existence of a thing once it exists.68 Of these six, only the first two are incompatible with
liberty.
We have already discussed the first three of this six-fold necessity. Among other
places, we encountered them in the five-fold taxonomy of necessity that Turretin
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presented under the topic of the decrees of God.69 In that presentation Turretin also
included two ‘necessities’ as viewed in God. But in the present discussion of the fallen
will, Turretin now adds (4) rational necessity, (5) moral necessity, and (6) necessity of
existence. In rational necessity the will determines itself to one thing by the practical
intellect. Moral necessity results when by habit it has been determined to a certain
manner of acting. This necessity does not destroy the essence of liberty. Although the
sinner is enslaved to sin, “still he does not cease to sin most freely and with the highest
liberty.”70 Finally, the necessity of the event simply means that once an event occurs it is
certain and its truth cannot change.71
In regards to rational necessity, Turretin explains that the will is a rational appetite
and that it “must follow the last judgment of the practical intellect.” The will cannot turn
away from good as good, or turn to evil as evil. Instead, when the will seeks evil, it seeks
it “as an apparent, useful or pleasant good.”72 Turretin states that when viewed in
contradistinction to the intellect, rather than in relation to the decree and concourse of
God, the will cannot be said to determine itself since it is determined by the intellect
“whose last judgment of practical intellect it must follow.”73 The will can oppose the
theoretical judgment of the intellect, and it may oppose the absolute judgment of simple
practical intellect, but it can never oppose the decided and last judgment. Describing this
last or ultimate judgment, the editors of Reformed Thought on Freedom state,
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The ultimate judgment of the practical intellect does not coincide with the
theoretical judgment, or the absolute practical judgment, but depends on other
circumstances than just the assignment of truth values (theoretical intellect), or
moral judgments in general (absolute practical intellect). The ultimate judgment is
the ultimate judgment, not of what is to be done in general, but of what is to be
done here and now, in this situation.74
Turretin explains that Adam did not follow the first and absolute judgment of the intellect
by which it judged that the fruit ought not to be eaten. Instead, it followed the decided
and last judgment of the practical intellect which saw the fruit as good and pleasing, here
and now.75
Turretin rejects the claim of the Remonstrants that liberty is placed in
indifference. Turretin accepts a temporary indifference in a divided sense where there is
simultaneity of power before the will determines its action. However he rejects
indifference in the compounded sense, as to a power of simultaneity, where the will is
always indifferent so that it can act or not act.76
Turretin states, “Since, therefore, the formal reason of liberty is not placed in
indifference, it cannot be sought elsewhere than in rational willingness, by which man
does what he pleases by a previous judgment of reason.”77 The voluntary nature of the
will is what makes men culpable for their sins even when they are bound by a moral
necessity, which Turretin had described as habit.
For Turretin, liberty requires two elements, choice and voluntariness
(spontaneity). The element of choice guards against this being a blind impulse rather than
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being guided by reason and the practical intellect. The element of voluntariness
guarantees that it is done “spontaneously and freely and without compulsion.”78 This
spontaneity perfectly accords with God’s providence. For Turretin, “the will can never be
without determination” that is both “extrinsic from the providence of God” and also
“intrinsic from the judgment of the intellect.”79 Turretin concludes, “It is indeed of the
nature of the will to be determined by itself, but not by itself alone. Thus the
determination of the will does not exclude, but supposes the determination of God.”80
Regarding Turretin’s view of indifference, there is a disagreement of
interpretation between Paul Helm and the authors of Reformed Thought on Freedom.81
Helm argues that Turretin only affirms indifference in the divided sense and in such a
way that does not support the claim that Turretin conceived of natural freedom along the
lines of synchronic contingency, with structural alternativity.82 Instead, Helm interprets
Turretin’s system as being consistent with compatibilism. On the one hand, Helm is
correct that in Turretin’s theology all free acts of the human will are compatible with the
divine decree, directive concurrence, and the last judgment of the practical intellect.
However, the authors of Reformed Thought on Freedom are correct that Turretin allowed
contingency between at least some events—particularly many acts of the will—at least
when considered on the level of secondary causes, apart from the decree and directive
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concurrence. However, if all of the requisite for acting include—as Helm states83—(1)
the divine decree, (2) divine directive concurrence, (3) the judgment of the mind, and (4)
the presence of certain circumstances, then in that composite sense Turretin would
certainly not deny indifference. Helm’s problem with the editors of Reformed Thought on
Freedom is that they seem to claim this. In some instances they do give this impression.
For examples, in one place they state,
The definition of freedom in terms of indifference was advocated by Jesuit and
Arminian adversaries of the Reformed: they stated that, if all the requisites for
acting were posited (rational judgment of the goodness of an action, God’s
decree), the will was still indifferent toward acting or not acting. The Reformed
argued that this destroys man’s dependence on God and even makes impossible
all reasonable action. While most authors extensively argue for the untenability of
conceiving freedom by indifference, some authors argue explicitly for a
structural indifference or alternativity and make clear that this is factual
contingency, which is also supposed in their conception of freedom as rational
spontaneity.84
Helm sees the authors of Reformed Thought on Freedom as wrongly pushing Turretin
into that category. He also quotes with disapproval te Velde and Vos’ conclusion that
“natural freedom [as opposed to moral and spiritual freedom] is essential to man, in the
sense that without this freedom he would no longer be man as a rational and responsible
creature.”85 However, this remains a dependent freedom. It is a freedom in the divided
sense, considered apart from the decree, not in a compound sense—as if human freedom
is independent even when the decree is considered. Te Velde and Vos recognize this, for
in the next paragraph of their conclusion they clarify that this “remaining essential
freedom of choice . . . does not go unqualified: man does not act out [outside] of nature,
83
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or contrary to the (ultimate) judgment of his intellect, or outside God’s providence.”
Natural freedom, on the level of second causes, is not independent of these factors. “Still,
these forms of necessity obtain in terms of the necessity of the consequence by which the
outcome (the consequent) is not made necessary in itself.”86 Apart from these
considerations, it could be otherwise.
Conclusion
Although this has been a brief overview of Turretin’s theology, we have defended
the thesis of this chapter and have elucidated several aspects of Turretin’s understanding
of the Reformed orthodox position concerning these matters: (1) Things may be
contingent, or not, in multiple senses of the term. (2) The same event may be both
contingent and certain. (3) Turretin’s system cannot be described simply using the labels
of ‘libertarianism’ or ‘compatibilism’ in the precise sense in which these labels are often
used today. (4) Turretin carefully delineated several nuanced meanings of necessity, some
of which are compatible with liberty and others which are not. (5) The concourse of God
is a previous and directing concurrence which God exercises to govern events so that they
actualize with certainty in one direction rather than another, without destroying the
liberty of human beings. (6) Free will entails that the soul acts spontaneously but
according to the last judgment of the practical intellect and within dependence on God’s
providence.
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CHAPTER THREE
CHARLES HODGE, PART 1: CONTEXT AND INFLUENCES

Introduction
In the previous chapter we looked at the classic Reformed articulation of the
doctrine of providence in the system of Protestant Scholastic Francis Turretin. We have
seen that although Turretin espoused God’s universal and particular providence, there
was also room in his system for contingency. Turretin did not hold that all things were
completely contingent, or that anything could be contingent from God’s decree in the
sense that the decree did not make it certain. It is one thing for God to decree contingent
things—which He does—but it is another thing to hold something to be contingent from
God’s will in the sense that God’s will does not in some way determine it. We have also
seen that Turretin utilized the concept of a previous and directing concurrence. Because
of this, Turretin is able to construct his system in such a way that allows for both
particular providence and contingency, without making his system subject to the criticism
that Jonathan Edwards leveled against those who imagine the will to be contingent in the
sense that it is free from all necessity. Directing concurrence provides a link between
God’s decree and the contingent events that are included in God’s providential
arrangement. Unlike Edwards’ opponents, for Turretin there is no absence of a sufficient
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reason why these events—although they are contingent—fall out in one way rather than
another.
Two centuries later, on the other side of the enlightenment, Charles Hodge would
teach Reformed doctrine for over fifty years using Turretin’s Institutes as his main
theological text for most of that time. Despite Hodge’s resolve to pass on classic
Reformed doctrine without alteration, one aspect of providence that did not remain
unfiltered was the doctrine of concurrence. Although Hodge described the doctrine in
detail, he did not commend it to his students. Therefore, in these chapters we will seek to
understand Hodge’s theory of providence and especially his understanding and critique of
concurrence. How did Hodge understand concurrence and why was he critical of it? As
we do this, we will also examine Hodge’s views concerning issues such as contingency
and determinism. If, like Turretin, Hodge held to God’s particular providence as well as
degrees of contingency, was he able to hold those two concepts together in a coherent (or
potentially coherent) way? If so, how? Did he have something in mind rather than
concurrence that allowed him to do that?
Our analysis of Charles Hodge on providence will comprise a significant portion
of this dissertation. It will focus on a close reading of his chapter on providence in his
Systematic Theology as well as other appropriate sources. In this first chapter on Hodge,
we will provide a relatively brief background of his theological and philosophical
influences. Particularly we will note his Reformed heritage as well as his use of Scottish
Common Sense philosophy. In the chapter after this we will begin the exposition of
Hodge’s doctrinal system, especially his doctrine of providence and concurrence. We will
demonstrate that although Hodge was critical of the old doctrine of concurrence, he
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utilized the concept of God’s “efficient presence” which seems to do much of the work
for Hodge that concurrence did for Turretin.
Hodge’s Background and Influences
Charles Hodge (1797-1878) is a fitting representative by which to explore the
understanding of providence in nineteenth century American Calvinism. One writer has
stated that “Charles Hodge’s career stands as a synecdoche for the intellectual history of
orthodox Christianity in the nineteenth century.”1 Hodge had a highly influential career
that spanned much of the nineteenth century. With the exception of his two years of study
in Europe, Hodge taught at Princeton Seminary from 1822 until shortly before his death
in 1878. In the process he became the first American to serve as a professor of theology
for over half a century. During this time he taught more students than had attended any
other seminary in the country.2 Hodge’s prestige was enhanced by the fact that, at the
time, he was one of only a handful of American theologians who had undertaken
graduate level theological training in continental Europe.3 Although Hodge is known
today largely for his three volume systematic theology, during his lifetime his reputation
and influence was primarily due to his numerous essays published in The Biblical
Repertory and Princeton Review, the journal he edited from 1825 to 1871.4

1
James Turner, “Charles Hodge in the Intellectual Weather of the Nineteenth Century,” in John
W. Stewart and James H. Moorhead, eds., Charles Hodge Revisited: A Critical Appraisal of His Life and
Work (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002), 61.
2

Mark Noll, Charles Hodge: The Way of Life, 1.

3

For details on the important years Hodge spent in France and Germany, see B.A. Gerrish,
“Charles Hodge and the Europeans,” in John W. Stewart and James H. Moorhead, eds., Charles Hodge
Revisited: A Critical Appraisal of His Life and Work (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002), 129-58; and
Hoffecker, Charles Hodge, 77-118.
4

This journal was published under various titles including Biblical Repertory, Biblical Repertory
and Theological Review, Biblical Repertory and Princeton Review and Princeton Review. In the course of
four decades Hodge wrote 142 articles for the BRPR as well as, presumably, many of the anonymous
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Although too many modern commentators tend to pigeonhole Hodge in relation to
the subjects of biblical inspiration or Darwinism, this was not true in Hodge’s day.5
Through the influential pages of the Biblical Repertory and Princeton Review Hodge
entered into virtually every theological debate of his day. As E. Brooks Holifield
rightfully quips, “Hodge had something to say about almost everything.”6 Mark Noll
states that Hodge was the only theologian of his period whose views on more than one
theological topic were subject to widespread debate.7 The scope and breadth of his work,
and the expanse of his influence, made him one of the most important theologians of the
nineteenth century.8
Hodge is also useful to study because he self-consciously strove not to deviate
from his received theological orthodoxy. In fact, Hodge is often ridiculed for his

“Short Notices” and “Literary Intelligences.” A chronological list of Hodge’s articles can be found in
Stewart & Moorhead, Charles Hodge Revisited, 338-347. A. A. Hodge quotes The British Quarterly
Review as stating in 1871 that The Princeton Review “is beyond all question the greatest purely theological
review that has ever been published in the English tongue (Life of Charles Hodge, 257). Hodge fully retired
from editorship of the Review in 1871 although Lyman Atwater became the coeditor of the journal four
years earlier.
E. Brooks Holifield, “Hodge, the Seminary, and the American Theological Context,” in John W.
Stewart and James H. Moorhead, eds., Charles Hodge Revisited: A Critical Appraisal of His Life and Work
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002), 123. Holifield points out that these two topics “had a relatively minor
place within the overall sweep of his writings” although the underlying topic of authority was “one of the
decisive questions of the nineteenth century.”
5

6

Holifield, “American Theological Context,” 128.

Mark Noll, “Charles Hodge as an Expositor of the Spiritual Life,” in John W. Stewart and James
H. Moorhead, eds., Charles Hodge Revisited: A Critical Appraisal of His Life and Work (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 2002), 183. Regarding his lasting influence, Noll further states that Hodge is only one of two
American theologians (Charles Finney being the other) whose writings continue to be read outside of
academic circles at the end of the twentieth century.
7
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In addition to Hodge’s BRPR articles and his Systematic Theology (1871-2), major works by
Hodge include commentaries on the books of Romans (1835, 1843), Ephesians (1856), 1 Corinthians
(1856) and 2 Corinthians (1857); a two volume history of the Presbyterian Church in the United States of
America (1839-40); The Way of Life, a popular introduction to the Christian life written for the American
Sunday School Union (1841), and his critique of Darwinism, What Is Darwinism? (1874).
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statement that a new idea never originated in Princeton Seminary.9 It can be debated
whether or not this was the case.10 Nonetheless, by this statement Hodge intended to
communicate that theological novelty was not a virtue. Instead, the goal to strive for at
Princeton was to successfully pass on, unchanged, the faith once delivered to the saints.
Hodge did not seek originality. Thus, when we look at his articulation of providence, we
learn what he believed to be the Reformed tradition of providence, at least as Hodge
understood it. Of course, this is only true to a point. It is impossible to completely escape
being influenced by one’s context. Also, as we will see, Hodge did deviate from the older
Reformed tradition specifically in the area of concurrence.
Hodge’s desire for stability does not always make him the favorite of more
progressive scholars who often view him as a man deeply out of step with modern and
postmodern sensibilities. He is often harshly portrayed, as John Stewart notes, either as
tragic or comic.11 Stewart writes that, “Hodge’s philosophical assumptions and
worldview . . . feel increasingly remote from the more pluralistic and relativistic affinities
of contemporary discourse.”12 Even more, James Turner states that Hodge was “radically
out of step . . . with the leading intellectual trends of his century.” Turner admits that this
was probably true of most Old School Presbyterians. For Hodge specifically, Turner sees

9
A. A. Hodge, The Life of Charles Hodge, 521. A. A. quotes his father as stating during his speak
for his semi-centennial, “Again, Drs. Alexander and Miller were not speculative men. They were not given
to new methods or new theories. They were content with the faith once delivered to the saints. I am not
afraid to say that a new idea never originated in this Seminary.”

For instance, Mark Noll states that, in his view, Hodge’s theological use of his own moral
intuitions constituted a “new idea” that had indeed arisen at Princeton (Noll, “Spiritual Life,” 205).
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John W. Stewart, “Preface,” in John W. Stewart and James H. Moorhead, eds., Charles Hodge
Revisited: A Critical Appraisal of His Life and Work (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002), vii.

John W. Stewart, “Introducing Charles Hodge to Postmoderns,” in John W. Stewart and James
H. Moorhead, eds., Charles Hodge Revisited: A Critical Appraisal of His Life and Work (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 2002), 1.
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his “key issue” being “neither mistrust of democracy nor misgivings about individualism
(doubts shared by many conservative Americans), but rather Hodge’s philosophic refusal
to accept history as a fundamental force shaping the human condition.”13 Turner contends
Hodge cultivated an ahistorical outlook in a world that was increasingly embracing
“historicism.” This new outlook interpreted history as a shaping force both in biological
evolution as well as in the development of doctrine and the writings of biblical
documents.14 Adding to these unflattering comments, Stewart and Turner go so far as to
speculate that Hodge’s “intolerance for ambiguity” was a psychological condition created
by the void left in Charles’ life when his father, Hugh Hodge, died of a smallpox
epidemic when young Charles was only seven months old. Turner speculates, “Hodge’s
fatherless and impoverished childhood probably left a nagging insecurity at the core of
his psyche. The same psychology might account for his chronically hyper-critical
rhetoric.”15 To this unhelpful speculation Turner adds the explanation that Hodge’s
“compensatory over-confidence” was a reaction to the insecurity produced by the
intellectual revolutions of the tumultuous nineteenth century. “The winds of change blew
with a deadly chill upon the fundamental axioms of his worldview.”16 In response to this
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Turner, “Intellectual Weather,” 51.

Likewise, John Stewart states that, “Most, if not all, of Hodge’s convictions about the Bible ran
counter to the ‘modern impulse’ and rising tide of nineteenth-century biblical scholarship . . . Hodge nursed
a profound aversion to any sort of historical development in the Bible or any dialectical process in human
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we might reply that what some scholars see as psychological compensation others would
see as primarily Christian conviction. Nonetheless, in Turner’s assessment,
An inevitable air of melancholy hangs about Hodge’s career. Only a tiny handful
of Americans of his day commanded the erudition he did; perhaps still fewer
intellectuals of his generation exerted influence as broad. Yet in the end neither
his learning nor his ascendance could protect his worldview from being swept
under by the tide of historicism. At Princeton itself a remnant of loyalists did
continue Hodge’s work, but in the twentieth century even they were forced to
abandon ship and ended marooned on the margins of American culture.17
Continuing with this nautical imagery, Turner concludes,
No, Hodge does not merit becoming one more victim of the enormous
condescension of posterity. He deserves our respect. The Old School ship of
traditional Presbyterianism could not have enlisted an abler captain in his time
and place. It was not his fault that he found himself sailing on a strange new sea,
with no adequate charts to guide him.18
However, we can compare Turner’s comments with those of Mark Noll who
writes that Hodge was a man “who at times almost alone held back the floodwaters of a
sickly cultural theology and who, as a result, must be accorded a place in the great annals
of church history that cannot be erased.”19 Swept under by the tide, or holding back the
floodwaters? Perhaps the answer to this question depends largely on one’s opinion of the
cultural water.

Turner, “Intellectual Weather,” 60. Turner adds that Hodge was “one of the last, and in many
ways one of the most admirable and clear-sighted, of the thinkers who lived ‘before history’—that is, who
lived in a world of stable laws and stable essences, before historicism and its offspring (such as the concept
of cultures) had transformed the way in which we understand our world and how it came to be. One might
even venture to claim that Charles Hodge was the last major American intellectual fully a citizen of the
Enlightenment, immune to the ravages that the nineteenth century worked on the axioms of the eighteenth”
(60-1).
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Mark Noll, “Charles Hodge,” in David. F. Wells, The Princeton Theology: Reformed Theology
in America, 58. Noll is not an uncritical hagiographer of Hodge. For example, Noll is not afraid to criticize
Hodge for being inconsistent in his application of moral intuitions as a guide for theological reasoning. See
Noll, “Spiritual Life,” 191-205.
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Regarding the influences that shaped Hodge, we have already commented that it
is unproductive to speculate that his father’s absence determined Hodge’s psychological
disposition. However, several of the men who filled the fatherly void in Charles’ life
certainly had an enormous influence on him. One of those men was his family’s pastor in
Philadelphia, Ashbel Green, who had baptized Hodge and instructed him in the
Westminster Shorter Catechism as a youth.20 Undoubtedly, Reformed theology in the
Westminster tradition was foundational to Hodge’s thought. As biographer Paul Gutjahr
states,
It is nearly impossible to overstate the importance of the Westminster Confession
on Hodge’s thought. Throughout his later development, no single intellectual
commitment ever rivaled his allegiance to the truths set forth in the confession.
Although he would inflect traditional Calvinism in minor ways as he appealed it
to his American setting and combined it with the epistemology of Scottish
Common Sense Realism, this confession provided the line to all Hodge’s
thinking.21
Ashbel Green became the president of the College of New Jersey in 1812 at the same that
Hodge began his studies there, entering as a sophomore. During the winter of 1814-15
Green was instrumental in an awakening that took place among the students during which
over a third of Princeton’s 105 students were converted, and as a result of which Hodge
made his public profession of faith.22 Also, one of Green’s influential actions at Princeton
was to reintroduce John Witherspoon’s text on moral philosophy “as the college’s
intellectual foundation.”23

Hoffecker also rightly emphasizes the formative roll that Hodge’s mother played in instructing
young Charles in the Westminster Catechism.(Hoffecker, Charles Hodge, 34-5).
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Princeton coaxed John Witherspoon to America from Scotland to become the
College of New Jersey’s sixth president in 1767. The College had “ground through” its
previous four presidents in less than a decade, most of them dying, at least in part, from
extreme exhaustion.24 Unlike his predecessors, Witherspoon would preside over
Princeton for over a quarter century, from 1767 to his death in 1794. His presidency was
one “committed to the melding [of] orthodox religion with the scientific and
philosophical advances of the age.”25 Specifically, Witherspoon is noted for bringing
Scottish Common Sense Realism to Princeton and making it the defining philosophy of
the school. Witherspoon utilized this philosophy as the basis for his year-long capstone
course on moral philosophy in which the school’s seniors were taught to view their entire
learning experience through the lens of this system.26 This emphasis was continued by
Witherspoon’s successor, his son-in-law Samuel Stanhope Smith. Smith expanded the
school’s faculty and increased enrollment, but the later part of his seventeen-year
presidency was troubled by an ugly student rebellion in 1807 followed by a dramatic
decrease in student enrollment. The number of students dropped from nearly 200 to less
than 100. Decreased enrollment also meant the loss of valued faculty members. In
addition, even prior to these problems the trustees had already been concerned that fewer
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and fewer graduates were entering vocational ministry.27 Smith became the first president
to step down from this position, being succeeded by Ashbel Green.
As president, Green made a focused effort to reform the College’s moral
atmosphere, which he saw as deplorable. Green also sought to adjust the curriculum to
better instruct students in “classick learning” with a renewed emphasis on religious
training—even more so than it had possessed under Witherspoon. Green was very
devoted to Witherspoon, both as a man and as a thinker. Green wrote a biography of
Witherspoon and reinstated Witherspoon’s lectures on moral philosophy which had been
supplanted by Smith. Thus “Hodge entered Princeton at this moment of renewed
conservatism, and Green’s traditionalism proved absolutely pivotal in the development of
his own religious life and his lifelong commitment to cultivating a religious ethos at the
College.”28 By the time of his graduation Hodge switched his career course from
medicine to ministry. Hodge entered Princeton’s nearly-new seminary where he was
mentored by a man who would become even more influential to Hodge than Green—
Archibald Alexander.
Archibald Alexander (1772-1851) came to the new seminary to teach theology as
its first professor in 1812. This was the same year that Charles began his undergraduate
studies. Alexander had previously befriended Hodge as an undergraduate after walking in
on the young Hodge “stammering over a verse in the Greek Testament.” Hodge stated
that “This occurrence was the first thread of the cord which bound me to Dr. Alexander—
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a cord never broken.”29 The mentoring relationship between Alexander and Hodge was
so deep and profound that Hodge would later name his first-born son after him. Gutjahr
rightly judges, “Outside of his immediate family, Alexander was the most important
influence on Hodge’s life.”30 Alexander was, on one hand, an intellectual who sought to
utilize logical thinking combined with scientific and historical evidence to support
theological claims in a time when European Enlightenment rationalism was growing in
influence in America. On the other hand, Alexander championed the affective aspects of
the Christian life and had expressed an affinity for revivalist piety.31 “Alexander’s
influence on Hodge,” Gutjahr states, “is particularly evident in three areas: a benevolence
that gave a distinct relational flavor to Hodge’s theology, a pronounced Biblicism, and a
desire to make sense of theology as a coherent, interrelated system of thought.”32
From Alexander—as well as Samuel Miller, the seminary’s second professor—
Hodge was instructed in a conservative Reformed theology with an emphasis on God’s
glory and his absolute sovereignty. Through a demanding course of study Hodge was
thoroughly trained in the tenets of Calvinist theology, especially in the Reformed
scholastic tradition of Swiss theologian Francis Turretin whose writings Alexander

A.A. Hodge, Life of Charles Hodge, 18-19. Hodge says that after this, “[Dr. Alexander] never
failed to notice me when I crossed his path. Frequently he would take me with him in his gig, when he went
out into the country to preach.”
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inspired Hodge to revere. Turretin’s Institute of Elenctic Theology was the primary
textbook at Princeton until it was replaced by Hodge’s own Systematic Theology in the
1870s. Regarding Turretin’s Institutes Gutjahr states,
Aside from his strict Calvinist orthodoxy, perhaps the most important
characteristic of the Institutes resided in Turretin’s historical-mindedness when
discussing central Christian doctrines. He carefully laid out the development of
each doctrine and only then commented on the contemporary challenges facing
that doctrine. With such an approach, Turretin modeled for Hodge an ability to
engage and historicize controversies.33
Alexander also pleaded with Hodge to stay true to his orthodox convictions
during the two years that young Hodge spent studying in France and Germany. Hodge’s
European sojourn broadened his horizons in many respects—such as his friendship with
August Tholuck—but also left him with an enhanced distaste for the pantheistic
tendencies in German thought.34 In his journal, Hodge recorded,
These present systems are all Pantheistic. Hegel and Schleiermacher both deny
the personality of the Deity and the individuality of the soul of man. The universal
principle to them is God, and according to Hegel, the world itself is the Realitat
[sic] of the Deity, and all it contains, the different races of men and the animals in
their various orders, are all modes of existence of this one universal principle.35
This distaste and concern regarding pantheism would play a shaping role in Hodge’s
Systematic Theology. And, as we will contend, this concern is one of the chief reasons
why Hodge had difficulty commending the traditional doctrine of concurrence.
Although Hodge did not gain all that he hoped to gain from his studies in Europe
as far as languages were concerned, he returned from this trip with a new sense of
confidence, having seen with his own eyes the best of German scholarship closely
33
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enough for it to lose its intimidating mystique.36 He particularly objected to the obscure
and speculative nature of German theology and philosophy. Hodge stated, “A sanity of
intellect, an incapacity to see wonders in nonsense, is the leading trait of the English
mind,” whereas, “The Germans can believe anything.”37 Hodge returned to New Jersey
with the resolve to use the Biblical Repository and Princeton Review to keep American
readers apprised of the best fruits of European scholarship, but also to guard orthodoxy
from “the latest form[s] of infidelity.”
Scottish Common Sense Realism
In addition to the intellectual legacy of Reformed orthodoxy, the other major
stream of influence that Alexander and Miller passed on to Hodge was—as is often
noted—Witherspoon’s Scottish Common Sense Realism. Stewart contends, “Scottish
philosophical assumptions contributed not only to the Princeton paradigm but also to
Hodge’s distinctive identity as a Reformed American theologian. They are clues as to
why and how Hodge differed from his eighteenth-century American predecessors as well
as contemporaries and twentieth-century successors.”38 Scottish philosophy is a major
focus in the scholarship related to Hodge and the Princeton Theologians. As such, it
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requires a fair amount of our attention in this introduction to Hodge’s thought and
influences.39
Scottish Common Sense Realism is a stream of philosophy most often associated
with Thomas Reid (1710-96) who was professor of moral philosophy at Glasgow,
Scotland. Although multifaceted, this philosophy is largely a response to the
epistemological skepticism of fellow Scotsman David Hume. Reid viewed Hume’s
philosophy as “a system of skepticism, which leaves no ground to believe any one thing
rather than its contrary.”40 Reid viewed Hume’s skepticism as the consistently applied
outcome of principles that Hume shared with Locke and Berkeley, and which could even
be traced back to Descartes. The root of this problem concerns the “theory of ideas” in
which mere ideas are the immediate objects of the mind as it is thinking. For Reid, when
this way of thinking about ideas is consistently applied it leads to either Berkeley’s
idealism or Hume’s skepticism.41 If all that we know are ideas, then ideas alone are real.
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Thus we can have no ground for knowledge of reality. In opposition to Hume’s
epistemology, Reid proposed an appeal to “common sense,” that is, to the universally
held beliefs of all ordinary people. For example, the common belief of any ordinary
person is that when he sees the sun, he perceives the sun itself and not merely an idea of
the sun. Reid argued that the concept of “ideas” as defined by other philosophers were
fictions. Locke and Hume incorrectly concluded that knowledge resulted from combining
or comparing simple ideas (Locke) or impressions (Hume). Instead, perception itself
gives a person a belief of the existence of the thing perceived. As Reid writes, “When I
perceive a tree before me, my faculty of seeing gives me not only a notion or simple
apprehension of the tree, but a belief of its existence . . . and this judgment or belief is not
by comparing ideas, it is included in the very nature of the perception.”42 Our knowledge
is genuine because all human beings have been constituted in their nature by God to
function in this manner.43 Reid states,
Such original and natural judgments are therefore a part of that furniture which
nature hath given to the human understanding. They are the inspiration of the
Almighty . . . They are a part of our constitution, and all the discoveries of our
reason are grounded upon them. They make up what is called the common sense
of mankind; and what is manifestly contrary to any of these first principles, is
what we call absurd.44
For Reid, we do not perceive mere ideas, we perceive the thing itself. To believe that we
only perceive our ideas contradicts the natural judgment of all mankind and the principles
of common sense, and therefore this way of thinking must be false. Reid also taught that
there are common principles which are foundational to all our reasoning. Of these, first
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principles are known by all people intuitively. They cannot be proved, nor do they need
to be proved. Or, more basically, they cannot be doubted by normal people. As Copleston
describes, for Reid, “universal consent, when coupled with an inability to doubt, save
perhaps in the skeptical philosopher’s chair, [is] an indication that a given proposition is a
first principle.”45 Certain universally held human opinions are valid grounds for
reasoning towards other truths. However, although Reid often saw himself as standing
with the common man, this does not mean that every belief of the man on the street was a
firm principle of knowledge. As Copleston nuances,
[Reid’s] philosophy of common sense is by no means a mere acceptance of the
opinions of the multitude and a rejection of academic philosophy. It was his view
that philosophy must be grounded in common experience and that if it reaches
paradoxical conclusions which contradicted common experience and conflict with
the beliefs on which everyone, even skeptical philosophers, necessarily base their
lives in practice, there must be something wrong with it.46
Sydney Ahlstrom summarizes Reid’s philosophy in terms of four major
conclusions, most of which are typical of any proponent of Scottish philosophy. First,
“philosophy depends on scientific observation, with the primary object of such
observations being self-consciousness and not the external behavior of other men.”
Second, “the observation of consciousness establishes principles which are anterior to
and independent of experience.” Third, “Nothing can be an efficient cause in the proper
sense but an intelligent being; matter cannot be the cause of anything but is only an
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instrument in the hands of a real cause.” Fourth, “The first principles of morals are selfevident intuitions.”47
In addition to Reid, forms of this philosophy were also found in the writings of
others such as Francis Hutcheson (1694-1746) and Dugald Stewart (1753-1828) who was
a prominent popularizer of these teachings. Although Witherspoon came to embrace
Common Sense Realism, he had earlier shunned it because of its views—especially from
Francis Hutcheson—regarding a common moral sentiment in all people. This idea
seemed to run counter to the Reformed understanding that only regenerated people
practiced true virtue.48 However, as he saw the philosophical tides changing,
Witherspoon came to appreciate the benefits of this philosophy as a servant of
apologetics. As Ahlstrom writes,
Yet before [Witherspoon’s] term as president ended, the ‘French mania’ and
Deism were becoming dangerously popular. Believing as his whole generation
seemed to, moreover, that the then regnant views of Locke and Berkley led
inexorably to the ‘skepticism’ of Hume or, worse yet, to the materialism of
Condillac and the French ideologues, they saw no other recourse but to defend
orthodox theology with weapons forged in the Scottish universities for quite
another kind of battle.49
Although Common Sense Realism in America is often associated with Witherspoon and
Hodge, it is important to recognize how widespread the use of this philosophy was in
American theology, even in very diverse settings. Ahlstrom details a list of American
theologians of various stripes, all of whom were influenced by Common Sense
philosophy. He states, “To each of them the Scottish Philosophy came like manna from
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heaven.”50 In addition to Witherspoon, others who utilized this philosophy included
Harvard’s moderate Calvinist David Tappan, William Ellery Channing, Unitarian James
Walker, Timothy Dwight and his chief disciple Nathaniel Taylor of Yale and his ‘New
Haven Theology,’ Andover’s Leonard Woods and Edwards Amasa Park who employed it
in their resistance to liberalism. “Finally,” Ahlstrom states, “at Princeton the Witherspoon
tradition was planted in the new seminary by Archibald Alexander and carried into the
vast, polemical system of Charles Hodge.” Although Common Sense Realism would fall
out of favor by the end of the nineteenth century, during its time it was, in Ahlstrom’s
words, an “amazingly diverse philosophical conquest.”51
Noll states that the height of the triumph of Common Sense philosophy in
American intellectual life was “the period dominated by the American Revolution,
roughly 1763-1815.”52 Common Sense proved particularly appealing in America,
according to George Marsden, “because it purported to be an anti-philosophy.” It could
counter the “high-flown speculations” of German philosophers “by appealing to the
American faith in the common person.” In addition, it could also repel the potential
problem of “anarchical individualism” since its starting points were supposed to be
common to all people.53 Thus, Scottish philosophy flourished in the rich soil of America.
The influence of this philosophy was still strong during the period before the Civil War,
and remained influential long afterwards, especially for Evangelicals. Stewart notes that
Scottish realism went “largely uncontested” in American intellectual circles “until
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midcentury when the critiques of J.S. Mill, Immanuel Kant, and Charles Pierce emerged
and significantly broadened ‘mainline’ American philosophy.”54 Even so, Stewart
contends that, “the Princeton theologians’ utter reliance on its epistemological
groundings [places] Hodge in the center, rather than the periphery, of American
philosophical orthodoxy.”55
Although the consensus is that the influence of Common Sense philosophy
dominated during the first half of the nineteenth century, it is important to note that
Scottish philosophy was never monolithic, static, or well-defined.56 Although Scottish
realism had become “the American philosophy,” as Peter Hicks rightly states, “it was not
Scottish realism in a form that Hutcheson and Reid and Stewart would necessarily have
recognized as their own.”57 Various American thinkers selected and modified elements of
the system they found to be amenable and advantageous to their endeavors. As Hicks
describes,
Already by the beginning of the nineteenth century America had worked on it,
selected the elements that suited them best, modified it to suit their practical spirit,
their democracy and individualism, allied it to the tradition of the Great Mr
Locke, tempered it to suit their Calvinism or Revivalism or pragmatism, and, with
some justification, begun to look on it as something thoroughly their own.58
For example, although Hodge constantly uses the Scottish views on the reliability of the
senses and the conscience, he felt free to voice disagreements with Reid on the subject of
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free agency.59 Although Hodge and the Princetonians appreciated Reid, they did not view
his writings “as the ‘pure’ form by which subsequent deviations were to be tested.”60
Although we cannot speak of a monolithic or authoritative American version of
Common Sense philosophy, historians have noted a few broad key characteristics of this
tradition. Noll lists three distinct emphases of the Americanized version of Common
Sense philosophy: an epistemological emphasis, an ethical emphasis, and a
methodological emphasis.61 Similarly, Bruce Kuklick also distinguishes three strands but
articulates them as an epistemology, a psychology, and a philosophy of science.62 We
will proceed with a brief examination of each of these three emphases.
Epistemology. Regarding epistemology, the Scottish position insisted that “man is
capable of real knowledge to a certain degree.”63 As we noted with Reid, Scottish
epistemology rejected Hume’s skepticism about our ability to know reality directly rather
than merely knowing the contents of one’s conscience. According to the Scottish
epistemology, we are able to directly perceive things as they really are by means of our
five senses. This also includes grasping the real interactions between things. Thus
Common Sense “cut the nerve” of Hume’s skepticism about the reliability of knowing
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cause-and-effect relationships.64 In short, “the Common Sense approach said that all
normal people were endowed by their Creator with various faculties that produced beliefs
on which they must rely.”65
“Intuitions” were also an important concept in Scottish thinking. Intuitions were
undeniable truths common to all mankind that we are incapable of truly disbelieving.
Intuitions needed to be distinguished from mere imagination, but when drawn carefully
they could function as a valid source of knowledge. In one of his lectures, Alexander
listed several of the propositions that we are “so constituted that we are under the
necessity of believing . . . that he exists, that he perceives, that he feels pleasure and
pain, that other beings exist, etc.”66 In Kuklick’s estimation, the role of these intuitions
grew over time. He writes, “The intuitions of Scottish epistemology had a limited if
crucial role for Reid and his followers. By the end of his career, however, Hodge had
magnified the role of intuition. At Princeton intuition guaranteed the mind’s grasp of all
sorts of individual truths about the world.”67
As we have noted, Scottish philosophy was neither monolithic nor static.
Therefore, it is important to recognize the system as Hodge understood it. One very
helpful section is a summary of Common Sense that Hodge articulated while discussing
the knowledge of God. In this section Hodge is arguing against Sir William Hamilton’s
contention that God cannot be known as He is (rather than in a merely regulative sense)
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because of God’s infinite nature.68 Although Hodge takes issue with Hamilton on this,
Hodge affirms that Hamilton has in the past “rendered invaluable service to the cause of
truth by his defense of what is, perhaps, infelicitously called the ‘Philosophy of Common
Sense.’”69 Hodge then articulates four principles of that philosophy. Although he is
stating this in reference to Hamilton, it appears that these principles are ones that Hodge
also accepts. They are:
(1.) That what is given in consciousness is undoubtedly true. (2.) That whatever
the laws of our nature force us to believe, must be accepted as true. (3.) That this
principle applies to all the elements of our nature, to the senses, the reason, and
the conscience. We cannot rationally or consistently with our allegiance to God,
deny what our senses, reason, or conscience pronounce to be true. (4.) Neither the
individual man, nor the cause of truth, however, is to be left to the mercy of what
any one may choose to say reason or conscience teaches. Nothing is to be
accepted as the authoritative judgment of either reason or conscience, which does
not bear the criteria of universality and necessity.70
Hodge’s description focuses on the authoritative role of content of our consciences as
well as the basic trustworthiness of our senses and reason because God functions as the
guarantor of their basic reliability, at least under most circumstances. Like Reid, Hodge
uses the criteria of universality and necessity (inability to doubt) to restrict the scope of
warranted Common Sense claims. As we can see, in this list of principles Hodge focuses
exclusively on the epistemic aspect of Common Sense philosophy. However, since this
paragraph is located in the context of Hodge’s discussion of the knowledge of God, that
may be expected.
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Ethics/Psychology. The ethical aspect of Scottish philosophy taught that all
people have a common moral sense by which they are able to distinguish between right
and wrong. Americans were particularly interested in this strand of Common Sense
philosophy. Noll states, “Concern for providing a scientific, objective basis for ethics had
spread more rapidly in America than concern for the subtle epistemological issues raised
by David Hume.”71 The idea of a common moral sense had its roots in the writings of
Francis Hutcheson but was utilized in various ways by different American thinkers
including Thomas Jefferson, Unitarians, and Oberlin revivalists.72 Jonathan Edwards, for
one, wrote his treatise The Nature of True Virtue as a corrective to Hutcheson’s view of
common morality.73 In general, there was a large motivation to find an empirical basis for
morality. For American Protestants, Common Sense philosophy provided a means by
which society could embrace many traditional beliefs and values independent of the old
structures that had formerly supported these values.74 The potential for virtue was
embedded internally in the heart of each individual. Although Reformed thinkers could
not endorse all aspects of Hutcheson’s ideas, they could agree that there was something
in the constitution of human beings that gave at least a degree of moral knowledge
through universal moral sentiments. In his discussion of providence, we will observe
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several instances in which Hodge supports his views based, in part, on commonly held
moral intuitions.75
Regarding psychological theory, Kuklick sees the Scottish position in America as
a response to views of Jonathan Edwards on this subject. Whereas Edwards had viewed
the mind more as a function rather than a set of powers, the Scottish philosophers
reverted to a faculty psychology in which the mind was divided into several separate
powers. Whereas Edwards saw the mind as a function with two interrelated functions—
cognition and volition—the Scottish separated it into three distinct faculties: the
understanding, the affections, and the will proper.76 These faculties were ontologically
distinct and could be described as separate substances. Although faculty psychology was
on the decline toward the end of the nineteenth century—destined to be replaced by the
voluntaristic psychology of William James and John Dewey—Charles Hodge still
defended it, in Kuklick’s estimation, “because it gave him the best hope of warding off
Edwards and yielding a conception of the will useful for Princeton theology.”77
However, in contrast to Kuklick’s appraisal, Paul Kjoss Helseth argues Princeton
theologians such as Alexander and Hodge did not embrace faculty psychology in the
same manner as their New England counterparts such as Nathaniel William Taylor or
Edwards A. Park. Helseth contends, “To suggest that the Princetonians embraced the
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Scottish philosophy to the same degree that their more progressive brethren in New
England did is to seriously misrepresent the Princeton Theology.”78 In Helseth’s analysis,
the appropriation of Scottish Realism by Alexander and Hodge was “qualified and
conditioned by their Reformed commitments.”79 Helseth does not deny that the
Princetonians often referred to “faculties” or “powers” but he contends that they “did not
regard these ‘faculties’ or ‘powers’ as ontological substances that have the ability to act
interdependently of one another, but as particular functions of a unitary thinking-feelingwilling whole.”80 The will and the intellect never operate as autonomous powers that
operate in isolation from one another.81 Rather than view the intellect and the will as
separate entities, the Princetonians understood “the soul as a single ‘unit’ that acts in all
of its functions—including cognition—as a single substance.”82 Helseth’s corrective
thesis is that the Princetonians “conceived of reason in a fashion that is moral rather than
merely rational, and thus they recognized that the ability to reason ‘rightly’ involved the
‘whole soul’ and has to do with objective as well as subjective factors.”83 The “soul or
heart” for Hodge, “is properly regarded as the source from which the intellectual,
religious, and moral life of the moral agent emerges.”84 Acceptance or rejection of God’s
truth is not merely rational, but is based on the moral character and disposition of the
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person.85 For example, in the opening pages of The Way of Life, a work produced for the
American Sunday School Union, Hodge explains that the reason why people reject the
divine origin of the Bible is ultimately a function of moral reason. Hodge writes, “The
most important of all the evidences of Christianity, can never be properly appreciated
unless the heart be right in the sight of God.”86 Helseth contends, therefore, that it is
incorrect—as many have done—to portray the Princetonians to be Enlightenment
rationalists who adulterated Reformed theology on the altar of Common Sense reasoning.
Instead, Helseth argues, we should see Alexander and Hodge as authentically Reformed
thinkers who indeed included both subjective and experiential factors as being of crucial
importance to apprehend revelation, since “the operation of the intellect involves the
‘whole soul’—mind, will, and emotions—rather than the rational faculty alone.”87
Methodology/Philosophy of Science. Finally, the methodological aspect of this
system concerns Scottish philosophy’s philosophy of science. In regards to methodology,
Kuklick describes Hodge’s outlook as “taxonomic or naturalist,” taking its lead from
Francis Bacon and his method of observationally induced generalizations about the
world.88 In the American mindset, the scientist was not supposed to be a metaphysician,
but rather a methodological observer and collector of facts. Theories were to be induced
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from the facts collected, and if sustained, these observations would gain the status of
“laws of nature.” Newton’s work in the physical sciences was a prime example of the
precision that could result from following this inductive model. “Baconianism meant,”
states Marsden, “simply looking carefully at the evidence, determining what were ‘the
facts,’ and carefully classifying these facts.”89
As many have pointed out—and often derided—this way of collecting empirical
scientific facts is reflected in Hodge’s inductive theological methodology. Hodge
famously states that “The Bible is to the theologian what nature is to the man of science.”
From this “store-house of facts” the theologian is to “ascertain, collect, and combine all
the facts which God has revealed concerning himself and our relation to Him.”90 Due to
his inductive method, Hodge has been accused of having a “mechanical”91 view of
Scripture in which the Bible is seen as a “simple reservoir of facts.”92 In the first section
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of his Systematic Theology Hodge presents a theological methodology that is explicitly
based on the analogy of the inductive method of natural science.93 Of Hodge’s
theological method, Noll has ominously has stated that “It is doubtful whether a major
American thinker ever published anything that so seriously damaged his intellectual
reputation as these pages on method in the Systematic Theology.”94
However, before we join this critical chorus, it is important to examine Hodge’s
actual discussion of the theological task in its proper context. The first thing that we must
notice is that Hodge proposed the inductive method in contrast to two other broad
theological perspectives: the speculative method and the mystical method. In this
analysis, the inductive method was one of only three general classes that all
methodological approaches could be reduced to.95 On the one hand, the speculative
method focused on human thought. It assumes certain a priori principles and attempts to
deduce what must be true based on these axioms. Hodge considers three forms of the
speculative method: the deistic and rationalistic form, which rejects any source of
knowledge outside of nature and the human mind; the dogmatic form, which allows for
supernatural revelation but reduces and modifies it to fit some prior philosophical system;
and the transcendentalists, whom Hodge says are “addicted to the speculative method”
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and admit no higher truth than reason.96 Second, the mystical method focuses on feelings.
Hodge describes two different forms of the mystical method: supernatural and naturalistic
forms. In mysticism’s supernatural form it assumes that God gives revelation
immediately through the feelings or intuitions “independently of the outward teachings of
his Word.”97 In mysticism’s naturalistic form, the natural religious consciousness of
people, not God, is the source of all religious knowledge.98 Mysticism negates the
authority of the Bible and results in a Christianity that “neither consists in a system of
doctrines, nor does it contain any such system. It is a life, an influence, a subjective state”
in which the theologian—such as Schleiermacher—does not interpret Scripture, but
rather “his own Christian consciousness.”99 Therefore, as Hodge commended the
inductive method, we must remember that he did so in contrast to the speculative and
mystical methods. With this in mind, to those who would quickly disparage the inductive
method, we may ask if they would truly prefer the speculative or mystical method
instead?
Hodge explains that the inductive theological method is analogous to the
inductive method used in the natural sciences because it assumes the trustworthiness of
our senses and mental operations and the certainty of truths given in the constitution of
96
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our natures. With these tools, the natural scientist is to perceive, gather, and properly
combine facts, neither manufacturing nor modifying them. And finally, from these
classified facts, the scientist is to deduce the laws that account for these facts being as
they are.100 Likewise, Hodge describes the task of the inductive theologian in much the
same way. First, the theologian comes to the task with the same common sense
assumptions about the reliability of the senses and mental processes. These are “laws of
belief that God has impressed upon our natures.”101 As the natural scientist looks to the
natural world as the main source for its facts, truths, or information, so the inductive
theologian looks to Scripture as the domain from which to gather its truths. This is what
Hodge meant when he referred to the Bible as the theologian’s “store-house of facts.”102
Second, analogous to Baconian science, the theologian is to “ascertain, collect,
and combine” all the truths God has revealed concerning God and our relationship to
him. We do Hodge an injustice if we interpret this analogy to mean that Hodge believed
that the Bible was a grab bag of cold, isolated propositions that fell from heaven without
context. Rather, he asserts that the Bible is the primary source that a theologian must
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search to acquire information about God and his doings. The theologian must then take
those truths and attempt to arrange them in a coherent way. Hodge admitted that these
truths are also partially revealed in general revelation, yet, “lest we should err in our
inferences,” God has given the Bible as a “clearer revelation” of all these truths, and
more.103 General revelation is helpful, but partial, not entirely clear, and not saving. In
contrast, Scripture is clear, comprehensive, saving, and definitive. Third, Hodge stresses
the need to be careful and comprehensive. The “collection” of truths must be done with
“diligence and care” and should be “comprehensive, and if possible, exhaustive.”104
Nothing relevant should be neglected since partial induction leads to serious errors.105
Fourth, this method is a posteriori in nature. Thus, “as in natural science, principles are
derived from facts, not impressed upon them.”106
Hodge’s theological method and his use of Scripture are often presented
negatively, and sometimes as a caricature of what they actually were. For example, we
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have already noted that Turner’s negatively described Hodge’s view of Scripture as
“ahistorical” and blamed this outlook on Hodge’s adherence to Reid’s Common Sense
Realism.107 David Kelsey also argues that Hodge’s “profoundly ahistorical sensibility
obscured the historicity of the Bible.”108 It can certainly be said that Hodge was opposed
to higher criticism’s destruction of the divine unity of the Scriptures, but it is unfair to
assert that Hodge’s use of Scripture was ahistorical in the sense that it disregarded the
time and context in which Scripture was written.
As an example of an unwarranted criticism, Michael Kamen charges Hodge with
an “ahistorical” view of the relationship between the Old and New Testaments.109 Kamen
cites an “anonymous” BRPR article110 which Kamen speculates “may have been a direct
attack on Charles Hodge.”111 In Kamen’s words, “[This author] argued strongly in favor
of the German-inspired historical approach” against the typical American method which
“drew theological conclusions from the Bible as an undifferentiated whole . . . [and thus]
flattened the entire biblical message and failed to distinguish between the more complete,
morally superior character of the later revelations compared to the less complete, morally
inferior character of earlier revelations.”112 In contrast to this typical American approach,
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Kamen interprets this author as contending that, “The Bible clearly displayed evidence of
development.”113 Thus, for Kamen, an ahistorical approach to the Bible is one in which
we do not recognize that there is “development” in the Scriptures from “morally inferior”
to “morally superior.” Kamen contrasts this author’s laudable historical view with
Hodge’s unfortunate ahistorical view.
Unfortunately, Kamen has seriously misinterpreted this BRPR article. First of all,
the author of this article is William Henry Green, Professor of Biblical and Oriental
Literature at Princeton Theological Seminary.114 Second, Kamen’s speculation assumes
the highly unlikely possibility that Hodge would allow a direct attack on his views—in
the journal that Hodge himself tightly edited—by a fellow professor from his seminary.
Kamen also misrepresents the substance of Green’s remarks. Although Green rejects the
“usual method” of theology in which texts are “blended” into “one homogenous mass,”115
on the other hand Green also strongly disavows critics who deny the unity of Scripture.
Green writes, “We have neither fellowship nor sympathy with those who would sunder
the real and intimate bond of union between all the sacred writers, by ignoring or denying
the directing influence of the Holy Spirit, by whom all were moved.”116 Green
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For more on Green, see Ronald Numbers, Science and Christianity in Pulpit and Pew (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2007), 113-128. Green was regarded as a strong scholarly conservative
opponent of higher criticism. Nonetheless, perhaps Green’s most important contribution to scholarship was
to provide a rationale for rejecting Ussher’s chronology by demonstrating that gaps in the genealogical
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accepted and endorses Green’s insight (120-1). Fellow Princeton professor George Macloskie hailed
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acknowledged that there are differences in style, dictation, and even varying degrees of
clearness in which biblical truths were set forth during different stages of revelatory
history.117 In reality, what Green is clearly doing in his article is articulating a theory of
progressive revelation.118 He describes truth as a “germ” in earlier revelation and then
being “ripened” and “unfolded” in later revelation.119 This does not match Kamen’s
accusation.120
In addition, Kamen claims that Hodge’s ahistorical approach can be “seen
clearly” in a section of Hodge’s BRPR article “Thornwell on the Apocrypha” in which,
Kamen states, Hodge, “displayed little appreciation of any basic difference between the
revelation of the older parts of the Bible compared with the newer.”121 However, the
actual text does not support this claim. In this book review, Hodge is discussing James H.
Thornwell’s arguments against the authority of the Apocrypha. Although he finds much
to praise, Hodge states that Thornwell should have made more use of the internal
character of the Bible as the evidence for accepting genuine Scripture. The moral
excellence of genuine Scripture, when seen, is congruent to our moral nature and thus

us and for the world. The Bible is a unit; not, however, as a uniform undistinguishable mass is a unit; but as
a system combining many and various parts, yet all constructed and arranged under the guidance of one
master mind, and all harmonizing, all governed by one pervading principle; all conspiring to one grand and
worthy result” (105).
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convinces us that Scripture is from God.122 Hodge then states that this evidence for the
inspiration of Scripture—its moral excellence—applies to all Scripture.123 Hodge’s focus
here is to stress the self-authenticating nature of Scripture. These remarks are irrelevant to
Hodge’s views on the development of Scripture except that Hodge views all stages of
revelation as divinely inspired and morally excellent. Like Green, Hodge acknowledged
different stages in revelatory history.124 Hodge states that in the present gospel
dispensation, revelation is “incomparably more clear and explicit in its teachings.”125
Thus, considering both Hodge and Green, to characterize the Princeton theologians as
“ahistorical” is unwarranted unless that term is simply a designation that critics give to
anyone who does not accept higher criticism.
Admittedly, Hodge used Baconian methodology as an analogy for his theological
method, and as his preferred method of scientific understanding. In Kuklick’s estimation,
Hodge clung to this mode of doing science even as it became outdated toward the later
part of the century. Science was becoming less based on strict induction and more
speculative and theoretical in nature. The rise of Darwinism was highly related to this
Charles Hodge, “Thornwell on the Apocrypha,” The Biblical Repertory and Princeton Review
17, no. 2 (1845): 270. That all people do not perceive the moral excellence of Scripture is because the
depraved mind lacks the moral capacity to appreciate the moral beauty of Scripture. In order to apprehend
it, there must be harmony between the mind of the person and the Scripture. This requires the new birth.
Cf., Hodge, The Way of Life, 9-30, and Helseth, Princeton Mind, 39-48, especially p. 45.
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shift. This theory was not strictly observable, but was in part based on conjecture from
other observations. Kuklick laments that Hodge was “unable” to move away from his
“zealous, if peculiar, Baconianism” and adapt to the more theoretical science that
accompanied Darwinian ideas.126 “To put it briefly,” Kuklick states, “Darwin-like
biology was more conceptual than what had come before. It gave greater emphasis to the
hypothesizing mind than its hyper-empirical predecessor, which demanded very little in
the way of human creativity in science.”127 Certainly though, Hodge was not looking for
creativity—either in biology or theology.
Ronald Numbers provides a more favorable reading, a nuanced description of
Hodge’s interaction with science. Numbers states that although Hodge is sometimes
portrayed as being paranoid or hostile toward science, this is not the case. Instead, Hodge
displayed a “genuine love of natural knowledge [but a] loathing for what sometimes
passed as science.”128 Hodge insisted that it is “unwise for theologians to insist on an
interpretation of Scripture which brings it into a collision with the facts of science.”129
For example, it was needless for theologians to resist Copernicus’ theory of the
heliocentric solar system. Scripture cannot be wrong but the interpretation of Scripture
can be wrong. However, this holds true for science just as well; the facts of science are
126
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Ronald Numbers, “Charles Hodge and the Beauty and Deformities of Science,” in John W.
Stewart and James H. Moorhead, eds., Charles Hodge Revisited: A Critical Appraisal of His Life and Work
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002), 81. Numbers writes, “Hodge may have loved science, but he also feared
and distrusted some of its practitioners” (79). “Hodge . . . opposed the new psychology and physiology
because they represented the cutting edge of naturalism, seemingly drove out of the scientific enterprise,
promoted infidelity, and undermined the biblical doctrines of the soul and free will. Their fears were well
founded: mid-century men of science were indeed trying to erase the last traces of religion from the domain
of science. In fact, methodological naturalism rather than Baconian inductivism was rapidly emerging as
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facts but the interpretation of science can be in error. For example, Hodge rejected the
views of comparative philologists such as Samuel George Morton who denied the unity
of the human race based on their analysis of human skull shapes. Their conclusions not
only contradicted Scripture, but were bad science as well.130 The best practice, Hodge
counseled, was to “let science take its course, assured that the Scriptures will
accommodate themselves to all well-authenticated scientific facts in time to come, as
they have in the past.”131 Given the typical caricatures of Hodge on inerrancy, it may be
jarring to read Hodge stating that it is the Scriptures that will accommodate themselves to
the findings of science. One the one hand, this is a reminder that Hodge did not view
Scripture as woodenly as some critics believe. On the other hand, we should recognize
that his main point was that careful biblical scholarship will harmonize with fully
authenticated facts of science. Both Scripture and good science reflect the same reality
and therefore can never ultimately contradict.132
Hodge published numerous scientific articles in the Princeton Review. In fact,
approximately twenty percent of the articles between 1830 and 1860 pertained to
science.133 Numbers states that “Hodge had labored for years to grant science its due,
even when it meant abandoning cherished readings of the Bible.”134 For example,
regarding geology, astronomy and the age of the earth, Hodge was open to considering
130
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James Dwight Dana and Arnold Guyot’s day-age theory as well as Laplace’s nebular
hypothesis concerning the formation of the solar system as the result of physical laws
acting on a gaseous nebula.135 Hodge left the correct interpretation of Genesis 1 an
“‘open question,’ to be settled in the future by ‘duly authenticated’ facts,” but he “drew
the line at naturalistic explanations of the origins of present-day plants and animals.”136
Hodge rejected Darwinism primarily because Darwinism (but not necessarily all
forms of evolution) was explicitly ateleological and atheistic at its core. Hodge carefully
documented that Darwin’s theory required three distinct elements: (1) evolution (the
development of all life from “one, or a few, primordial germs”), (2) natural selection, or
survival of the fittest, and (3) “by far the most important and only distinctive element of
his theory, that this natural selection is without design, being conducted by unintelligent
physical causes.”137 Through the majority of What Is Darwinism? Hodge labored to
demonstrate that “Darwinism” necessarily involves all three of these principles, not
merely the first two. This being the case, Darwinism certainly was an inherently
ateleological system which prompted Hodge’s famous verdict, “What is Darwinism? It is
Atheism.” Hodge continued, “This does not mean, as before said, that Mr. Darwin
himself and all who adopt his views are atheists; but it means that his theory is atheistic;

Numbers, “Science,” 89; also see Hodge, ST, 1:570-4. Hodge writes that Dana and Guyot
“belong to the first rank of scientific naturalists; and the friends of the Bible owe them a debt of gratitude
for their able vindication of the sacred record” (1:573). Hodge immediately continues, “As the Bible is of
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that the exclusion of design from nature is, as Dr. Gray says, tantamount to atheism.”138
Commenting on this, Numbers states, “This blunt verdict did not represent an
obscurantist distortion of Darwin’s views. It more accurately reflected the British
naturalist’s own feelings than did the sugarcoated versions of his theory presented by
Christian evolutionists such as [Harvard botanist Asa] Gray.”139
Hodge’s scientific views were more nuanced than his critics often acknowledge.
Nonetheless—for good or bad—his views were out of step with the changing perspective
of scientific thought in the late nineteenth century. Hodge admitted that Darwinian
Theory was in “essential harmony with the spirit of the age.”140 Scientific methodology
was becoming more hypothetical and less focused on observation and induction.
Darwinism was integrally related to this change in scientific philosophy. Turner bemoans
that Hodge didn’t use his strong view of providence to accommodate a theory of theistic
evolution, which Turner believes would have caused Hodge’s reputation as well as his
worldview to fare better in the new era. In Turner’s estimation, Hodge was prevented
from doing this because he was “so lovingly wedded to the atemporal common sense
realism of the Scottish Enlightenment and the anti-theoretical conception of science that
went with it.”141 Charles Jones expresses similar sentiments, stating that although “Hodge
had all the methodological convictions to forge a theistic alternative to natural selection”
he did not do so, but instead his commitment to non-theoretical induction “froze Hodge
into a position which was to become less and less tenable from the standpoint of actual
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science as the century progressed.”142 Although Hodge did consider several versions of
theistic evolution, he noted that Gray himself admitted that these theories were beyond
the range of demonstration, and thus we only have probabilities to consider rather than
strict proof. To this Hodge replied, “Christians have a right to protest against the arraying
of probabilities against the clear teachings of Scripture.”143 For Hodge, the weight of
evidence from hypothetical reasoning could never be sufficient to displace the weight of
evidence from the statements of Scripture. Nonetheless, we must remember that Hodge
was willing to reinterpret older understandings of Scripture if ample evidence existed
based on observable evidence. It is true that Hodge’s Baconian sensibilities restrained
him from embracing evolution. Whether that was tragic or admirable is another question.
The Common Sense Baconian approach to science and apologetics became less
and less effective towards the close of the nineteenth century. In an insightful analysis,
Marsden points out that the success or failure of Common Sense Baconianism actually
depended on this philosophy’s hidden assumptions. Marsden explains,
The key to the problem were the assumptions involved. Basic to the Common
Sense Baconian outlook was the assumption that science and philosophy were
autonomous, rational, and objective disciplines. In fact, however, science and
philosophy operate on various premises—often hidden premises. . . . The
‘common sense’ claims to objective and scientific demonstrations of biblical
truths had rested also on a cultural consensus. This consensus had included
essentially biblical assumptions that the universe was created and being run by a

Charles A. Jones, III, “Charles Hodge, The Keeper of Orthodoxy: The Method, Purpose and
Meaning of His Apologetic” (Ph.D. diss., Drew University, 1989), 258-9. Despite the negativity of this
statement, the main thrust of Jones’ dissertation is that Hodge was able to make a persuasive argument for
his contemporary audience precisely because he utilized enlightenment ideas in his defense of Calvinism
rather than clinging to “unenlightened” Calvinism. Jones states, “The evidence indicates that Hodge
departed from the rigidity of seventeenth-century scholasticism and moved to a conservative postEnlightenment theological foundation. The way Hodge utilized popular philosophical and scientific
convictions portrays him as a ‘man of his times,’ albeit a cautious and traditional man” who “recast
theological formulations to fit the mindset of the day” (45).
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being concerned with the spiritual and moral welfare of humanity. By the late
nineteenth century this consensus began to erode.144
Thus Common Sense Baconianism rested on a cultural consensus that in turn rested on
biblical assumptions. As the biblical assumptions came under increasing attack, the
edifice began to collapse.145
Hodge’s resistance to Darwinism was not merely because Hodge held a Baconian
view of science that demanded observable evidence. The deeper problem was that true
Darwinism excluded teleology. Without teleology, Darwinism was materialism. Without
teleology, Common Sense Baconianism didn’t work. Hodge’s belief in God did not result
from his Common Sense Realism. Rather, Hodge believed in Common Sense Realism
because he believed in a God who created a world that was permeated with teleology. But
as scientific philosophy was shifting from empiricism to methodological naturalism,
teleology was being banished from the universe. The emergence of philosophical
materialism reflects a seismic shift in post-enlightenment thought. The outdated concept
of final causality gave way to interpreting the order of nature in terms of efficient
causality.
Marsden, “The Bible, Science, and Authority,” 94. For a helpful comparison of the Baconian
inductive approach to a Christian presuppositionalist approach, see George Marsden, “J. Gresham Machen,
History, and Truth,” Westminster Theological Journal 41, no. 1 (Fall, 1979): 157-175, especially pages
171-4. Also see George Marsden, “Understanding J. Gresham Machen.” The Princeton Seminary Bulletin
11, no. 1 (1990), 46-60. Marsden states that despite the shortcomings of Machen’s approach, he correctly
rejected the trajectory of the hermeneutics of his day which were on the path to the “nonsense” of modern
hermeneutics which radically deconstruct the text and which “[assert] as an absolute that we cannot get
beyond our own interpretations and therefore there are no absolutes” (58). On the other hand, a Christian
presuppositionalist approach is an improvement upon Baconian inductivism because it more fully takes
into account the cultural and historical “lenses” that condition our view of reality, even after regeneration.
It is also an improvement upon Common Sense philosophy because it explicitly presupposes the existence
of God as the reason for the general reliability of the senses. Marsden comments, “Machen’s epistemology,
whatever its secondary weaknesses, far surpasses that of most of his contemporaries” (Marsden, “Machen,
History, and Truth,” 174).
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philosophy; Kant’s criticisms, that the Scots took for granted what Hume was doubting, became
inescapable” (Hicks, Philosophy of Charles Hodge, 168-9).
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In this context—in a world in which the Aristotelian categories of causation
became less and less relevant—Hodge was required to articulate a theory of providence.
This was a much different context than when Turretin wrote two centuries earlier.
A full reappraisal of the influence of Common Sense philosophy in Hodge’s
thought is beyond the scope of this dissertation. Scholars continue to debate its influence
and legacy. Ahlstrom, for one, blamed it for accelerating Christian thought towards a
“rational theology” that emptied theology of its “most dynamic element” resulting in a
“rationalistic rigor mortis.”146 In contrast, Hoffecker concludes that “regardless of how
much [Hodge] utilized Common Sense philosophy or insisted on inductive factgathering, those never usurped the final authority of biblical revelation.”147 Similarly,
Paul Kjoss Helseth contends that the influence of Common Sense Realism on Hodge is
overstated. He argues that despite the critical consensus, “the Princeton theologians ought
not to be regarded as scholastic rationalists, because they conceived of reason in a moral
rather than a merely rational sense.”148 Helseth is careful to state that he is “not
suggesting that the Scottish philosophy had no impact whatsoever on the substance of
Old Princeton’s Reformed commitments or that Scottish Common Sense Realism was
totally irrelevant to the Princetonians’ religious epistemology.” Instead, he suggests “that
Ahlstrom, “Scottish Philosophy,” 269. Ahlstrom states that this “rational theology . . . rendered
the central Christian paradoxes into stark, logical contradictions that had either to be disguised or explained
away.” He ends this grim assessment by concluding, “Certainly there is no mystery as to why end-ofcentury theology in America turned with such enthusiasm to evolutionary idealism, the social gospel, and
the ‘religion of feeling.’ It was in search of the relevant and the dynamic.”
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we ought not to overestimate the impact of the Scottish philosophy on Old Princeton, for
this impact was largely held in check,” he argues, “by the Princetonians’ classically
Reformed commitments despite the fact that they were—as all of us are—children of
their times to one degree or another.”149
Peter Hicks also argues for a reevaluation of the role of Scottish philosophy in
Hodge’s philosophy. Although Scottish philosophy certainly influenced American
thought in the nineteenth century, it was a system in constant flux as various thinkers
used whatever elements they found helpful. Regarding Hodge in particular, Hicks argues
that other factors eclipsed Common Sense philosophy as the primary influences for his
thought, and especially his epistemology. Particularly, Hicks stresses (1.) Hodge’s
understanding of the nature of God and persons, and (2.) Hodge’s reaction to postKantian philosophy.150 Thus, it was not Scottish philosophy that compelled Hodge to
construct his theological method as he did, but instead, it was Hodge’s Christian
convictions about the nature of God that made elements of Scottish philosophy attractive
and helpful.151 As Hicks states,
It may be that the optimism of the Scottish philosophy was a contributory factor
to the confidence of Hodge’s epistemology. But I suggest its importance has been
exaggerated at the cost of awareness of the strength of the influence of Hodge’s
concept of the immanence and activity of God in his world. Rather than Scottish
Common Sense philosophy moulding [sic] Hodge’s philosophy at this point, it
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of his fundamental belief in a God who had made us capable of accurate belief about the external world and
who would not let us be deceived.”
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would seem more likely that the Scottish philosophy was a useful means of
expressing principles that had their source in Hodge’s theological convictions.152
Hodge and the Princetonians found the elements of Scottish philosophy to be more
congruent with their Biblical presuppositions than any of the other live philosophical
options of their time. Although Scottish philosophy influenced Hodge, we would do well
not to exaggerate its role at the expense of other factors. Hicks correctly argues that for
Hodge theological concerns took precedence over philosophical concerns. Indeed, Hicks
contends that one key point in which Hodge differed significantly from his
contemporaries was that “he recognized that the basis of epistemological realism had to
be theological rather than philosophical.”153 Our experiences of the external world are
not validated on the mere grounds of a rational argument. Rather, for Hodge, acceptance
of the dependability of our experience of the external world must be “on the grounds of
the nature of God, and especially of his relationship with the world; in other words the
doctrine of providence.”154
In conclusion, we may at the very least say that elements of Scottish philosophy
are, to one degree or another, one significant influence in the shape of Hodge’s theology.
As we will see in our exploration of Hodge’s treatment of the doctrine of providence, at
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trustworthiness of God, as Descartes had been” (166n17). Hicks adds that Scottish philosophy’s failure to
realize this basis “may be the key to the impression of mild inadequacy that this approach gives.” This is
insightful. In my estimation, Hicks’ intuition on this matter is on the right track. Realizing this helps us to
view the Common Sense tradition in a way that can be simultaneously charitable and appreciative but also
critical of its shortcomings and its need for refinement. Without the invisible glue of theistic
presuppositions, Common Sense philosophy collapses.

Hicks, Philosophy of Charles Hodge, 166. Hicks adds, “While Hodge was able to agree with
the Scottish philosophers that ‘it is universally admitted that we have no foundation for knowledge or faith,
but the veracity of consciousness’ his own conviction went one stage deeper: ‘The ultimate ground of faith
and knowledge is confidence in God’.” (Hicks quotes from Hodge, ST, 1:214.)
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several instances Hodge does indeed introduce the inductions of intuition as influential
evidence for the positions he defends. In fact, Helseth—who is not prone to overstate the
influence of Common Sense on Hodge—has noted that this line of thinking seems to
have influenced Hodge’s criticisms of the doctrine of concurrence.155
Conclusion
Charles Hodge was a complex thinker who was shaped by numerous influences,
both positively and negatively. We do not wish to give the reductionistic impression that
Hodge was influenced by merely two shaping factors.156 For instance, Hoffecker’s work
rightly stresses that, in addition to Hodge’s Calvinistic confessionalism, characteristics of
evangelical pietism ran deep in Hodge.157 In the area of political involvement, Richard J.
Carwardine elucidates Hodge’s Whig sensibilities.158 We have also seen how Hodge’s
interaction with European theology and philosophy evidenced his disapproval for
speculative pantheistic thinking. Much more could be said. Nonetheless, in this brief

Helseth, “God Causes All Things,” in Dennis W. Jowers, Four Views on Divine Providence
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2011), 34. “Given my work elsewhere on the Princeton theologians, it pains me
to say that this might be one place where Scottish realism got the better of Hodge…”
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Moorhead, eds., Charles Hodge Revisited: A Critical Appraisal of His Life and Work (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 2002), 129-58; and Hoffecker, Charles Hodge, 247-97.
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chapter we have demonstrated that two of the most significant influences for Hodge were
(1) Reformed Theology, especially the tradition of the Westminster Confession and also
mediated through the systematic work of Francis Turretin, and (2) Witherspoon’s
philosophical heritage of Scottish Common Sense Realism along with the Baconian
inductive method. In the next chapter, we will apply inductive investigation ourselves as
we begin a close reading of Hodge’s doctrine of providence, starting with the aspect of
divine sustenance and related doctrines.
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CHAPTER FOUR
CHARLES HODGE, PART 2: THE DESIGN AND PRESERVATION OF CREATION

Introduction
In the preceding chapters we examined the historical context of Hodge’s thought,
focusing on some of his major influences including the Reformed tradition as well as
Scottish philosophy. In these next chapters we will begin a close reading of Hodge’s own
writings in order to grasp his understanding of how God governs this world. We will
focus particularly on the locus of providence in his Systematic Theology, although we
will need to look at other writings in order to place that in its theological context.
Various statements and concepts in Hodge’s chapter on providence seem irregular
or difficult to interpret, especially if the reader has certain expectations about what a
Reformed articulation of sovereignty should or should not include. Yet, Hodge states that
the true doctrine of providence excludes necessity.1 Hodge affirms that creatures can
originate actions. Human beings are “free agents” with the “power of spontaneous
action.” Hodge states, “That we are free agents means that we have the power to act
freely; and to act freely implies that we originate our own acts.”2 These are statements
that in contemporary discussions we would expect to hear coming from someone arguing
1
Hodge, ST, 1:582. To be fair, we should state that Hodge also denies chance. “The doctrine of
providence excludes both necessity and chance from the universe, substituting for them the intelligent and
universal control of an infinite, omnipresent God.”
2

Hodge, ST, 1:604, 614.
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against the doctrine of comprehensive sovereignty. Hodge also makes difficult
statements about matter being active, and God’s efficient presence working through vital
processes.3 What did Hodge mean by these statements? Can they fit with a traditional
Reformed doctrine of divine sovereignty? What is the role of contingency in Hodge’s
thought? Do these strong statements that Hodge seems to make in favor of contingency or
free agency imply that there is a degree of uncertainty within God’s providence? Is Earl
Kennedy correct that Hodge is giving more “elbow room” to creation than his Reformed
predecessors?4 In order to answer these questions we will need to examine Hodge’s
treatment of other topics in addition to his chapter on providence.
Hodge places his chapter on providence near the end of Part 1 of his systematic
theology, focusing on theology proper. He places this chapter after chapters dealing with
the decrees of God and creation, and before separate chapters on miracles and angels. 5
Hodge focuses on preservation and governance as the two major components of the
doctrine of providence. Hodge deals with concurrence within the topic of governance
3

Hodge, ST, 1:606, 610-13.

Earl William Kennedy, “An Historical Analysis of Charles Hodge’s Doctrines of Sin and
Particular Grace.” (Th.D. diss., Princeton Theological Seminary, 1968), 149n2. Kennedy states, “In both
areas, providence and human freedom, Hodge appears to allow man a little more elbow-room than Turretin
permitted.” Kennedy attributes this to “the steady growth of optimism about man in the Western world, and
in the United States in particular” and that this “explains Hodge’s eagerness to eschew any hint of divine
determinism or of the ‘necessity’ of sinning.”
4

5
Hodge does not treat the doctrine of predestination between the topics of the decree and creation
as do others such as Turretin, Dabney, Shedd, and his son A.A. Hodge. Instead, Hodge incorporates that
material under the heading of the “Plan of Salvation” in his section on soteriology (2:313-353). Hodge’s
son’s placement may have been based on the placement of the doctrine in Charles Hodge’s early lectures
which at the time still followed Turretin’s order. New School Presbyterian Henry B. Smith also placed
predestination in conjunction to soteriology. In Kennedy’s opinion, there was “no possibility” that Hodge
was influenced by Calvin’s example (Kennedy, Historical Analysis, 229-30). In my opinion Hodge may
simply be following the order of the Westminster Confession of Faith which deals with the doctrines of
decree, creation, and providence in that order. This is likely since Hodge also deals with the attributes of
God in roughly the same order as they are presented in question 4 of the Westminster Shorter Catechism.
The Westminster Longer Catechism presents material on predestination within the section on the decree,
but the Shorter Catechism does not. In any event, I do not plan to draw any major conclusions or arguments
regarding this placement.
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rather than treating it in a separate section. In order to understand Hodge’s assessment of
concurrence, we need to understand his view of providence as a whole. In addition, in
order to understand his view of providence there are other related doctrines that we must
examine. This is due to the fact that Hodge assumes certain things in his discussion of
providence that he does not include in this discussion itself. If we only look at that locus
in isolation we will have an incomplete understanding, or possibly a great deal of
confusion. To this end, we will deal with preservation and related preliminary doctrines
in this chapter and then with governance and concurrence in the following chapter.
Preliminary Related Doctrines
Before moving on to consider Hodge’s treatment of governance, it will be helpful
to discuss Hodge’s treatment of several other topics that are germane to our discussion.
The doctrines of God’s knowledge, God’s will, the Decree, and Creation are particularly
relevant because they are, in a sense, stages leading up to the governance of creation.
What starts as God’s knowledge of the possible becomes decreed and then actualized by
God’s will, and thus it becomes the creation that God sustains and governs in His work of
providence. Likewise, Hodge mentions the connection between several of these doctrines
in his discussion of free agency and certainty, stating, “Foreknowledge supposes
certainty; foreordination determines it; and providence effects it.”6 As these doctrines are
interrelated, we must therefore take into account what Hodge teaches about these other
doctrines in order to grasp his view of providence. Among other things, we will see that
Hodge consistently portrays all creation as being comprehensively subject to God’s

6

ST, 2:301.

Hodge, “Free Agency,” The Biblical Repertory and Princeton Review 29, no. 1 (1857): 127; cf.
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foreordination. This will be important to keep in mind later on as we see Hodge make
statements about free agents originating their own actions.
Divine Knowledge
Everything that God will govern starts out as part of God’s knowledge of the
possible. Hodge deals with knowledge in his chapter on the attributes of God.7 He defines
knowledge as “the intellectual apprehension of truth.”8 In our experience, this involves a
distinction between a perceiving mind and the object that is perceived. However,
pantheism erroneously erases this distinction between subject and object. Hodge deals
with this error immediately in his discussion of God’s knowledge—a move that shows
the priority he placed on confronting the pantheistic tendencies of his era. Hodge stressed
that it is critical not to equate God’s knowledge with God’s power, as some such as
Schleiermacher were doing, or else pantheism will be the result.9 To know the thing and
to will the thing are not the same act. They can be distinguished in God just as they can
be distinguished in human beings. We should not base our notions about God’s nature on
“speculative notions of the Infinite and Absolute” but instead our beliefs should be
controlled “by the teachings of the Scriptures, and by the necessities (or laws) of our

7
Hodge moves through the attributes of God in the order they are listed in the definition of God
from the Westminster Shorter Catechism, which Hodge deems to be “probably the best definition of God
ever penned by man” (ST, 1:367). The Catechism states, “God is a Spirit, infinite, eternal, and
unchangeable, in his being, wisdom, power, holiness, justice, goodness, and truth.” There are a few slight
differences in Hodge’s order. Hodge treats ‘knowledge’ instead of ‘wisdom,’ although he deals with
wisdom as part of his discussion on God’s knowledge. Hodge also adds a section on ‘the will of God’
between knowledge and power. Hodge also adds ‘sovereignty’ as a brief capstone to the rest. He also deals
with God as “being” up front.
8

Hodge, ST, 1:393.

Hodge, ST, 1:394-5. In another place Hodge explains, “For if knowledge is causative, God
creates all He knows, and you must limit his knowledge if you limit creation” (1:372).
9
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moral and religious nature.”10 According to that evidence, Hodge states, we can see that
God’s knowledge is (1) all-comprehending, (2) intuitive rather than discursive, and (3)
immutable.11
Although the line between subject and object is not erased for God, it is still the
case that God knows both himself, as well as everything else, through Himself. This
involves the classic distinction between the scientia necessaria and the scientia libera—
God’s necessary knowledge and God’s free knowledge.12 Necessary knowledge is also
sometimes referred to as God’s natural knowledge. God knows himself necessarily; this
is not dependent on a choice of God’s will. However, everything else depends on God’s
decision to bring it into existence or not, and therefore, if it will exist, it exists as part of
God’s free knowledge. God is the cause of all things, and as such, “God knows
everything by knowing Himself; all things possible, by the knowledge of his power, and
all things actual, by the knowledge of his own purposes.”13 Strangely, however, Hodge
states, “This distinction is not of much importance.”14 Instead, Hodge prefers to

10

Hodge, ST, 1:396. In this we can see a glimpse of Hodge’s Common Sense sensibilities.

Hodge, ST, 1:397. Hodge states, “He knows all things as they are, being as being, phenomena as
phenomena, the possible as possible, the actual as actual, the necessary as necessary, the free as free, the
past as past, the present as present, the future as future. Although all things are ever present in his view, yet
He sees them as successive in time. The vast procession of events, thoughts, feelings, and acts, stand open
to his view.”
11

12
See Muller, PRRD, 3:406-8. This distinction is virtually identical to the distinction between
scientia simplicis intelligentiae and scientia visionis—knowledge of simple intelligence and knowledge of
vision. In this distinction, knowledge of simple intelligence is God’s knowledge of first principles, and thus
his knowledge of “the entire realm of possibility . . . some of which God wills into existence, the rest
remaining nonexistent” (407). Knowledge of vision is God’s knowledge of all that he wills to bring into
existence.
13

Hodge, ST, 1:398.

Hodge, ST, 1:397. Hodge states that this distinction leaves God’s knowledge open to the
accusation of being dependent. That should not be the case, since the only thing that God’s knowledge is
dependent on is God himself. Since Hodge does not actually deny this distinction, it seems probable that he
said this because he believed that these terms might be misunderstood, especially by those who do not
14
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emphasize this distinction as being between the possible and actual. Knowledge of the
possible is “the knowledge of simple intelligence” and knowledge of the actual is “the
knowledge of vision.”15 This is basically the same distinction, but apparently Hodge
thinks it is more easily understood. God knows what he could actualize if he choose to do
so, and he knows what he has determined to actualize. Unfortunately, Hodge saw that
many of his contemporary philosophical theologians ignored this distinction. For those
theologians, nothing was possible except the actual. For them, “All that can be, either is,
or is to be. This follows from the idea of God as mere cause. He produces all that can be;
and there is in Him no causality for what does not exist.”16 Instead—based on the
evidence of Scripture and our self-knowledge—we should recognize that God “can do
more than He does.” Like us, God’s power exceeds his acts. “God has not exhausted
Himself in determining to cause the present order of things to be.”17
In addition to God’s knowledge of the possible and the actual, Jesuit theologians
Pietro de Fonseca and Luis de Molina introduced the concept of scientia media. This
share all of his other theological convictions. It is common for Hodge to discourage his readers from
presenting doctrines in forms that he feels are prone to misunderstandings. This is often more as issue of
form rather than substance. It reminds us that Hodge not writing primarily for the academy, but to train
pastors whom he expected to instruct others including laymen.
15

Hodge, ST, 1:398. This is fundamentally the same distinction as that between scientia
necessaria and scientia libera. Muller explains that the difference between these two sets or distinctions is
that the necessary/free distinction is grounded in language of the voluntaristic tradition associated with
Duns Scotus while the simple intelligence/vision distinction is grounded in the language of the
intellectualist or Thomist tradition. Muller also points out that in the writings of seventeenth-century
Reformed orthodoxy it became common to use the Thomistic terms but to explain them in a Scotistic
manner (PRRD, 3:407-8). Turretin seems to use both sets interchangeably (Turretin, Institutes, III.xiii.i, p.
1:212). Karl Barth, on the other hand, defines God’s scientia simplicis intelligentiae differently as that
which according to God’s will is “only possible but never actual” (Church Dogmatics, II/1, 567).
Hodge, ST, 1:398. The problem with theologians who fail to distinguish between God’s
knowledge and God’s power is that they cannot logically then distinguish between the possible and the
actual. Hodge’s otherwise-orthodox contemporaries who denied the former but not the later were being
inconsistent.
16

17

Hodge, ST, 1:398. “[Having] a faculty and the exercise of that faculty are not identical...”
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knowledge was said to be “middle” because it was between God’s scientia necessaria
and scientia libera. In Hodge’s preferred terminology, it was between the possible and
the actual. It was God’s knowledge of events that were “not merely possible, but
conditionally certain.”18 Hodge states that although this idea was picked up by Lutheran
and Remonstrant theologians, it was “strenuously opposed by the Reformed or
Augustinians” for several reasons: (1) There is no room for this concept since everything
can be accounted for as being either actual or possible. Hodge states, “It is only possible,
and not certain, how men would act under certain conditions, if their conduct be not
predetermined, either by the purpose of God, or by their own decisions already
formed.”19 Further, Hodge states, if free acts are uncertain then they cannot be foreseen.
(2) Scripturally, the futurition of events depends on God’s foreordination. If God does not
purpose it there is nothing to make it certain. (3) This type of knowledge cannot belong to
God since it is inferential. In reality, God’s knowledge is independent and intuitive, not
discursive. (4) “This theory is inconsistent with the Scriptural doctrine of God’s
providential government, as it assumes that the free acts of men are not under his
control.”20 (5) Scripture teaches that election is not dependent of foresight. And finally,
(6) the Biblical examples used to support scientia media do not demand this
18

Hodge, ST, 1:399. Common examples cited include the statement from 1 Samuel 23:11 which
indicate that if David and his men would remain in Keilah then the people of Keilah would have
surrendered them into the hands of Saul. However, David and his men fled and so this did not happen.
Advocates of middle knowledge also point to Matthew 11:21 where Jesus states that if the works that were
performed in Chorazin and Bethsaida had been performed in Tyre and Sidon, they would have repented in
sackcloth and ashes.
Hodge, ST, 1:399. This is a statement that will be helpful in interpreting Hodge’s view of
providence later on.
19

20
Hodge, ST, 1:400. Thus, for Hodge, Scripture is clear that the free acts of men are under God’s
control. Discussing Augustinianism Hodge states, “No less clear and universally admitted is the principle
that God can control the free acts of rational creatures without destroying either their liberty or their
responsibility” (2:332).
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interpretation.21 Thus Hodge completely rejects the concept of scientia media as
incoherent and unbiblical. He concludes, “It is not denied that God knows all events in all
possible combinations and connections, but as nothing is certain but what He ordains to
effect or permit, there can be no class of events conditionally future, and therefore there
can be no scientia media. By conditional future is meant what is suspended on a
condition undetermined by God.”22
Regarding foreknowledge, Hodge immediately stresses that “the Scriptures
abundantly teach” that “the free acts of men . . . are foreknown.”23 If this were not the
case, God’s knowledge would increase—which it doesn’t, and God’s government would
be precarious—which it isn’t. Hodge also states that historically “The Church” has
professed this belief “almost with one voice.”24 The exceptions to this would be the
Socinians and some of the Remonstrants who hold that foreknowledge of free acts is
irreconcilable with human liberty. Just as omnipotence only applies to all things that are
possible, they argue, omniscience only applies to truths that are knowable. In reply,
Hodge states, “Their whole difficulty arises out of the assumption that contingency is
essential to free agency. If an act may be certain as to its occurrence, and yet free as to

Hodge states that God’s answer about the people of Keilah “was simply a revelation of the
purpose which they had already formed.” In other words, they already had the intention to betray David.
Jesus’ statement about Tyre and Sidon was “only a figurative mode of stating the fact that men of [Jesus’]
generation were more hardened than the inhabitants of those ancient citites” (1:400).
21

22

Hodge, ST, 1:400.

23

Hodge, ST, 1:400.

24

Hodge, ST, 1:400. Of course, it would be much more difficult for Hodge to make this
proclamation today considering the rise of Open Theism in various sectors of Christianity including
evangelical inerrantists.
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the mode of its occurrence, the difficulty vanishes.”25 For example, Christ and glorified
saints are perfectly free yet certainly holy. The key is to avoid a false theory of free
agency. Hodge states, “The foreknowledge of God is inconsistent with a false theory of
free agency, but not with the true doctrine on the subject.”26 Since Augustine, Hodge
states, the common way to deal with this is to see the difference between knowledge and
foreknowledge as something subjective to us but not to God. For God there is no
difference since all things are equally “present” to him.27
One thing to note from the paragraph above is Hodge’s use of the word
contingency. As we will see, Hodge is not always consistent in the way he uses this term.
Most often, he will use it the way that he uses it in the paragraph above in the quote from
page 401. In this example, Hodge uses contingency in the same way that it is used by
Socinians and Remonstrant theologians in the “false theory” of free agency that Hodge is
opposing. In this context, the term means “uncertainty.” Later, in his discussion of free
agency, Hodge will distinguish this type of contingency from both necessity and

25
Hodge, ST, 1:401. This is one of the key points in Hodge’s article on “Free Agency” which we
will examine below. When Hodge uses the term “contingency” in relation to free agency he means it in the
sense of uncertainty.
26

Hodge, ST, 1:401. Emphasis added.

Regarding time, Hodge describes his view of God and eternity as the “popular and Scriptural
view.” Whereas God’s infinitude towards space is his immensity or omnipresence, God’s infinitude relative
to duration is his eternity. God is “exalted above all limitations of time” and “does not exist during one
period of time more than another.” Hodge states, “With Him there is no distinction between the present,
past, and future; but all things are equally and always present to Him. With Him duration is an eternal now”
(1:385; cf. 2:219). Hodge sees his view as standing in line with the general theological consensus including
Augustine and Aquinas. The only open question is whether or not there is any type of succession within the
divine consciousness. Hodge considers George Jamieson’s argument that true personhood requires thought
and thus also duration and succession. Hodge denies that external events are successive to God, but he
leaves it as a possibility that God’s thoughts and acts could be successive to him. The important thing,
Hodge stresses, is that in our effort to solve this problem we do not deny that God is a person who thinks
and feels (1:386-9). After dismissing Schleiermacher’s view, Hodge concludes, “[we believe] that with
Him there is neither past nor future; but nevertheless that He is not a stagnant ocean, but ever living, ever
thinking, ever acting, and ever suiting his action to the exigencies of his creatures, and to the
accomplishment of his infinitely wise design” (1:390).
27
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certainty.28 Nonetheless, we will also notice an example in his discussion of the decree in
which Hodge will seemingly equivocate on the use of the term contingency. At one point
he will use the term in contrast to certainty, but then he will use it in contrast to
necessity.29 The term carried one meaning when used in reference to the mode of
operation and another meaning when used in contrast to certainty. In his discussion of
providence, Hodge largely avoids using the terms contingent or contingency.30
Nonetheless, he will use some terminology that might seem to imply the same things. We
must be careful not to assume the wrong meaning.
Hodge concludes his discussion of God’s knowledge by discussing the wisdom of
God. God’s wisdom is used to select the proper ends and the proper means to accomplish
those ends. This highlights the themes of teleology as well as God’s use of means. To
deny the concept of final causes—as many were doing—was also to negate the wisdom
of God. To deny God the use of means—as if it were derogatory or a sign of weakness—
results, as it does for Schleiermacher, in “God [sinking] into the mere cause or ground of
all things.”31 As we will see, final causes and the use of means are both important
concepts Hodge’s view of providence. Also relevant to providence is Hodge’s statement
that, “in the whole course of history, we see evidence of the controlling power of God
making all things work together for the best interest of his people, and the promotion of

The distinction between necessity, certainty, and contingency forms the structure of Hodge’s
article on “Free Agency,” BRPR 29, no. 1 (1857): 101-135. This material is repeated in ST, 2:278-309. Of
these three viewpoints, Hodge rejects necessity and contingency but accepts certainty.
28

29

This takes place in Hodge, ST, 1:542. It will be discussed on pages 109-110 of this dissertation.

30
The only times that Hodge uses forms of the word contingency within his chapter on providence
are within quotations from other theologians or the Westminster Confession of Faith.

Hodge, ST, 1:402. Hodge describes Schleiermacher as teaching that “wisdom is omniscience,
omniscience is omnipotence, omnipotence is simply causality of all that is.”
31
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his kingdom upon the earth.”32 God is able to utilize some sort of “controlling power” in
order to make certain that his wise design comes to pass.
The Will of God
As Hodge has stated, in order to avoid pantheism one must recognize that God is
able to do more than he actually does. Thus, in his discussion of the divine perfections
Hodge adds a section on the will of God—inserted between the sections on God’s
knowledge and God’s power. Hodge adds this even though the Westminster Shorter
Catechism (whose order Hodge is following) mentions the wisdom of God and the power
of God back to back. The will of God is that which separates that which God knows he
can do from that which he actually does.
Hodge articulates several distinctions between aspects of God’s will. His
decretive will relates to the futurition of what God purposes to effect or permit to come to
pass, while his perceptive will is his rule for the conduct of rational creatures—the
ground of moral obligation. This distinction is also roughly synonymous with the
distinction between God’s secret and revealed will. These two never conflict. Hodge
states that God never decrees people to sin although God may decree to permit people to
sin.33 Hodge also distinguishes between God’s antecedent and consequent will. For
Augustinians, this is merely a distinction in the logical order of the decrees in relation to
one another, whereas for non-Augustinians the consequent will constitutes God’s back-up
plan which God decrees because God foresees that his preferred option will not come to

32

33

Hodge, ST, 1:401.

Hodge, ST, 1:403-4. Along with the scholastics, Hodge makes the fine distinction that a positive
decretive will cannot exist alongside a negative perceptive will, although a negative decretive will may
exist alongside an affirmative perceptive will. In other words, God will never positively decree sin,
although he may decree the absence of what he commands.
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pass.34 Finally, Hodge distinguishes between the absolute and conditional will. For
Augustinians, “The event, but not the purpose of God, is conditional.” This means that
although some events may be conditional on something else occurring, the entire thing is
absolutely decreed by God. For non-Augustinians, the purpose is also conditional. For
example, “He purposes the salvation of a man, if he believes. But whether he believes or
not, is left undetermined; so that the purpose of God is suspended on a condition not
under his control, or, at least, undecided.”35 Hodge remarks that the Greek word qelo and
the English verb, to will, can refer to either decided purpose or mere feeling. The former
sense refers to what God decrees and the latter sense refers to what God delights in.
Hodge states that some seeming contradictions can be solved by recognizing this
variation in use. For example, Hodge states, “It is in this sense [of delight rather than
decree] the word is used, when it is said that God wills all men to be saved.”36
Another interesting item in this section—for our purposes—is Hodge’s discussion
of what it means for God’s will to be free. God, as a spirit, is a voluntary agent and thus
God has “the power of self-determination.”37 Without this necessary condition of
personality, one would be “as a mere force as electricity, or magnetism, or the principle
of vegetable life.”38 Further, Hodge explains that “An agent is said to be free, (1) When
he is at liberty to act or not to act, according to his good pleasure. This is the liberty of
34
Hodge, ST, 1:404. Hodge cites the Lutherans and Remonstrant as holding to this view. For
them, the consequent will is not an actual “change of plans” as it would be for Socinians, or today’s Open
Theists, however it is God’s decree of what is—in a sense—second second best. The example that Hodge
gives to illustrate the non-Augustinian view is that antecedently God desires the salvation of all people, but
since he foreknows that not all will believe he consequently wills to save those he foresaw would believe.
35

Hodge, ST, 1:405.

36

Hodge, ST, 1:405.

37

Hodge, ST, 1:403.

38

Hodge, ST, 1:403.
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acting. (2.) He is free as to his volitions, when they are determined by his own sense of
what is wise, right, or desirable.”39 Further, Hodge states, “Freedom is more than
spontaneity. The affections are spontaneous, but are not free.”40 In contrast, God’s works
of creating and preserving the world are free since these acts were not necessitated by his
nature. Thus, God was free to create or not to create.41 However, Hodge then makes the
difficult statement that God “is free also in keeping his promises.” Hodge explains that
this is “because his purpose so to do is determined by his own infinite goodness. It is
inconceivable that God should violate his word. But this only proves that moral certainty
may be as inexorable as necessity.”42 The only way to understand this is to again
recognize that Hodge is here using will in a limited sense of the term that does not also
include God’s moral attributes. In the wider sense of the term, God is certainly bound to
keep his promises precisely because of his infinite goodness. But in the narrow sense of

39

Hodge, ST, 1:403.

Hodge, ST, 1:403. Hodge goes on to state, “Loving and hating, delighting and abhorring, do not
depend on the will.” This may seem odd, but Hodge does not mean to suppose that loving and hating are
not connected to God’s will in the wide sense of the term. Hodge had previously stated that the older
theologians, including Turretin, tended to classify God’s attributes under either the heading of the
intelligence or the will. In that system, will was used in a wider sense to include “(1.) The will in the
narrow sense of the word [self-determination and the determinations themselves]. (2.) His power. (3.) His
love and all his moral perfections” (402, emphasis added). Hodge is using the term will in a more narrow
sense when he states that loving and hating do not depend on God’s will. There are some things that God is
bound by his nature to love or hate. He must love his own goodness. He must hate evil. These are not
matters left open. On the other hand, the doctrine of election maintains that God is certainly free to deal
more favorably with one person rather than another, based on his good pleasure (ST, 2:337, 342, 350).
Hodge distinguishes various senses in which the phrase “the love of God” is used. Sometimes this phrase
indicates God’s general goodness to all sensitive creatures, but other times it refers to the particular and
sovereign love that God has toward his own chosen people. In this sense, God’s love is “discriminating,
fixed on some and not upon others” (ST, 2:549). This is not a matter of general benevolence, nor is it based
on the fact that the objects of this love are believers—since God loved them first as enemies. This special
love is “perfectly gratuitous and sovereign” (2:550). Therefore, when Hodge states that “loving and hating
. . . do not depend on the will” it seems that Hodge must not be referring to this “perfectly gratuitous and
sovereign” type of love.
40
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Hodge, ST, 1:403.
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Hodge, ST, 1:403.
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the term, he is not constrained by his nature (other than his moral attributes) to do so,
although it is certain that he will determine to do so.
Hodge’s preceding comments are interesting and illuminating because they
demonstrate that for Hodge freedom may still exist even when there is moral certitude as
inexorable as necessity. Moral certitude is not the same as necessity but both necessity
and moral certitude yield certitude. From this we can also see that Hodge is using the
term necessity differently than Edwards who typically uses necessity as the equivalent to
certainty.43 For Hodge, moral certitude is compatible with freedom, but necessity is not. 44
Also, from this discussion we see that for Hodge spontaneity is not the same as freedom.
Spontaneity is a necessary condition but not sufficient condition for freedom.
Understanding the way in which Hodge uses these terms will be valuable for grasping
Hodge’s understanding of providence.
The Decrees of God
Many elements in Hodge’s discussion of the decrees are directly relevant to the
doctrine of providence.45 It is important to look at these elements here because Hodge
will not reproduce all of these statements again in his discussion of providence itself. As
43

In Freedom of the Will Edwards uses the terms necessity and certainty interchangeably.
Edwards stated that, “Metaphysical or philosophical necessity is nothing different from certainty” (WJE,
1:151). An ontologically dependent thing or action may be said to be necessary if it has a “full and fixed
connection” with something that will ensure that it obtains (WJE, 1:152). This applies to moral necessity as
well. “Moral necessity may be as absolute as natural necessity” (WJE, 1:157). Thus for Edwards, moral
necessity is certainty and natural necessity is also certainty. However, all certainty is not natural necessity
since it may also be moral necessity. This is similar in function to what Hodge is saying, although Hodge is
opposed to labeling moral certitude as necessity.
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We will examine this more in the upcoming chapter concerning free agency.
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Kennedy is particularly unimpressed by Hodge’s treatment of the decrees. He calls this a “thin”
and “uninspired fifteen-page chapter” on a subject that is “clearly not one of [Hodge’s] favorite doctrines”
(Kennedy, “Historical Analysis,” 221-2). Kennedy states that while it looks to the casual observer as
though Hodge merely repeats “old orthodox views” instead he actually “de-emphasizes and subtly
transmutes them, with the result that they better mesh with nineteenth-century American evangelicalism,
optimism, and democracy” (220).
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Hodge begins this discussion, his first words stress, “It must be remembered that
theology is not philosophy.”46 Rather than assuming to discover truth or to reconcile all
truths together, theology must stay content within the limits of the light of God’s
revelation. Although he states elsewhere that all theology is in one sense philosophy, for
this topic in particular it is especially prudent to stay within the proper bounds.47
As a confessional Presbyterian, Hodge affirmed the teachings of the Westminster
Shorter Catechism, which he quotes, “The decrees of God are his eternal purpose,
according to the counsel of his will, whereby for his own glory He hath foreordained
whatsoever comes to pass.”48 Unpacking this statement, Hodge states that all of God’s
decrees have the glory of God as their final cause.49 Although Hodge speaks of a plurality
of “decrees” they are all reducible to one united purpose. “They are not successively
formed as the emergency arises, but are all parts of one all-comprehending plan.”50 Like
an “extensive building” or a “complicated machine” with many parts working in mutual
arrangement, “in the mind of the architect or mechanist, the whole is one idea, though he
intends many things in reference to one another.”51 As such, the decrees are both eternal
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Hodge, ST, 1:535.

Charles Hodge, “What is Christianity?” The Biblical Repertory and Princeton Review 32, no. 1
(1860): 121. Hodge states, “every theology is in one sense a form of philosophy. To understand any
theological system, therefore, we must understand the philosophy which underlies it, and gives it its
peculiar form.” Although Hodge is cautioning the reader, and himself, it is difficult to approach this subject
without being pulled across the blurry line that separates theology and philosophy.
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Hodge, ST, 1:535-7. “It is therefore in accordance with the whole spirit and teachings of the
Bible, and with the essential character of Augustinianism, that our standards make the glory of God the end
of all his decrees” (1:537).
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Hodge, ST, 1:537. Kennedy quips that this God “must be a close relative of the eighteenthcentury divine watchmaker” (Kennedy, Historical Analysis, 225).
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and immutable. “History,” Hodge states, “in all its details, even the most minute, is but
the evolution of the eternal purpose of God.”52 Although the decrees are both eternal and
immutable, Hodge stresses that they are also free purposes—as opposed to necessary
ones—in relation to God. Nothing necessitated that God must create or that God had to
create the specific world that he did. Instead, this was a determination of God’s will, free
from “any blind necessity.”53 The idea of God as a “rational and personal” being
demands this to be true. The liberty of a rational and person being “is a libentia
rationalis, spontaneously determined by reason.”54 Therefore, on one hand the decrees
are “rational determinations, founded on sufficient reason” and thus they are not random
or aimless, but on the other hand they are not necessitated by nature, nor by any internal
law within God that dictated this precise world as the only possible self-manifestation of
God. God had sufficient reasons to create this world, but other worlds were possible for
God to actualize. God’s decrees were “in no case conditional” but were formed purely
because, as a whole and for his glory, it seemed good in God’s sight.55
Although God’s decrees are free to him, they are “certainly efficacious” and thus
they “render certain” all that is contained in them.56 Hodge gives four arguments why
these events are certain. (1) The perfection of God implies that God accomplishes what
he plans. (2) The unity of God’s plan “comprehends all events.” (3) “The concatenation
52
Hodge, ST, 1:538. Hodge uses the term evolution in the sense of outworking. He implies
unfolding rather than change.

Hodge, ST, 1:539. “He was free to create or not to create; to create such a world as now is, or
one entirely different. He is free to act or not to act, and when He purposes, it is not from any blind
necessity, but according to the counsel of his own will.”
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of events in the progress of history . . . proves that all things are intimately connected, the
most important events often depending on the most trivial.” (4) Finally, “there could be
no certainty in either [the providential or moral government of God] if the decrees of God
were not efficacious.”57
Hodge states that although the distinction between efficient (or efficacious) and
permissive decrees is important, this distinction makes no difference to the equal
certainty of all events. Hodge explains that the efficient/permissive distinction “has
reference only to the relation which events bear to the efficient power of God. Some
things He purposes to do, others He decrees to permit to be done. He effects good, He
permits evil.”58 The only way to make sense of this is that in this discussion uses the idea
of efficiency in two different senses. In the one sense, efficiency is that which makes a
thing certain; in the other sense efficiency is that which does the thing. God’s decrees are
efficacious in the first sense, but not necessarily in the second. They render all things
certain but they do not make God the efficient doer of evil.
At one point in his discussion Hodge appears to equivocate on his use of the word
contingent. At the end of his discussion of the certain efficacy of the decrees Hodge states
that “the execution of that plan is not left contingent, and that whatever is embraced in the
decrees of God must certainly come to pass.”59 Here, Hodge is clearly using the term
contingent in contrast to certainty. However, immediately after this Hodge begins his
discussion concerning the extent of the decrees and their coverage of all events. In this
Hodge states,
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God foreordains whatever comes to pass. Some events are necessary, that is,
brought about by the action of necessary causes; others are contingent or free, or
are acts of free agents; some are morally good, others are sinful. The doctrine of
the Bible is, that all events, whether necessary or contingent, good or sinful, are
included in the purpose of God, and that their futurition [sic] or actual occurrence
is rendered absolutely certain.60
Here Hodge uses contingent in contrast to necessary and as synonymous to free. Thus,
we must be mindful that the word contingent may be used with diverse meanings. Failure
to notice this will lead to confusion. When contrasted with certainty, contingency carries
the meaning of “uncertainty.” When contrasted to necessary, contingency carries a
meaning of “free.” (It carries, at least, one particular meaning of free.)
Now, to be careful, Hodge does organize these concepts differently in another
essay. In “Free Agency” Hodge treats necessity, contingency, and certainty as three
mutually exclusive categories.61 In that sense, there is nothing improper about contrasting
contingency with necessity, on one hand, and contrasting contingency with certainty, on
the other hand. In that scheme, contingency is neither necessity nor contingency.
However, this is not what Hodge is doing here in his discussion of the decrees. In the first
example here, contingency carries the meaning of uncertainty, but in the second example
it does not carry the meaning of uncertainty at all. Thus, Hodge is not always consistent
in the way he uses this term. If this diverse usage is not noted, it can lead to the
assumption that freedom and uncertainty go hand in hand. However, for Hodge and the
Reformed tradition, this was not the case. Hodge is explicit that freedom and certainty are
compatible.

Hodge, ST, 1:542. Emphasis added. Hodge’s language here reflects that of the Westminster
Confession of Faith, V, ii.
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Hodge, “Free Agency,” 103-112; cf. ST, 2:280-288.
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The shift of usage within Hodge’s writings reflects the shift in usage from older to
more current discussions on this topic. In its older usage, such as in the Westminster
Confession of Faith, contingent was used in contrast to necessity. In later discussions,
such as its usage by Edwards and others, it was more often used in contrast with
certainty. In Hodge’s discussion of “free agency” he uses necessity, contingency, and
certainty as three clear and distinct categories; however it is not clear that he maintains
that distinction throughout his Systematic Theology.62 We should also point out that in
contemporary discussions it is not uncommon for the word to be used ambiguously or
with the assumed understanding that these meanings are interchangeable: lack of
necessity implies a lack of certainty, and vice versa. The important thing to recognize is
that the term contingency meant different things to different people and in different
contexts and discussions.
Hodge affirmed that God foreordained both necessary and contingent events.63
What we can see from this is that Hodge, like Turretin, affirms that some events are both
certain and contingent. These events are certain to God because of the decree yet they are
contingent according to the order of secondary causes. Or, as Hodge puts it another way,
the decrees which “only secure the certainty of events, are not inconsistent with liberty as
to the mode of their occurrence.”64 Although some events are necessary according to the
order of secondary causes, not everything is necessary, although God’s decree covers
both categories and makes all things certain to God. Thus, contrary to the philosophical
Hodge’s material on “Free Agency” will be discussed later in this chapter. See ST, 1:547 for
another example of Hodge using the terms “necessary” and “certain” in a sense other than his precise
categories in “Free Agency.”
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trend flowing from Hobbes and others a type of contingency in the order of secondary
causes exists even though these same events are certain in relation to the decree. The
prime example of this is the free acts of human agents. Hodge states, “The Bible
especially declares that the free acts of men are decreed beforehand.”65 This even
includes sinful acts. As clear examples of this, Hodge lists passages referring to the
crucifixion of Christ (Acts 2:23; 4:27) as well as those describing Judas’ betrayal (Luke
22:22). Both of these examples demonstrate God’s sovereignty existing parallel to human
responsibility. In reference to Luke 22:22 Hodge states, “Here foreordination and
responsibility are by our Lord Himself declared to coexist and to be consistent.”66 Citing
other examples, Hodge concludes, “The whole course of history is represented as the
development of the plan and purposes of God; and yet human history is little else than the
history of sin.”67
Hodge considers the objection that foreordination is inconsistent with human free
agency. Hodge rightly replies, “The force of this objection depends on what is meant by a
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Hodge, ST, 1:544. For an extensive analysis of the biblical parallel affirmation of God’s
sovereignty and human responsibility see D. A. Carson, Divine Sovereignty and Human Responsibility:
Biblical Perspectives in Tension (Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1981; repr. Grand Rapids: Baker Book House,
1994).
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Hodge, ST, 1:544. Hodge considers the apparent contradiction between God’s holiness and his
foreordination of sin. Hodge states that it is unsound to contend, as some do, that an agent is always
morally responsible for the certain consequences of his acts. Hodge supports this with examples such as a
judge who can be certain that his just judgment of a criminal will cause wicked and bitter thoughts in the
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sin. This Hodge concludes, “It is not true, therefore, that an agent is responsible for all the certain
consequences of his acts” (1:547). However, Hodge places more weight in the “Scriptural method” of
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free act.”68 Hodge states that if someone defines a “free act” so that it “is from its very
nature contingent, or uncertain, then it is clear that foreordination is inconsistent with free
agency.”69 In other words, if someone defines free acts in the sense that they are
contingent, and that contingent means uncertain, then Hodge concedes that it would be
incoherent for these acts to be both foreordained and free. Further, Hodge observes that in
fact very many philosophers and theologians have indeed defined freedom in this sense
and thus argue against the doctrine of the divine decrees. However, Hodge counters that
their same arguments would also apply against foreknowledge as much as foreordination.
Socinians (and contemporary Open Theists) recognize this and jettison God’s
foreknowledge as well. They argue that since future free acts are by definition
unknowable that it does not detract from God’s omniscience that God does not know that
which would be a logical contradiction to know. However, Hodge counters by stating that
the Scriptures are filled with predictions of future free acts and that it is “evident that the
sacred writers fully believed that free acts are foreknown by the divine mind, and
therefore are certain as to their occurrence.”70 Also, if this were not the case then God
would be constantly increasing in knowledge—an idea incompatible with his infinite
perfection of mind. Hodge also rejects the Arminian solution that although God could
know future free acts, instead he willed not to know them. Hodge rejects this because it
would entail, in effect, God willing to be finite and thus willing not to be God. This is
impossible. Also, Hodge states that this solution does not work because only God’s
knowledge of vision is grounded in God’s will, not his knowledge of simple
68
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intelligence.71 God’s simple intelligence is his knowledge of all possibilities. This
knowledge is natural to God and necessary; it does not dependent on his will. Thus,
Hodge states “If not founded on his will, it cannot be limited by it.”72 Hodge addresses
other issues, but the bottom line is that in Hodge’s estimation, it is “easily proved” that
“an event may be free and yet certain.”73
Although many Reformed systematic theologies treat the doctrine of
predestination between the doctrines of the decree and creation, Hodge does not. Instead,
he deals with it under soteriology as the “Plan of Salvation.”74 He presents his view under
the broad heading of “the Augustinian scheme” and follows Turretin in advocating for
the infralapsarian theory.75 Hodge summarizes this Augustinian doctrine under nine
points:
(1.) That the glory of God, or the manifestation of his perfections, is the highest
and ultimate end of all things. (2.) For that end God purposed the creation of the
universe, and the whole plan of providence and redemption. (3.) That He placed
man in a state of probation, making Adam, their first parent, their head and
representative. (4.) That the fall of Adam brought all his posterity into a state of
condemnation, sin, and misery, from which they are utterly unable to deliver
71
Hodge, ST, 1:545; cf. 1:398. This knowledge is necessary in the sense that it is impossible for
God not to have it.
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themselves. (5.) From the mass of fallen men God elected a number innumerable
to eternal life, and left the rest of mankind to the just recompense of their sins. (6.)
That the ground of this election is not the foresight of anything in the one class to
distinguish them favourably from the members of the other class, but the good
pleasure of God. (7.) That for the salvation of those thus chosen to eternal life,
God gave his own Son, to become man, and to obey and suffer for his people,
thus making a full satisfaction for sin and bringing in everlasting righteousness,
rendering the ultimate salvation of the elect absolutely certain. (8.) That while the
Holy Spirit, in his common operations, is present with every man, so long as he
lives, restraining evil and exciting good, his certainly efficacious and saving
power is exercised only in behalf of the elect. (9.) That all those whom God has
thus chosen to life, and for whom Christ specially gave Himself in the covenant of
redemption, shall certainly (unless they die in infancy), be brought to the
knowledge of the truth, to the exercise of faith, and to perseverance in holy living
unto the end.76
Among other arguments, Hodge agues for the Augustinian scheme from the fact
of providence and states that “this scheme alone is consistent with the facts of
providence.”77 “It is admitted,” Hodge affirms, “that God reigns; that his providence
extends to all events great and small, so that nothing does or can occur contrary to his
will, or which He does not either effect by his own power, or permit to be done by other
agents.”78 Given the fact of God’s providence, the Augustinian scheme, then, “must be

Hodge, ST, 2:333. Hodge states that this doctrine is known in history as “the Pauline,
Augustinian, or Calvinistic” and Scriptural scheme. Hodge outlines its history, stating that it was
“developed by Augustine, formally sanctioned by the Latin Church, adhered to by the witness of the truth
during the Middle Ages, repudiated by the Church of Rome in the Council of Trent, revived in that Church
by the Jansenists, adopted by all the Reformers, incorporated into the creeds of the Protestant Churches in
Switzerland, of the Palatinate, of France, Holland, England, and Scotland, and unfolded in the Standards
framed by the Westminster Assembly, the common representative of Presbyterians in Europe and Asia”
(333).
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admitted.”79 Creation and history, then, are the temporal unfolding of God’s eternal
purpose. After all, “The Augustinian system, therefore, is nothing but the assumption that
God intended in eternity what He actually does in time.80
Creation
So far, we have looked at Hodge’s discussion of divine knowledge, God’s will,
and God’s decrees. Up until this point, the universe has only been a possible entity.
Creation is the act of God that makes the universe actual. For Hodge, the universe is a
created entity designed by the divine mind and immediately called into existence ex
nihilo. The Biblical account of the origin of the universe corresponds nicely with “selfevident” axioms that Hodge affirms, such as the principle that “the mutable cannot be
eternal” and “existence cannot spring from non existence . . . ex nihilo nihil fit.”81 For
Hodge, two of the most distinctive issues that set apart the Christian cosmology from
other alternatives are (1) the role of “mind” in the explanation for the universe and (2) the
ex nihilo character of the creation.
A good amount of complementary material for the doctrine of creation can be
found in Hodge’s discussion of the theistic arguments, especially regarding the
cosmological and teleological arguments.82 In that section, Hodge delineates several key
principles which he repeatedly backs with evidence “from our own consciousness” and
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“the universal consciousness of men.” The influence of Scottish Common Sense
philosophy here is obvious. Hodge cites works by Scottish proponents including Reid,
Stewart, Brown, Hamilton and McCosh. Regarding McCosh, Hodge states that “It is one
of the great services rendered by Dr. McCosh to the cause of truth, that he has defended
the authority of those primary beliefs which lie at the foundation of all knowledge.”83
One of those primary beliefs is the universal belief that every cause must have an effect.
Contrary to Hume, efficient causality is both something real and something that can be
known; it is “an intuitive truth, a first, or self-evident principle.” For Hodge: (1) a cause
is a real “something.” It has real existence and is more than a name for a certain relation.
(2) Not only are causes real, but they have power of efficiency, that is, there is
“something in its nature to account for the effects which it produces.” (3) Finally, the
efficiency of the cause must be sufficient and appropriate for the effect that it produces.84
The need for an appropriate cause to account for the effect of the universe points
to a cause that was an extramundane mind. An appropriate cause for this world must be
outside of this world and it must have the characteristics of mind. Hodge states, “The
world everywhere exhibits marks of design. . . it is a self-evident, or even an identical
proposition, that design is indicative of intelligence, will, and power. It is simply saying
that intelligence in the effect implies intelligence in the cause.”85 For Hodge evidence of
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design was abundant: the design of individual organs in the human body such as the eye
and the ear; systems for respiration, digestion, and locomotion; the organs and instincts of
animals; vegetable physiology; the organic and interdependent relationship between all
living things on Earth; the design of Earth as a habitat for human beings; the special
properties of water; stores of coal in the bowels of the earth destined for the use of God’s
children; the cosmic arrangements of the objects of our solar system.86 Hodge concludes,
“Throughout this vast universe order reigns.”87 All of these phenomena point to the
universe as the effect of an intelligent and voluntary agent.
For Hodge, there were three basic views concerning creation which pivoted on the
role that “mind” played, or did not play, as the causative origin of the universe. For some,
mind played no role. For example, Thomas Huxley and Pierre Simon La Place attempted
to construct theories in which eternally existing matter becomes organized, without any
reference to a designing mind—due to the predictive interaction of physical laws. An
example of this is La Place’s nebular hypothesis in which rotating nebular particles
gradually cool and coalesce into the objects of our solar system.88 According to
materialistic explanations such as this, all of the phenomena of the world are explained as

that it is to be referred to the operation of mind. On this ground we are not only authorized, but compelled
to apply the argument from design far beyond the limits of experience, and to say: It is just as evident that
the world had an intelligent creator, as that a book had an author” (1:217). [“Every” and “Such” are
capitalized in Hodge.]
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functions of matter.89 Materialism was a growing influence and was a major concern for
Hodge. Previously within his Systematic Theology, Hodge devoted over fifty pages to an
exposition and refutation of materialism, dealing with various materialists from Epicurus
to Comte.90
Others admit some sort of intelligent mind at work but do not view this as
anything that transcends the material world. In this view, there is something in matter
itself that does the work of mind. In this theory, known as Hylozoism, it is believed that a
“principle of life” or a “vital force” exists within plants and animals which causes them to
grow and develop into the specific organisms that they will become. This is all without
reference to any deity or mind outside of this world.91 This concept of “vital forces” will
resurface prominently in Hodge’s discussion of providence. Hodge also dealt with it
briefly in his discussion of the teleological argument and extensively in his refutation of
materialism.92 There were various forms of this theory, and depending on how it was
constructed it could be virtually identical with either materialism or pantheism.93 Hodge
acknowledges that one form was more dualistic, seeing mind and matter as distinct
89
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substances but always existing in combination. This is similar to Aristotle’s view that
“forms” are inherent in matter, are inseparable from matter, and that these forms order the
development of matter. In fact, Hodge states that Aristotle’s forms are “what in modern
language would be called ‘vital force,’ ‘vitality,’ ‘vis formative,’ ‘Bildungstrieb,’ or
Agassiz’s ‘immaterial principle,’ which is different in every distinct species, and which
constitutes the difference between one species and another.”94 Sometimes those with
these views speak of the anima mundi--the soul of the world. God, according to this view,
is seen as the soul of the world. However, this is not a personal God, nor a God to whom
we are responsible.
The conflict between vitalists and antivitalists was a matter of fervent debate in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, coming to a climax in the antebellum decades
due to an ever-increasing knowledge in fields related to organic chemistry.95 An article
from the American Journal of Science describes the state of the question in the early
nineteenth century:
The mystery of life, or the cause of sensation and voluntary motion, has been a
subject of the deepest interest in all ages of the world. The curious and the learned
have instituted the most diligent inquiries to discover whether the hidden principle
is an emanation from the divinity, or a supernatural gift; or whether it resides in
the organized structure, by some particular disposition and consent of parts; or
whether each particle possesses inherent powers of life in its separate state, and
thus spontaneously arises from decaying forms to engage in new scenes of
activity.96
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independent vital principle. Examination shows these animalcules to show independent life and
spontaneous motion even after dissection, and therefore life and matter are coexisting. They claim that
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It is important to note that the concept of “vital forces” was handled in very different
ways. As the author of this article mentions, some saw it as a supernatural principle given
by God, whereas others saw it in less transcendent terms, either as residing in an
organized structure or in each of the individual components. In the less transcendent
version, this could be interpreted in either a materialist or pantheistic manner.
Antivitalists, on the other hand, sought to reduce all vital forces to mere material causes.
Antivitalism was gaining ground in the antebellum period with the publications of Justus
Liebig’s Animal Chemistry, John W. Draper’s Treatise on the Forces Which Produce the
Organization of Plants, and especially the anonymously published and extremely popular
Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation.97 Thomas Huxley drew particular attention
from Hodge for his correlation of physical and vital forces.98
Christian theists of this period also held to a form of vitalism. As Bozeman points
out, the Old School Presbyterians unanimously held out for the existence of a subtle and

these animalcules can be revived after death, and that they can even become parts of different animals or
plants. This view matches the final example in the paragraph quoted from this AJS article. Contrary to H.
M. Edwards, the author of the article argues that Edwards’ methodology and interpretation were flawed and
that life is not inherent in matter. Matter does not spontaneously produce life, and “the hidden principle of
life has never been revealed” (62).
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Chambers, Robert Chambers, Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation (London: John
Churchill, 1844). Although originally published anonymously, the 12 th edition of 1884 revealed that
Chambers was the author. An extensive critique was provided by William H. Dillingham, “Vestiges of the
Natural History of Creation,” The Biblical Repertory and Princeton Review 17, no. 4 (1860): 505-557. For
the relationship of Vestiges to the nebular hypothesis, see Numbers, Creation by Natural Law, 28-34.
Vestiges was responsible for bringing notoriety to the nebular hypothesis, and the nebular hypothesis was
what had originally inspired Chambers to devise a universal system of evolution (Creation by Natural Law,
28).
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Hodge, ST, 1:268-274. When Hodge and other speak of the “correlation of physical and vital
forces” they means the reduction of vital forces to merely physical causes. Huxley’s 1868 essay “Physical
Basis of Life” is referenced often by Hodge. Hodge commends James Hutchison Stirling’s As Regards
Protoplasm in Relation to Professor Huxley’s Essay on the Physical Basis of Life as “the best refutation of
the theory of the correspondence of physical and vital forces” (Hodge, ST, 1:287n1).
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elusive vital principle.99 For example, Thornwell wrote, “We know not what life is, in
any of its forms, in its own essential nature. It is so subtle that it escapes the knife of the
anatomists, the tests of the chemist and the skill of the physiologist. It is everywhere
present in the animal frame, but nowhere to be seized and detected apart from its
phenomenal effects.”100 Dabney also argued against Huxley and stressed that physical
and vital forces are “obviously heterogeneous.”101 Dabney argued that the “elements in a
living tissue are held together, not by chemical affinities, but by a cause heterogeneous
thereto, yea, adverse; the departure of which is the signal for those affinities to begin their
action, which action is to break up the tissue.”102 Without the presence of the vital forces,
or life, living tissue naturally breaks down. Thus, when we consider the topic of vitalism,
it is important to realize the gulf between theistic vitalists on one hand, and the materialist
or pantheist vitalists whom Hodge criticizes on the other hand. For the former, God is the
necessary source of vital forces. For the later, vital forces negate the need for the
existence of a personal God.
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(New York: Anson D. F. Randolph & Company, 1875), 169; repr., edited by Christopher Coldwell (Dallas:
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We have strayed a bit from the exposition of Hodge’s material on the doctrine of
creation, but it was important to do so because the issue of vital forces is a reoccurring
theme in Hodge’s Systematic Theology, including the doctrine of providence. It was a
very live issue during Hodge’s lifetime, with diverse interpretations. Regarding the
subject of creation, Hodge had been considering two basic proposals, one of which
excluded the necessity of a “mind” and the other in which “mind” is immanent and
impersonal. Hodge rejects these theories on two basic grounds. First, they do not account
for the ultimate origin of things. La Place’s nebula may account for the solar system, but
what accounts for the origin of the nebula itself? In Hylozoism, the “living germs” of
plants and animals are not accounted for. Second, showing further evidence of his
Scottish Common Sense mindset, Hodge rejects these theories as “atheistic” and thus
false because “the existence of a personal Being to whom we stand in the relation of
creatures and children . . . is an innate, intuitive truth. It cannot be permanently
disbelieved.”103
Instead, the essential points of the Scriptural doctrine are that (1) the universe is
not eternal, (2) it was created ex nihilo, and (3) creation was not necessary.104 We have
already noted in Hodge’s discussion of the decrees that Hodge affirmed that the decree of
creation was a free act of God. Likewise, here Hodge affirms that creation was neither the
result of any natural or metaphysical necessity, nor was it the result of any “moral
necessity for the creation of sensitive and rational creatures.”105 This language is
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Hodge, ST, 1:553. Hodge does not discuss the theory of continuous creation in this chapter.
Rather, Hodge deals with continuous creation in his discussion on preservation within the chapter on
providence.
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reminiscent of Jonathan Edwards and may lead one to wonder if that is whom Hodge had
in mind. After all, some of Edwards’ statements concerning creation have led some to
conclude that Edwards held to some sort of necessary view of creation.106 However,
Hodge likely had Leibnitz in mind as well as many “modern Germans” who saw the
production of happiness as the end of creation and therefore, in that line of thinking, the
creation of rational beings that God can make happy was morally necessitated by God’s
“bonitos, goodness, benevolence, or . . . the love of God.”107
Hodge also discusses the distinction between the immediate and mediate
creations. The immediate creation was God’s instantaneous calling of matter into
existence ex nihilo. That which is sometimes referred to as the mediate creation, or the
second creation, is God’s gradual shaping of the first creation after bringing it into
106
For example, in his treatise “Concerning the End for Which God Created the World” Edwards
states that God possessed a “disposition to communicate himself or diffuse his own fullness” and that “a
disposition in God, as an original property of his nature, to an emanation of his own infinite fullness, was
what excited him to create the world; and so that the emanation itself was aimed at by him as a last end of
the creation” (Jonathan Edwards, Ethical Writings, vol 8 of WJE, ed. Paul Ramsey [New Haven, CT: Yale
University Press, 1989], 433, 435, italics in original). John Cooper sees this as an example of panentheism
in Edwards’ thought. Cooper states that Edwards “regards creation as an inevitable emanation of the divine
nature, not a divine choice. . . . For Edwards, God’s sovereignty does not include the choice whether to
create the world” (John Cooper, Panentheism—The Other God of the Philosophers: From Plato to the
Present [Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2006], 76). Oliver Crisp describes Edwards’ view as “pure act
panentheism” which is qualified by Edwards’ theological compatibilism (Oliver D. Crisp, “Jonathan
Edwards on the Divine Nature,” Journal of Reformed Theology 3 [2009]: 175, 191). Questions concerning
the freedom of the creation for Edwards as well as the question whether Edwards should be considered a
panentheist, a pantheist, or none-of-the-above, continue to be a matter of debate. In Edwards’ view, God
desired for other rational beings to have the happiness of delighting in God’s glory. This is at the heart of
Edwards’ “emanation” language (WJE 8:531). Also, Edwards’ insisted that God’s happiness is independent
of human beings and that nothing outside of God’s moral perfection required him to create. Nonetheless,
Edwards’ language, at least in this treatise, does seem to suggest that creation is an issue of moral necessity
for God, since it was due to “a propensity of [God’s] nature to diffuse his own fullness” (WJE 8:447). On
the other hand, in Edwards’ Miscellany 1263 Edwards discusses “God’s Immediate and Arbitrary
Operation.” In that Miscellany Edwards writes, “The creation of the matter of the material world out of
nothing, the creation even of every individual atom or primary particle, was by an operation perfectly
arbitrary. And here, by the way, I would observe that creation out of nothing seems to be the only divine
operation that [is] absolutely arbitrary, without any kind of use made of any such antecedently fixed
method of proceeding as is called a law of nature” (WJE 23:204). Here, Edwards affirms that God’s
creation was arbitrary in the sense that it was “limited and directed by nothing but his own wisdom”
(23:202).
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existence.108 In this distinction, the first verse of Genesis references the immediate
creation and the rest of the creation account references the mediate creation. Concerning
the length of time involved for the mediate creation, Hodge explicitly leaves this as an
open question. Hodge notes that the standard six-day view is the “most obvious
interpretation” and the common belief of most Christians.109 However, Hodge notes that
theistic advocates of La Place’s nebular hypothesis interpret the mediate creation as
involving an indefinitely long period of time. In this interpretation, rather than creating
the sun, moon, and stars by instantaneous fiat, God instead invested the nebular matter
with “certain properties or forces” and “allowed these physical laws under his guidance
to work out the harmonious system of the heavens.”110 The advocates of this theory argue
that God is just as much the creator of heaven and earth in this manner as “He is truly the
maker of the oak evolved [that is, developed] from the acorn, according to the laws of
vegetable life, as though He had called it into existence in its maturity by a word.”111
Hodge states that the question about the length of the mediate creation must be settled not
only by the “law of language” but also by the “facts.” At the present, “The facts
necessary for its decision have not yet been duly authenticated. The believer may calmly
await the result.”112
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Hodge, ST, 1:558. Regarding the nebular hypothesis, Hodge adds, “This, however, is merely a
hypothesis which has never commanded general assent among scientific men. It is, therefore, of no
authority as a norm for the interpretation of Scripture.” However, on pages 568-574 Hodge discusses the
Mosaic creation account and modern geology, and in that section Hodge’s openness to the day-age theory
is evident.
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Hodge argues over the course of several pages for the ex nihilo character of the
creation. Hodge deals with several objections that he refers to as “mere cobwebs” in “the
eye of our feeble understanding.”113 For our purposes we can note that Hodge views God
as the “source” of the universe, not in a Gnostic sense, but “as its efficient cause.”114
Regarding teleology, Hodge emphasizes that God’s design for creation is for his
own glory. Scriptures explicitly teach “that the glory of God, the manifestation of his
perfections, is the last end of all his works.”115 It is the highest possible end and it is the
end of the universe as a whole. As we have seen, Hodge rejects the conjecture of those
who make human happiness the highest end of creation. Hodge states, “For a creature to
seek his own glory or happiness in preference to that of God, is folly and sin, because he
is utterly insignificant. He prefers a trifle to what is of infinite importance.”116 He also
disapproves of combining human happiness and the glory of God into one end, or even
considering human happiness as a subordinate end. These theologians “say that the two
are the same. God purposes to glorify Himself in the happiness of his creatures; or to
promote the happiness of his creatures as a means of manifesting his glory.”117 However,
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Hodge, ST, 1:567-8. See also Hodge’s comments on 433-4 where Hodge considers this in
reference to the problem of evil and the proposed solution that sin is a necessary means to the greatest
good. Hodge states that those who argue for this theodicy, including Leibnitz and Twesten, do not mean
moral good, but happiness. Hodge names Edwards as well as Hopkins and Emmons as influential
proponents of this position.
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Hodge, ST, 1:568. It is safe to assume that Hodge had Jonathan Edwards largely in mind. In
Edwards’ dissertation “End of Creation” Edwards argues that God indeed makes himself the end of
creation, but that benevolence toward his creatures is included in this. “God’s acting for himself, or making
himself the last end, and his acting for their [human beings] sake, are not to be set in opposition; or to be
considered as the opposite parts of a disjunction: they are rather to be considered as coinciding with the
other, and implied one in the other” (WJE, 8:440). This is because “The happiness of the creature consists
in rejoicing in God; by which also God is magnified and exalted: joy, or the exulting of the heart in God’s
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for Hodge “this is only to confuse and confound the matter. The end is one thing; the
consequences another.”
In summary, we could articulate Hodge’s view of creation using Aristotle’s four
causes. The material cause of the universe is: nothing. The universe was created ex
nihilo, not out of the substance of God or any pre-existent material. The formal cause of
the universe is the decreed plan of God. Possibly, God has also endowed parts of the
universe with “certain properties or forces” or “vital principles” causing it to develop,
under his guidance, as it did. The efficient cause of the universe was God himself. And
the final cause of the creation is God’s glory.
Free Agency
Although Hodge’s chapter on “Free Agency” does not appear until later in his
Systematic Theology, it seems helpful to discuss it before moving into Hodge’s
discussion on providence. Hodge first presented this material in an article published in
1857 in The Biblical Repertory and Princeton Review.118 In this article, Hodge groups all
theories of the will under three general categories: necessity, contingency, and certainty.
He disavows the positions under the categories of necessity and contingency. Hodge
viewed both of these positions as being in error and as being equidistant from the position

glory, is one thing that belongs to praise” (8:442). Edwards does specify that God is to be considered the
first and original end, and the creature “regarded consequentially and by implication” (8:440). Whereas
Hodge would agree that human happiness as a consequence of God’s glory, Edwards would emphasize that
happiness in God is also a means by which God is glorified.
Charles Hodge, “Free Agency,” The BRPR 29, no. 1 (1857): 101-134. Later , the same
material would appear almost verbatim as the chapter on free agency in Hodge’s Systematic Theology
(2:278-309). The only changes consist in formatting and the outlining of major sections and points.
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he held.119 Instead, he advocated for the category of certainty—to which Hodge
associates his idea of free agency.
Necessity Rejected
First, Hodge rejects those theories which he classifies under the heading of
necessity. By in large, these are views that today would be labeled as deterministic.
However, we should note that the term “determinism” is somewhat anachronistic and that
Hodge does not use it in this discussion.120 Although the term “determinism” had been
used a decade earlier by Sir. William Hamilton in a footnote in his Works of Thomas
Reid—and although Hodge used Hamilton’s Works of Thomas Reid—Hodge does not
adopt this terminology. Likewise, Hodge does not use the term “libertarian” either.121
This should be a caution to us. We should be careful not to import concepts into Hodge’s
discussion that might not be there.122
Under the classification of necessity Hodge listed three groups of theories; these
are: versions of (1) fatalism, (2) mechanical theories, and (3) other theories in which all
events are caused by the first cause with no real second causes. Fatalism is described as
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Sir William Hamilton uses the term “Determinism” in a footnote in his 1846 edition of The
Works of Thomas Reid, p. 87. This is the first usage of this term listed in The Oxford English Dictionary. In
his footnote, Hamilton rightfully distinguishes between two forms of necessity. He writes, “There are two
schemes of Necessity—the Necessitation by efficient—the Necessitation by final causes. The former is
brute or blind Fate; the latter rational Determinism.” Hodge wrote a lengthy review of Hamilton’s Reid for
the BRPR in 1860. Charles Hodge, “Reid’s Collected Writings. Preface, Notes, and Supplementary
Dissertations by Sir William Hamilton . . .” or “Sir William Hamilton’s Philosophy of the Conditioned,”
The Biblical Repertory and Princeton Review 32, no. 3 (1860): 472-510. [Possibly co-authored with
Francis A. March.]
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Hodge does not use the terms “determinism ,” “deterministic,” or “libertarian” at all in his
Systematic Theology. The closest he comes to this is in places such as 1:614 when he states that God,
“determines their action to be one way and not another” when describing God’s providence over rational
creatures. (1:603, 604, 606, and 612 are further examples.) Hodge is referencing an action, not a
philosophical position. Likewise, Hodge often speaks of the liberty of free agents, but does not use the
terms “libertarian” or “libertarianism.”
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an impersonal system in which blind necessity governs all creatures “from a law of
sequence to which God (or rather gods) as well as men is subject.”123 In fatalism there is
no distinction between physical laws and free agency. The cause of this necessity, Hodge
describes, may come from various sources in various forms of fatalism. Hodge states,
However fatalists may differ as to the cause of the necessity which governs all
events, they agree as to its nature. It may arise from the influence of the stars, as
the ancient Chaldeans held; or from the operation of second causes; or from the
original constitution of things; or from the decree of God. It avowedly precludes
the liberty of action, and reduces the acts of men to the same category with those
of irrational animals.124
However, Hodge clarifies that, properly speaking, fatalism is the product of “an
unintelligent cause.”125 Fatalism is impersonal.
Likewise, mechanical theories of necessity err by denying “that man is the
efficient cause of his own acts.” In these theories, man is passive and his inward states as
well as his actions “are determined by his outward circumstances.”126 Hodge connects
this outlook with the materialism of Hobbes, Hartley, Priestly, Belsham, and especially
the French Encyclopaedists. This view, Hodge notes, makes no distinction between
physical and moral necessity—a distinction that Hodge will later utilize, although with
protest.
Finally, the third form of necessity includes those theories in which all events are
referred to the immediate agency of the first cause, eliminating the real efficiency of
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Hodge, “Free Agency,” 104; cf. ST, 2:281. In saying this, Hodge did not mean to imply that
each of these causes must always result in necessitarianism. As we have shown, Hodge held that all things
are made certain by the decree of God, but this does not result in necessitarianism. The doctrine of the
decree could be formulated in that way, but it need not be.
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second causes. This includes pantheism, occasionalism, theories of continuous creation
(if taken literally as the moment by moment re-creation of the world ex nihilo) and
Emmons’ exercise scheme.127
In addition to Hodge’s disavowal of necessitarian theories, he also repeatedly
states that agents are the efficient causes of their own acts.128 Hodge also affirms that
consciousness teaches every person (a) he is a free agent, and (b) none but free agents are
accountable for their character.129 Hodge writes, “We are conscious of liberty. We know
ourselves to be free in all our volitions. They reveal themselves to our inmost
consciousness as acts of self-determination.”130 Thus we see Hodge distancing himself
from what we would often classify as deterministic theories.
Contingency Rejected
On the other hand, Hodge also distances himself from what he calls “the doctrines
of contingency.”131 Hodge states that this category includes those theories which rely on
concepts such as “liberty of indifference,” “self-determining power of the will,” and,
“power of contrary choice.”132 In this set of views, the will is not determined by the
strongest present motive, and indeed, may act against all motives or with no motive at all.
Hodge, “Free Agency,” 105-6; cf. ST, 2:281-2. Hodge’s first two types of necessity correspond
well with the first form of necessity that Hamilton had describes: the necessity by efficient—rather than
final—causes. However, Hodge’s third form of necessity does not fit as neatly under this category since
these theories would not need to rule out final causes. Instead, the problem with Hodge’s last group of
necessitarian theories is that they do not allow for second causes to be real efficient causes at all.
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In these theories contingency is essential to liberty and a contingent event may be defined
as “one which may or may not happen.”133 This type of contingency, Hodge states, is
opposed not only to necessity, but also to certainty. Thus, Hodge argues that uncertainty
is at the heart of these theories.134 If anything is rendered certain, advocates of these
theories label it as being necessary. Hodge writes, “The advocates of this theory of
liberty, therefore, maintain, that the will is independent of reason, of feeling, and of God.
There is no middle ground, they say, between contingency, (i.e. uncertainty,) and
fatalism; between the independence of the will and of the agent, and the denial of all free
agency.”135
Certainty or Free Agency
The third general theory on this topic—the one that Hodge affirms—is that of
“certainty” or “free agency.” Hodge writes,
[This theory] is separated by an equal distance from the doctrine of necessity on
the one hand, and from that of contingency on the other. It teaches that a man is
free not only when his outward acts are determined by his will, but when his
volitions are truly and properly his own, determined by nothing out of himself,
but proceeding from his own views, feelings, and immanent dispositions, so that
they are the real, intelligent, and conscious expression of his character, or of what
is in his mind.136
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Hodge argues this from (1) their designations by which they describe their theory “as liberty of
indifference, self-determining power of the will, [or] power to the contrary;” (2) their definition of liberty
“as the power to decide for or against, or without motives;” (3) their arguments “which are directed as often
against certainty as necessity;” and (4) their answers to opposing questions, especially to those involving
God’s foreknowledge (Hodge, “Free Agency,” 107-8; cf. ST, 2:283-4). Hodge notes that these thinkers are
often inconsistent and tend to lump all of their opponents together without distinguishing between those
who hold to natural necessity and those who merely hold to moral necessity. Nonetheless, Hodge
concludes, “No one, however, not withstanding these admissions, will dispute that the theory of
contingency, whether called indifference, self-determining power of the will, power of contrary choice, or
by any other name, is in fact, and is intended to be, antagonistic to that of certainty.”
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Hodge states that this theory is sometimes known as moral or philosophical
necessity, as distinguished from physical necessity. Hodge acknowledges that his view
(“certainty”) is the basic equivalent to “moral necessity,” but he strongly disapproves of
that terminology. “This is a most unfortunate and unsuitable designation,” Hodge
states.137 It is inappropriate because, (1) liberty and necessity are opposites, and thus
endorsing necessity seems to deny real liberty; (2) certainty and necessity are not the
same (contra Jonathan Edwards138); and (3) using the terminology of necessity brings the
truth into reproach. “It clothes it in the garb of error. It makes Edwards use the language
of Hobbes. It puts Luther into the category with Spinoza; all Augustinians into the same
class with the French Materialists. They all use the same language, though their meaning
is as diverse as possible.”139 So, although Hodge agrees with much of the substance of
Edwards’ Freedom of the Will, he strongly disagrees with the form and presentation of
Edwards’ argument. In fact, Hodge consistently voices this complaint each time he makes
a statement agreeing with Edwards on this issue.
Hodge was concerned not only with getting the truth right, but also with
presenting it in a beneficial way. We must remember that Hodge spent over fifty years
training pastors, both in the seminary and through the pages of The Biblical Repertory
and Princeton Review. He was concerned to help them articulate doctrine in a way that
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Jonathan Edwards, WJE, 1:151. In Freedom of the Will Edwards usually uses the term
“necessity” with the meaning of “certainty.” Edwards explicitly states, “Metaphysical or philosophical
necessity is nothing different from certainty.” When Edwards says that something is necessary, he means
that it is certain to obtain.
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would not lead to error through misunderstanding.140 Hodge complained that Edwards set
himself up to sound far too much like other necessitarians. Part of this, however, may be
explained by the century of time between Edwards’ Freedom of the Will and Hodge’s
“Free Agency” (published in 1754 and 1857 respectively). Edwards wrote using the
language of Locke in order to be persuasive to his contemporaries. A century later,
Hodge shunned the language of Locke (and Edwards, and Hobbes, and Priestly)—and
instead wrote in the language of Reid, also to be persuasive to his contemporaries.141
By way of application, in the same way we must ask ourselves what
(mis)understandings may incur by our use of language and the associations attached to
our terminology. The result of that question for us might again be different than it was for
both Edwards and Hodge. Indeed, to use some of Hodge’s language today might give
some readers the impression that a strong libertarian view of the will is being espoused. If
that is not what we desire to communicate, care must be taken. In contemporary
discussions, libertarian free will usually designates liberty from all necessity, including
the divine decree.142 Thus it would be an inappropriate term to be used today (at least
without clarification) by those who view free agency as being compatible with God’s
decree.
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I believe that we see this same tendency evidenced in his concern over concurrence and its
potential for misunderstandings.
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This is not to say that Hodge completely agreed with Reid. However, we do notice several of
the same concerns and arguments—including especially their reliance on the testimony from
consciousness. James A. Harris, Of Liberty and Necessity: The Free Will Debate in Eighteenth-Century
British Philosophy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), 16-17, 179-202.
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For example, Clark Pinnock defines libertarian freedom, also called contra-causal freedom, as
the freedom “in which a person is free to perform an action or refrain from performing it and is not
completely determined in the matter by prior forces – nature, nurture, or even God” (Clark Pinnock, Most
Moved Mover: A Theology of God’s Openness [Grand Rapids: Baker, 2001], 127). Of course, this
definition stacks the deck in favor of Pinnock’s open theism. He has made libertarian freedom incompatible
with God’s decree by definition.
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Hodge, for his part, is less concerned about standing in continuity with Edwards
than he is with standing in basic continuity with “the old Latin writers,” i.e., the
Reformed Scholastics. Hodge states that their theory of “moral certainty” commonly
went by the designation “Lubentia Rationalis, or Rational Spontaneity,” which Hodge
declares is “a much more appropriate designation.”143 In this view, in every volition there
is a combination of both rationality and spontaneous action. Brutes and maniacs are not
free agents because they only have spontaneity without reason, but “wherever reason and
the power of self-determination or spontaneity are combined in an agent, he is free and
responsible for his outward acts and for his volitions.”144 Both rationality and
spontaneous action are requirements for free agency. This is a point to which Hodge
contends that Reid would agree with, since for Reid reason and “active power” are the
twin requirements for moral liberty.
According to “rational spontaneity,” Hodge explains, “the will is determined by
the last judgment of the understanding.”145 Hodge says this can be true or false. It is false
if it means that people always choose what is actually most reasonable or excellent.146 It

Hodge, “Free Agency,” 110; cf. ST, 2:286. Italics in original. For Turretin’s affirmation of
“rational spontaneity” see Turretin, Institutes, X.iii.i-xv; p. 1:665-8. Turretin affirms rational spontaneity
and denies—against the papists, Socinians and Remonstrants—that free will consists in indifference.
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Hodge, “Free Agency,” 110; cf. ST, 2:286. Turretin describes this as “rational willingness.”
Turretin explains that the formal reason for liberty is not found in indifference, but instead in “rational
willingness, by which man does what he pleases by a previous judgment of reason.” This requires two
elements: the choice (the rational element), and “the voluntariness (to hekousion) so that what is done may
be done spontaneously and freely and without compulsion” (Institutes, X.iii.x; p. 1:667).

Hodge, “Free Agency,” 110; cf. ST, 2:286. It would be wrong to view Hodge as having an
overly intellectualist understanding of volition. He views the understanding as being interdependent with
the agent’s character and desires. Hodge also treats the term “will” as the faculty by which we make
choices, not primarily as that which stands in distinction from the understanding.
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Hodge notes that the term “motive” can be understood either in an objective or a subjective
sense. It is not true that the will is moved by the strongest objective motive, but it is true that the will is
determined by the strongest subjective motive. But, echoing Reid, we have no criteria by which we can
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is also false if it means that every free act is the result of conscious deliberation.
However, it is true that if it means that “the views or feelings which determine the will
are themselves determined by the understanding.”147 Hodge explains that we desire what
we apprehend as suitable to satisfy our cravings. This is sometimes described using the
language of “the greatest apparent good” or “the strongest motive.” However, Hodge
finds these terms to be unclear and instead suggests, “It is better to abide by the general
statement,” that, “the will is not determined by any law of necessity; it is not independent,
indifferent, or self-determined, but is always determined by the preceding state of mind;
so that a man is free, so long as his volitions are conscious expressions of his own mind;
or so long as his activity is determined and controlled by his reason and feelings.”148
Thus, against necessity, Hodge emphasizes that the will is not determined by any law of
necessity; and against contingency, he emphasizes that it is not independent of the inner
disposition of the agent, indifferent as far as subjective motivation, or self-determining as
far as the will determining itself by itself.
Hodge is not using the term “will” in the broad sense whereby it means
everything that does not belong to the understanding. Instead, Hodge intends to use this
term in the restricted sense of “that faculty by which we decide our acts.”149 Hodge faults

determine the relative strengths of motives other than by their actual effects (Hodge, “Free Agency,” 113-4;
cf. ST, 2:289).
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Hodge, “Free Agency,” 113; cf. ST, 2:288. At another point Hodge defines the will, stating,
“The will is that faculty by which we determine to do something which we conceive to be in our power”
(“Free Agency,” 123; cf. ST, 2:297).
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Jonathan Edwards for—in Hodge’s reading—starting with the wide sense of the will but
then advocating a theory which is only true of the restricted sense of the term.150
Hodge distinguishes between the “liberty of the will” and the “liberty of the
agent.” He also distinguishes between “liberty” and “ability.” Human beings have lost
their ability (to choose the good) because of the fall, but we have not lost our liberty.
Thus, the controversies between Augustine and Pelagius, and Luther and Erasmus, were
really about ability, not liberty, even though they may have used that term.151 In contrast,
Hodge focuses on the question regarding liberty, not ability. Further, he specifies that he
is affirming the “liberty of the agent” rather than “liberty of the will.” The phrase “liberty
of will” makes the will seem as if it is separate from the agent. The focus of the question
should be on the person—the agent—since the person is the responsible subject.152 With
this in mind, Hodge states, “We maintain that the man is free; but we deny that the will is
free in the sense of being independent of reason, conscience, and feeling. In other words,
a man cannot be independent of himself, or any one of his faculties independent of all the
rest.”153 In other words, Hodge affirms the self-determination of the agent, but not the
self-determination of the will. What this means is that the agent really is the author or the

Hodge, “Free Agency,” 113; cf. ST, 2:289. In my reading of Edwards I do not see this same
problem that Hodge sees. Edwards defines the will as, “that by which the mind chooses anything”
(Edwards, Works, 1:137). Edwards also states that the mind always follows the last dictate of the
understanding. He clarifies, “But then the understanding must be taken in a large sense, as including the
whole faculty of perception or apprehension, and not merely what is called reason or judgment” (1:148).
The affections and understanding are interdependent. Our affections and reason function together in the
mind to subjectively apprehend the strongest present motive by which the mind chooses its acts. See also:
Nathan J. Archer, “Jonathan Edwards and the Beast of Tierra Del Fuego: Openness Theology Critiqued by
Philosophical Arguments from Jonathan Edwards’ ‘The Freedom of the Will,’” (M.A. thesis, Grand Rapids
Theological Seminary, 2005).
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efficient cause of his own acts, and the grounds or reasons by which he determines these
acts are within himself—his “feelings, principles, character, disposition”—that is, that
which “constitutes him at the moment a particular individual.”154 The will cannot act
autonomously apart from these things. If it could, “it ceases to be a decision of the agent,
for it may be contrary to that agent’s whole character, principles, inclinations, feelings,
convictions, or whatever else makes him what he is.”155
Arguments for Free Agency with Certainty
So far we have seen that Hodge categorized theories into three broad groups:
necessity, contingency (in the sense of uncertainty), and free agency with certainty.
Hodge rejects necessity as being “antichristian” but notes that Christians are divided
concerning certainty or uncertainty.156 Augustinians, Hodge explains, hold that the will is
determined and that a “free act may be inevitably certain as to its occurrence,” while
“Anti-Augustinians” teach that the will has a self-determining power and may decide
against all motives, internal as well as external.157 For the Anti-Augustinians, decisions
cannot be rendered inevitable without destroying liberty. Hodge’s comparison between
these two positions may be summarized in the following chart:
Figure 4.1. Hodge’s Comparison of Augustinians and Anti-Augustinians

Augustinians
The will is determined.
Acts may be free but certain.
Moral necessity yields certainty.
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Anti-Augustinians
The will determines itself.
To be free, acts must not be certain.
Contingency yields uncertainty.

Hodge, “Free Agency,” 121; cf. ST, 2:296. Among the “Anti-Augustinians” Hodge includes
Pelagians, Semi-Pelagians, Arminians, and “most moral philosophers and metaphysicians.”
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Both Augustinians and Anti-Augustinians deny physical necessity. The deeper issue
concerns this point: “may the acts of free agents be rendered inevitably certain without
destroying their liberty?158 Although these two camps may agree on many things,159
Hodge states, “The whole question therefore is, whether, when a man decides to do
certain things, his will is determined by the previous state of mind. Or, whether, with
precisely the same views and feelings, his decision may be one way at one time, and
another at another. That is, whether the will, or rather the agent, in order to be free, must
be undetermined.”160
Hodge affirmed the Augustinian position and offers six lines of argumentation:
(1) The Augustinian understanding of free agency works for all varieties of free
agents. To support this statement, Hodge argues that since God is a free agent, and since
it is certain that God will always do what is right, therefore free agency and certainty are
compatible. The same is true for the incarnate Christ. In his case, “although there may
have been the metaphysical possibility of evil (though even that is a painful hypothesis,)
still it was more certain that he would be without sin, than that the sun or moon should
endure.”161 Further, it is certain that glorified saints in heaven will certainly choose the
good, and newborn infants will certainly sin, yet all of these are free agents. “In every
aspect, therefore, in which we can contemplate free agency, whether, in God, in the
158
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Hodge, “Free Agency,” 121-3; cf. ST, 2:296-7. Hodge lists five points of agreement that he
sees between Augustinians and Anti-Augustinians. (1) Man is a free agent. (2) The nature of free agency
supposes both reason and active power. In other words, a free agent is the efficient cause of his own acts.
(3) People act under the influence of motives. However, Hodge notes that Reid contests this point and tries
to show counterexamples; yet, he admits that these apply only to trifles. (4) The will is not determined with
certainty by external motives. (5) The term “will” should be taken in the restricted sense.
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Hodge, “Free Agency,” 123; cf. ST, 2:298. Edwards makes these same arguments in Freedom
of the Will (Edwards, Works, 1:275-301).
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human nature of Christ, in the redeemed in heaven, or man here on earth, we find that it
is compatible with absolute certainty.”162
(2) Scripture presents several doctrines which necessarily suppose that free acts
may be certain as to their occurrence. First, the doctrine of God’s foreknowledge
supposes that foreknown events are certain. Uncertain events cannot be foreknown as
certain.163 Likewise, the doctrine of foreordination also presupposes the compatibility of
certainty and free agency.164 Third, the doctrine of providence requires that God must be
able to “effectively control the acts of free agents.”165 Finally, this compatibility is
required by the doctrines of grace such as effectual calling by which God converts and
secures sinners.166
(3) Consciousness provides irresistible proof for free agency. The argument from
consciousness was a staple argument for Reid and those influenced by Scottish Common
Sense philosophy. Likewise, Hodge deemed the testimony of consciousness as accurately

Hodge, “Free Agency,” 124; cf. ST, 2:299. By way of criticism, we could point out that
Hodge’s argument here focuses more on what he had described as ability rather than why each volition is
specified in one way rather than another. For example, it is true that God will certainly choose to do good,
but it is not certain because of his character that God must do one specific good rather than another. This
argument is helpful in showing that an agent does not need to possess the moral ability to sin in order to be
a free agent. However it does not, by itself, prove that individual volitions can be rendered certain (without
a range of options) without contradicting free agency.
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Hodge, “Free Agency,” 124-5; cf. ST, 2:299. For Hodge, “To deny foreknowledge to God . . .
is to destroy the very idea of God.”
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Hodge, “Free Agency,” 126; cf. ST, 2:301. “Those who believe that God foreordains whatever
comes to pass, must believe that the occurrence of all events is determined with unalterable certainty.”
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Hodge, “Free Agency,” 127; cf. ST, 2:301. “Who would not rather be governed by a Father
than by a tornado? If God cannot effectually control the acts of free agents, there can be no prophecy, no
prayer, no thanksgiving, no promises, no security in salvation, no certainty whether in the end God or Satan
is to be triumphant, whether heaven or hell is to be the consummation.”
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Hodge, “Free Agency,” 128; cf. ST, 2:302. “If God can fulfill his promise to give men a new
heart; if he can translate them from the kingdom of darkness into the kingdom of his dear Son; if he can
give them repentance unto life; if there is any propriety in praying that he would preserve them from
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providing “irresistible proof for the fact of free agency.”167 Hodge acknowledges that
Reid and Stewart were correct to claim that the argument from consciousness destroys
necessitarian systems, but, Hodge argues, it does not discredit the theories of certainty
held by Augustinians. Even more, Hodge attempts to subvert the argument from
consciousness against Reid and the libertarians. Hodge argues that not only are we
conscious that we have the power to perform or not to perform certain acts, but we also
are conscious that this power is “conditional” and that our choices might have been
otherwise if our state of mind had been different. Consciousness informs us that we do
the things we do with motives. Thus, Hodge argues that the testimony of consciousness
fits the Augustinian position even better than it fits Reid’s view of the will.168
(4) Volitions have a moral character that is best accounted for by free agency.
There is no moral character to our choices unless they are determined by our previous
state of mind, including our principles, feelings, our inherent nature, and ultimately our
character. We are responsible for our volitions if they spring from who we really are as
persons. If they were detached from our character, there would be no reason to believe
that we should be morally accountable for them.169
(5) Human beings and their acts are rational. Hodge states, “If the will therefore
ever acts independently of the understanding and of the feelings, its volitions are not the
acts of a rational being, any further than they would be if reason were entirely
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dethroned.”170 Genuine freedom is to act according to one’s nature. Against those who
advocate liberty of indifference, Hodge writes,
The doctrine that the will acts independently of the previous state of mind
supposes that our volitions are isolated atoms, springing up from the abyss of the
capricious self-determination of the will, from a source beyond the control or ken
of reason. They are purely casual, arbitrary, or capricious. They have no
connection with the past, and give no promise of the future. On this hypothesis,
there can be no such thing as character.171
Interestingly, Hodge quotes Reid in an attempt to show that Reid likewise held that
character determines acts. Reid states that the more one is wise and good, the more one
will act according to the best motives. However, Reid is not actually arguing the same
thing as Hodge since Reid thinks that imperfect beings do at times act in contradiction to
their best motives. For Reid, motives do not determine acts, but instead function more or
less as “advice” that may be heeded or disregarded.172 Although Hodge seems eager to
pull in Reid as an ally, important differences remain between them.173 Yet, the statement
by Reid that Hodge quotes does at least lend weight to Hodge’s contention that it does
not contradict liberty if choices are rendered certain by character.174

Hodge, “Free Agency,” 130; cf. ST, 2:304. Hodge adds, “The only true idea of liberty is that of
a being acting in accordance with the laws of its nature” (131-1; cf. ST, 2:304-5).
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Edwards and Reid stand out as the two most prominent voices Hodge deals with in “Free
Agency.” Edwards flanks Hodge on one side, toward necessity, and Reid flanks Hodge on the other side,
towards liberty. There is an interesting contrast between Hodge’s use of Edwards and Reid. Although
Hodge’s view has many things in common with Edwards, Hodge usually distances himself from Edwards
each time he is invoked. In contrast, it seems that Hodge wishes to bend in Reid as an alley, even though
Reid’s view is more libertarian than Hodge.
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Hodge, “Free Agency,” 131; cf. ST, 2:305. Hodge quotes Reid as stating that rational beings
“in proportion as they are wise and good, will act according to the best motives; and every rational being
who does otherwise, abuses his liberty. The most perfect being, in everything where there is a right and a
wrong, a better and a worse, always infallibly acts according to best motives. This, indeed, is little else than
an identical proposition; for it is a contradiction to say, that a perfect being does what is wrong or
unreasonable. But, to say that he does not act freely, because he always does what is best, is to say, that the
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(6) Free agency satisfies the principle of sufficient reason; The views described
under the heading of contingency do not. The doctrine of sufficient reason applies to the
internal world as well as the external world. There must be a sufficient reason to explain
why one choice was made by a person rather than another. The power of the agent only
accounts for the acting, not for acting in one specific way. Hodge states, “Every volition
is an effect, and therefore must have a cause. There must have been some sufficient
reason why it was so, rather than otherwise. That reason was not the mere power of the
agent to act; for that only accounts for the acting, not for his acting one way rather than
another.”175 To illustrate, Hodge states that the force of gravity accounts for a stone
falling to the earth but it alone does not provide a sufficient reason why the stone fell in
one place rather than another. Likewise, theories of agent causation—such as Reid’s—do
not provide a sufficient reason to explain why the agent chooses one thing rather than
another. Hodge argues that we are responsible for our acts if they are self-produced, but
this does not mean that the internal state or character that produces the act must also be
self-produced. The morality or immorality of these dispositions is determined “from their

proper use of liberty destroys liberty, and that liberty consists only in its abuse” (Reid, Active Powers,
Essay iv. ch. 4, Works, 609). This statement provides limited support for Hodge’s view, but Hodge seems
to be overly optimistic to claim, “Though Reid and Stewart wrote against Leibnitz and Edwards as well as
against Hobbes and Belsham, the sentences above quoted contain the whole doctrine of the two former
distinguished men” (131-2; cf. ST, 205).
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Hodge, “Free Agency,” 132; cf. ST, 2:306. This was also at the heart of Edwards’ criticisms in
Freedom of the Will. It is not enough to simply state that the will chooses. The deeper question is why the
will chooses one thing rather than another. If, as Edwards’ opponents claimed, the will is completely selfdetermining, this results in an infinite regress that is not ultimately grounded by a sufficient reason. See for
example, Edwards, Works, 1:172.
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nature, and not from their origin.”176 Hodge declines to explain, here, how these states are
originated.177
Preservation
Having considered several preliminary doctrines to establish a theological
context, we now move to examine Hodge’s chapter on the doctrine of providence. Hodge
divides this chapter into four sections. Preservation and government each receive a
section. These are followed by a section on “Different Theories on Divine Government”
and “Principles involved in the Scriptural Doctrine of Providence.” Hodge defines God’s
works of providence as “his most holy, wise, and powerful preserving and governing all
his creatures and all their actions.”178 Hodge focuses on preservation and government as
the two major components of the doctrine of providence. Concurrence does not receive
its own section but is included within the section dealing with various theories of
government.179
Preservation means that “all things out of God owe the continuance of their
existence, with all their properties and powers, to the will of God.”180 Hodge states that
because the Scriptural evidence for preservation is abundant and clear there is no division
among Christians regarding the fact of preservation, yet there are differing views
concerning “the nature of the divine efficiency to which the continued existence of all
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things is to be referred.”181 Thus there is agreement that God preserves all things but
various opinions concerning how God preserves all things. Hodge discusses three of these
options. He rejects the first two opinions, the desits or semi-deist view, on one extreme,
and the view of “continued creation” on the other extreme.
The first view that Hodge denies is the deist or semi-deist view. Although Hodge
does not use the term “semi-deist” to describe this view, this would be a fair label since
those holding this view need not deny that God can or does occasionally intervene in the
causal order of the world.182 Along with the deists, Hodge lists the Remonstrants among
those who tend to this view. Hodge states that, “according to this view, God is seated on
his throne in heaven, a mere spectator of the world and its operations, exerting no direct
efficiency in sustaining the things which He has made.”183 In this view, God creates the
world and set all things into motion with “laws impressed on them since the beginning”
which enable them to endure without the need for further intervention.184 In this view,
preservation is merely the absence of God’s will to discontinue the existence of things.
Hodge rejects this view for three reasons. First, this view represents God as being
“merely a God afar off” and thus contradicts the witness of Scripture which presents
God’s sustaining hand as everywhere present. Second, it does not do justice to the
absolute dependence of all things on God as the ground of their existence. Finally, this
181

Hodge, ST, 1:576. Regarding scriptural evidences, Hodge cites Heb. 1:3, Col. 1:17, Neh. 9:6, as
well as Psalms 104 and 148 as examples.
Terrance Tiessen lists the “semi-desist” position as one of the eleven models of providence that
he catalogs in Prayer and Providence. Tiessen lists Gordon Kaufman and Maurice Wiles as modern
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view “does violence to the instinctive religious conviction of all men” that we live in
absolute dependence on God.185
At the other extreme, Hodge also rejects the view of preservation as continued
creation. The fundamental error of this view is that it fails to properly distinguish
between creation and preservation. Hodge describes three forms of this view—the third
being the “real” doctrine of continuous creation. In the first form, creation and
preservation are one divine act. This view is motivated by a strong belief in divine
timelessness. In another sense, “continued creation” is used by others who wish to
emphasize that divine efficiency is just as active in preservation as it is in creation. These
theologians use this language to help safeguard against the deistic error of a selfsustaining creation. Hodge points out that this is the meaning of many Reformed
theologians such as Heidegger and Alsted who use the terminology of “continuous
creation.”186 Hodge later concedes that his objection to this second conception of
“continued creation” is not to the idea that these theologians mean to express, but rather
to the confusion that can result from what Hodge considers to be a “false use of terms.”
The term creation is to be used for the “production of something out of nothing” which
the term preservation refers to the “upholding in existence what already is.”187 Thus
Hodge chides these first two forms of continuous creation for confusing these two
Biblical concepts. In addition to the distinction just mentioned, Hodge also notes that “in
creation there is and can be no cooperation, but in preservation there is a concursus of the
185
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first, with second causes.”188 Creatures have a part in preservation but not in creation.
The third form of this error is the form that Hodge considers to be the “real” doctrine of
continuous creation and the most serious error. In this form all efficiency is in God
without any cooperation by second causes. In this form of continuous creation, God is
envisioned as creating the world “de nono at each instant” of the universe’s history.189
This is essentially a constant recreation of the world out of nothing at each moment.
To clarify, we could compare the three forms of continuous creation using the
analogy of drawing a line on a piece of paper. In the first form, the actualization of the
world would be like a line that appears all at once, at least from the timeless divine
perspective. In the second form, the creation of the world would be like the moment that
the pencil starts to draw the line. Although those who hold to this position refer to the
entire act of drawing the line as creation, Hodge clarifies that the term creation should
reserved (in terms of this analogy) for the initiation of the line while the term
preservation is more fitting for the continued act of drawing the line. In the third and
“real” form of continuous creation, the line is actually a series of individual dots created
in rapid succession.
Jonathan Edwards was one proponent of the third and “real” form of continuous
creation. In his work on Original Sin Edwards taught that God’s providential upholding
of the universe was actually a re-creation of the universe from moment to moment.
Edwards wrote, “God’s upholding created substance, or causing its existence in each
successive moment, is altogether equivalent to an immediate production out of nothing, at
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each moment.”190 Edwards explained that the existence of anything at any moment is
“wholly from [God]” and “not in any part, or degree, from its antecedent existence.”191
This is necessary because “no cause can produce effects in a time and place in which
itself is not” and thus, “the present existence, either of this, or any other created
substance, cannot be an effect of its past existence”192 Instead, the existence of created
substances from moment to moment “must be the effect of the immediate agency, will,
and power of God.”193 This re-creation only differs from the original creation in the
circumstantial sense that in the original creation there was nothing existing before. Both
are creations from nothing, and in both cases God is the sole cause of the creation. In
Edwards’ thinking, standard orthodoxy led to the doctrine of continuous creation because
once someone affirms that God must continually preserve any being in order to keep it
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Edwards, WJE, 3:401. Emphasis in original. Edwards made these metaphysical claims as part
of his defense against the alleged impropriety of imputing Adam’s guilt to his descendents. The premise of
Edwards’ argument is that since nothing can be the cause of something else at another point in time, there
is no genuine continuation or link between a person at one moment of time and the next moment of time.
Instead, for there to be unity between these distinct entities God must assign that unity. When God does
this, genuine unity is established. Therefore, just as God can assign solidarity between an object, an
individual person, or anything else through time, God can also assign corporate solidarity between all of
mankind. Although genuine, this solidarity is a product of God’s arbitrary decision. If there is unity, then
Edwards can argue that in a sense (at least) we co-existed with Adam and thus it is not improper for us to
share in Adam’s guilt. Although Original Sin was written at the end of Edward’s life, he proposed the same
theory of re-creation as support for the imputation of Adam sin in one of his earliest Miscellanies, No. 18.
There he wrote, “It is no more unreasonable that we should be guilty of Adam’s first sin, than that we
should be guilty of our own that we have been guilty of in times past. For we are not the same we were in
times past, any other way than only as we please to call ourselves the same. For we are anew created every
moment; and that that is caused to be this moment, is not the same that was caused to be the last
moment. . .” (WJE, 13:210).
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from dropping out of existence, this ends up being “perfectly equivalent” to continued recreation.194
Further, for Edwards this re-creation meant that God is the proper cause of every
event in the world. What we assume to be the causes of effects in the world are only the
occasions of those effects. As Edwards had stated in Miscellany 629, “Indeed, in natural
things, means of effects, in metaphysical strictness, are not proper causes of the effects,
but only occasions. God produces all effects.” 195 Thus Edwards’ doctrine of re-creation is
often linked with Malebranche’s occasionalism.196 As Norman Fiering states about
Edwards and Malebranche, “the two can be found to differ, but both were inspired by a
vision of the immediate divine government and sustenance of the world, or the
harmonious ordering of creation, and its fundamental intelligibility to man.”197 Thus, in
addition to continuous creation, Edwards also espouses occasionalism.198 It is important

Edwards, WJE, 3:401-2. Edwards states, “God’s preserving created things in being is perfectly
equivalent to a continued creation, or to his creating those things out of nothing at each moment of their
existence. If the continued existence of created things be wholly dependent on God’s preservation, then
those things would drop into nothing, upon the ceasing of the present moment, without a new exertion of
the divine power to cause them to exist in the following moment. If there be any who own, that God
preserves things in being, and yet hold that they would continue in being without any further help from
him, after they once have existence; I think, it is hard to know what they mean. To what purpose can it be,
to talk of God’s preserving things in being, when there is no need of his preserving them? Or to talk of their
being dependent on God for continued existence, when they would of themselves continue to exist, without
his help; nay, though he should wholly withdraw his sustaining power and influence?”
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to note, however, that continuous re-creation and occasionalism are related but not
strictly identical. The essence of occasionalism is that secondary causes are not the proper
cause of any effects. Rather, God is always the effectual cause of all effects. Continuous
re-creation entails occasionalism, but occasionalism does not necessarily entail
continuous re-creation since one could imagine beings as persisting through time yet all
effect being the result of divine efficiency. To illustrate occasionalistic re-creation would
be somewhat like a traditional animated film in which the picture for each frame is
individually redrawn as a new cell. In contrast, occasionalism without re-creation would
be somewhat like an animated film created through claymation. In claymation, the figures
are repositioned for each frame but not re-created from scratch.
Hodge rejects continual creation for several reasons. First, “it destroys all
continuity of existence” because it ontologically disconnects each existing thing moment
by moment.199 Second, this concept destroys the evidence that we have of the external
world since our inward perceptions of the world are not actually the result of a cause and
effect interaction with the external world, but instead are created within us by God.
Hodge notes that this tends to result in idealism.200 Third, this view denies the reality of
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second causes. In this view, “There cannot, therefore, be any cooperation of any kind
anymore than when He said, Let there be light, and there was light.”201 In addition,
Hodge rejects this view because it eliminated human responsibility, and further because
he sees scarcely a dividing line between this view and pantheism. In both continuous recreation and pantheism, “there is no power, no cause, no real existence but the efficiency
and causality of God.”202 In conclusion, Hodge rejects this form of continual creation due
to our intuitive awareness of responsibility and identity. He states that “we know from
consciousness that we are the responsible authors of our own acts, and that we continue
identically the same substance, and consequently are not created out of nothing from
moment to moment.”203
For Hodge, a proper distinction between the concepts of creation and preservation
helps to safeguard theology from the errors of deism and pantheism. Creation and
preservation must be clearly distinguished, but not violently separated.204 When creation
and preservation are detached, preservation becomes devalued as the mere nonannihilation of beings which will continue to persist by their own nature. This is the deist
error. On the other hand, when the line between creation and preservation becomes
blurred, preservation becomes conceived as continual re-creation and the genuine

President Edward’s [sic] theory of identity, and its application to the relation between Adam and his race”
(ST, 1:580). Hodge deals with “the strange doctrine of Edwards” in ST, 2:217-220.
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efficiency of second causes is evaporated. In deism God does too little in preservation,
granting too much autonomy to second causes as the only real causes. In pantheism, God
does too much, excluding the reality of distinct second causes.
For Hodge, the correct theory of preservation lies between these two extremes.
The correct view is the “plain doctrine of Scriptures” in which “the continuance of the
world in existence, the preservation of its substances, properties, and forms” all depend
on “the omnipotent power of God. “Both creation and preservation are “by the word of
his power.”205 However, as to the manner which God accomplishes this, Hodge chooses
to remain agnostic. “How he does this is vain to inquire,” Hodge states, reminding us that
human beings do not even understand how the human mind interacts with and moves the
human body. If we realize that that knowledge is beyond our understanding, it should not
require much humility to “suppress [our] craving curiosity to know how God sustains the
universe.”206
In assessing Hodge’s view on continuous creation, Berkouwer states that,
“Bavinck did not share Hodge’s suspicion that the older theologians destroyed the
distinction between creation and Providence by their talk of continuous creation.”207
However, Berkouwer (as well as Bavinck) may have missed that Hodge did not believe
that most of the older Reformed theologians meant continuous creation in the strict sense
of continuous re-creation ex nihilo. Hodge realized (along with Bavinck) that those
205
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theologians “only mean that the divine efficiency is as really active in the one case as in
the other.”208 Hodge specifically says that he does not object “to the idea meant to be
expressed” but only to “a false use of terms.”209 Like Hodge, Bavinck also affirms that
the concepts of creation and providence are not identical and he denies continuous
creation ex nihilo. Neither Bavinck nor Hodge actually believes this is what most of the
older theologians meant when they spoke of continuous creation.210 Bavinck is incorrect
to state that Hodge thought their intention was to erase the distinction between creation
and providence. In substance, Hodge, Bavinck, Berkouwer and the older Reformed
theologians are largely in agreement. Despite the misunderstanding, Berkouwer indeed
commends Hodge for having a “good eye for the dangers involved.”211 If the line
between creation and providence is genuinely erased, it leads to pantheism. Hodge,
Bavinck, Berkouwer, as well as Kuyper, all saw this danger. Because of this,
Berkouwer’s conclusion echoed that of Hodge, “There is no good reason to maintain this
expression.”212
At the end of his discussion of preservation Hodge briefly touches upon the
doctrine of concursus. He will discuss this concept more in-depth in his section on the
various theories of divine government. Here, however, he notes that seventeenth century
theologians attempted to explain the means of preservation through the theory of
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concursus, an “influx of God into all his creatures.”213 However, Hodge maintains that
while the fact of God’s providence—as described above—is clear, the “mode in which
his efficiency is exerted” remains “unrevealed and inscrutable.”214 Hodge concludes, “It
is best, therefore, to rest satisfied with the simple statement that preservation is that
omnipotent energy of God by which all created thing, animate and inanimate, are upheld
in existence, with all the properties and powers with which He has endowed them.”215
Thus, in this definition, Hodge distinguishes preservation from creation, guarding against
ontological autonomy as well as the extinguishing of second causes.
For Hodge, a proper concept of preservation is what does the work of guarding
against deism and pantheism. However, at this point in his discussion, Hodge has been
more descriptive about what preservation is not than what it is. Although Hodge was
somewhat dismissive about concursus as an explanation concerning the mode of
preservation, nevertheless we must notice that twice in his discussion Hodge faulted other
views for not allowing for a “cooperation” or “concursus” of first and second causes.216
Hodge seems to have conflicting sentiments concerning the value and importance of this
concept. Certainly, Hodge has a point that we should not speculate with improper
curiosity about anything that is genuinely inscrutable or unrevealed. It is fairly clear that
Hodge does not expect us to be able to achieve a full understanding of how concursus
functions. However, on the other hand, it is difficult to see how Hodge could fault other
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view points for contradicting a particular concept unless we were able to have at least
some degree of knowledge of what that concept is. Therefore, at this point, we should not
assume that Hodge has categorically brushed aside the possibility of any understanding of
concurrence.
Conclusion
The goal for this chapter was to examine preliminary doctrines to establish
Hodge’s theological context in which he would articulate his doctrine of governance. In
our tour of Hodge’s discussion of God’s knowledge, God’s will, the decrees, creation,
and preservation we have noticed various themes including contingency, free agency,
vital forces, and even statements relating to concurrence. These will assist our
interpretation of Hodge as we proceed to his section on governance. However, two points
in particular are worth articulating in this conclusion.
First, we have seen that Hodge uses the term contingency with variegated
meanings. So far we have encountered at least three distinct uses of the term. (1) The
world is contingent in the sense that God did not have to create it. (2) Some events come
to pass contingently according to the order of second causes rather than necessarily
according to the order of second causes. In this sense, contingent does not mean
“uncertain” since God’s foreordination of these events makes them certain. (3) Hodge
denies that events are contingent if contingent is forced to mean “uncertainty” or if the
meaning of the term is forced to include uncertainty. That is the focused meaning of the
term that Hodge uses in “Free Agency.”
Second, Hodge’s treatment of the decrees demonstrates that Hodge retained the
traditional Reformed view of meticulous sovereignty. God’s foreordination makes certain
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all things that will come to pass. As Hodge states at one point, “What actually does
happen, God intended should happen.”217 There is no indication that Hodge is allowing
more “elbow room” for uncertainty than his Reformed predecessors as Kennedy suggests.
These things must be kept in mind as we examine Hodge’s treatment of
governance and concurrence, for in that treatment Hodge pushes back against the error of
determinism more than he will against the error of uncertainty. Yet, this does not mean
that he affirms either of these. For Hodge, “Nothing happens by necessity or by
chance.”218
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CHAPTER FIVE
CHARLES HODGE, PART 3: GOVERNMENT AND CONCURSIS

Introduction
In the previous chapters we examined Hodge’s intellectual and theological
contexts in order to give us a better foundation to understand what he, here, has to say
about God’s government in general and concurrence in particular. Two of the most
relevant findings were (a) the high degree of free agency that Hodge wishes to ascribe to
human beings. Hodge distances himself from determinism or systems in which all events
take place by necessity rather than—at least in one sense—contingently. However, (b)
Hodge also strongly affirms God’s exhaustive sovereignty by which all events take place
according to God’s eternal decree. As we now seek to understand Hodge on governance,
these two tensions will function as guardrails. If, at times, Hodge’s presentation seems to
drift toward one or the other of these guardrails, we should remind ourselves that in his
total system Hodge was struggling to present an understanding that transverses neither of
these guardrails.
This chapter is somewhat longer than other chapters for two reasons. This
disperity is necessary in order to approach the requisite level of detail needed to
understand Hodge on this complex issue. Also, the chapter is the heart of the historical
analysis of this dissertation and therefore this level of detail is appropriate. We will first
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survey Hodge’s comments concerning God’s government in general as well as his
appraisal of various attempts to explain how God’s government functions. Following
that, we will undertake a close reading of Hodge’s discussion on concurrence. This will
consist of two parts: first, we will examine Hodge’s extended presentation of the classic
“Augustinian” doctrine of concurrence; second, we will look at Hodge’s critique of
concurrence. Finally, we will examine Hodge’s more constructive section in which he
attempts to give some explanation of God’s governance repeatedly utilizing the concept
of “God’s efficient presence.” This chapter will demonstrate that although Hodge
criticizes the classical doctrine of concurrence, his concept of God’s efficient presence
functions as a substitute for concurrence.
Government
Hodge states that the concept of government includes the ideas of design and
control.1 Government is inherently teleological. It presupposes that there is an end toward
which everything is directed. The control that God exercises over all things is for the
purpose of achieving some great end. Hodge affirms four Biblical characteristics of
government: It is universal, powerful, wise, and holy. First, it is universal and continuous,
including all rational and irrational creatures and their actions. Hodge states, “The
doctrine of providence excludes both necessity and chance from the universe, substituting
for them the intelligent and universal control of an infinite, omnipresent God.”2 In many
ways, this statement encapsulates much of what Hodge will try to present concerning this
doctrine. Although Hodge sees God’s government as being all-inclusive, Hodge will
1
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labor to present the doctrine in a way that avoids what he sees as opposite errors—
necessity and chance. Second, Hodge states that God’s government is powerful,
guaranteeing the accomplishment of God’s designs. Third, as wise, it not only governs
the ends but also “that the means employed are wisely adapted to their respected
objects.”3 For example, while the material world is governed according to fixed laws that
God has established, irrational animals are governed by means of their instincts, and
rational beings are governed in a way that it appropriate to their nature. Thus, at the least,
human beings are not governed by physical necessity in the same way as inanimate
objects. Finally, the holiness of God’s providential government ensures that neither the
ends themselves nor the means employed are inconsistent with God’s moral character.
Hodge laments that although these items should be considered sufficient for our
knowledge of God’s government, nonetheless, people have insisted on probing the means
by which God governs the world. Specifically, they have attempted to answer the
following questions: “How does God govern the world? What is the relation between his
agency and the efficiency of second causes? and especially, How can God’s absolute
control be reconciled with the liberty of rational agents?”4 Hodge states that although
these questions can never be solved, we must consider the answers that others have given
and to show which of them are false because they contradict the testimony of revelation
and experience. Hodge will explore these issues in the next section in which he discusses
various theories of divine government. Prior to that, however, Hodge will discuss the
evidence for the doctrine of governance and the extent of its reach.
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Considering the “Proof of the Doctrine” Hodge first notes that this doctrine
“flows from the Scriptural idea of God.”5 Particularly, it follows from God’s wisdom,
goodness, and power. Because of these three attributes, God acts intelligently with a view
to an end, with concern for the good, and with sufficient power to eliminate the
possibility of frustration. Also, because of God’s infinity he is easily able “to comprehend
and to direct all things however, complicated, numerous, or minute.”6
Hodge next states that this doctrine is evidenced by the clear manifestation of the
operation of mind everywhere. Nature, from the universe as a whole, to microscopic
beings, displays evidence of intelligent design. “Mind is everywhere,” Hodge states,
“There is everywhere manifest the intelligent adaptation of means to an end; as well in
the organization of the animalcule which requires the microscope to reveal, as in the
order of the heavenly bodies.”7 This is consistent with Hodge’s rejection of Darwinism as
expressed elsewhere. Hodge states that it is “as unreasonable to assume that the organized
forms of the vegetable and animal worlds are due to the laws of nature, as it would be to
assume that the printing press could be constructed to compose a poem.”8 We can infer
from the design that we everywhere see that the world was deliberately planned by an
intelligent mind.
Third, the religious nature of human beings is further evidence that universal
providence is true. Hodge argues that all people know this as an “instinctive and
5
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necessary belief” that can only be suppressed by continual effort.9 The idea of God as the
greatest possible being eliminates the possibility of limitations of his knowledge or
power. Hodge argues that humanity’s universal sense of dependence gives us intuitive
knowledge that in Him we live, move, and have our being. Also, Hodge argues that our
intuitive sense of responsibility counts as evidence for universal providence. Our sense of
responsibility implies that “God is cognizant of all our thoughts, words, and actions, and
that He controls all our circumstances and our destiny both in this life and in the life to
come.”10 This line of reasoning is interesting because others use this innate sense of
responsibility to argue that meticulous providence must not be true. However, Hodge’s
focus is not on a sense of responsibility to self, but specifically a sense of responsibility to
God. Our intuition that we are accountable to a perfectly just and efficient judge links to
the “irrepressible conviction that everything is ordered by God.”11 Finally, our desire to
call upon God to answer our prayers points to an instinctive belief within humans that
God has the power to providentially respond to our prayers. We tend to pray as if God
can accomplish what we ask him to accomplish. Regarding all these intuitions, Hodge
notes that they are too universal to be explained away by education or individual
circumstances.
A fourth body of evidence that Hodge offers are the numerous “predictions,
promises, and threatening” recorded in the Scriptures.12 These predictions are given as
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certainties rather than mere probabilities. It would be impossible, Hodge argues, for these
to be offered as certainties without universal providence.
In addition, Hodge refers to individual human experience as an argument for
providence. He states, “Every man can see that his own life has been ordered by an
intelligence and [and a] will [that is] not his own.”13 We can see this displayed both in the
accounts of people in the Biblical record as well as in our own lives. Each of us can see
that “his whole history has been determined by events over which he had no control,
events often in themselves apparently fortuitous, so that he must either assume that the
most important events are determined by chance, or admit that the providence of God
extends to all events, even the most minute.”14 Since it is ridiculous to believe that events
of monumental importance would be ruled by chance, this certainly cannot be true.
Hodge affirms that this is true of individuals as well as nations.
Scriptural Evidence for God’s Governance
In the second half of this subsection on government, Hodge catalogs the
Scriptural teachings regarding the extent of providence. He discusses Biblical references
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to God’s providence over nature, the animal world, nations, individuals, and free acts.
Hodge concludes by considering problematic relationship of God’s providence to sin.
Regarding nature, Hodge affirms that God’s providential agency is exercised over
“the ordinary operation of physical laws” from the motion of the heavenly bodies to the
falling of rain, hail, and snow.15 Hodge states, “It is He who guides Archturus in his
course, who makes the sun to rise, and the grass to grow. These events are represented as
due to the omnipresent agency of God and are determined, not by chance, nor by
necessity, but by his will.”16 Although Scripture presents these acts of nature as caused by
God, Hodge does not mean to deny that they also result from secondary causes. Hodge
affirms the “ordinary operation of physical laws” but he does not view these as being in
competition with God’s agency. What he does deny is the naturalistic interpretation of
nature in which events take place by chance or necessity. Both of which are incompatible
with the teleological government that Hodge sees portrayed in Scripture. This extends
even to chaotic events such as the falling of a lot, the flight of an arrow, or the number of
hairs on a head. Although these items appear to be fortuitous because they are
“determined by causes so rapid or so inappreciable as to elude our notice” they are still
ultimately controlled by God.17
Hodge affirms God’s providential care over the world of irrational animals.
Hodge insists that God does more than ordain the laws of nature so that the needs of the
animal creation are provided for “without any special intervention of his providence.”18
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That is an erroneous deistic interpretation of the Scriptures’ witness on this issue. Instead,
“all creatures depend on the constant exercise of his care.”19
As we can see, Hodge’s examples move from those which would appear the most
deterministic to those which appear most contingent. The actions of nations are more
contingent than animals because they are composed of free, rational beings. However, as
corporate entities, nations are more predictable than individuals. Regardless, the nations
are not ruled by chance or necessity but by God’s providence.20 God places kings and
rules over them; He uses even the wicked Assyrians as a rod in his hand. Hodge states,
“The Scriptures are full of this doctrine. God uses the nations with the absolute control
that a man uses a rod or a staff. They are in his hands, and he employs them to
accomplish his purposes.”21 God rules over nations as well the individuals who comprise
nations. Every circumstance of every person’s birth, life, nationality, upbringing,
abilities, advantages, disadvantages, lifespan and death, are all ordered by God.22
God’s providence over individuals extends even to their free acts. Hodge does not
here note any contradiction between these acts being free while also being under the
God’s governance. For Hodge, free agency does not mean independence from God’s
decree or sovereignty. Hodge affirms that God’s providence extends over free acts as
well as the external circumstances in which those acts are produced. All of the inward life
is included. Further, Hodge explicitly states that God’s governance extends to all acts,
both good and evil, although there is a sense in which it especially applies to their good
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acts.23 Hodge argues that many of the promises and predictions found in the Bible depend
on the assumption that God is in some sense in control of the free actions of individuals.
“Without this there can be no government of the world and no certainty as to its issue.
The Bible is filled with prayers on this assumption.” He further states, “All Christians
believe that the hearts of men are in the hand of God; that He works in them both to will
and do according to his good pleasure.”24
Of course, this brings up the problem of the relationship of God’s providence to
sin. Hodge addresses this problem with four key propositions meant to mitigate against
the conclusion that it is morally inappropriate for God’s providence to extend even to acts
of human sin. First, sinful acts are “so under the control of God that they can only occur
by permission and in exercise of his purposes.”25 Manifestations of sin are not exempt
from God’s sovereignty. Second, Hodge states that “the Scriptures teach that the
wickedness of men is restrained within prescribed bounds.”26 We need to recognize that
the extent and impact of sin is constantly being contained by God’s gracious work. Third,
the wicked actions of human beings are “overruled for good.”27 As examples Hodge
references the wicked conduct of Joseph’s brothers, Pharaoh, heathen invaders, the
crucifixion, and the persecution of the Church. In all of these examples, as Genesis 50:20
states, they intended it for evil but God intended it for good. Finally, “The Scriptures
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teach that God’s providence in relation to the sins of men, is such that the sinfulness
thereof proceedeth only from the creature and not from God; who neither is nor can be
the author or approver of sin.”28 In support of this fourth point, Hodge cites 1 John 2:16,
James 1:13 and Jeremiah 7:9. However, the focus of those verses is to affirm God’s
moral impeccability, not specifically to reconcile divine sovereignty and human
responsibility. Nor do these references make the exact point Hodge has stated, except that
they deny moral culpability to God. Thus it is by inference that Hodge supports his claim
that in providence the sinfulness of the action proceeds only from the created being and
not from God. Hodge simultaneously holds these two truths—universal providence and
divine innocence—in tension without seeking to explain their reconciliation. In doing so,
Hodge states that he merely follows the example of the Scriptures which “nowhere
attempts to inform us how it is that God governs all things, or how his effectual control is
to be reconciled with the efficiency of second causes.”29 In fact, Hodge states,
All the attempts of philosophers and theologians to explain that point, may be
pronounced failures, and worse than failures, for they not only raise more
difficulties than they solve, but in almost all instances they include principles or
lead to conclusions inconsistent with the plain teachings of the word of God.
These theories are all founded on some a priori principle which is assumed on no
higher authority than human reason.30
With this in mind, Hodge proceeds in the next section to consider various theories of
divine government.
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Different Theories of the Divine Government
At this point Hodge discusses several differing philosophical theories regarding
the method by which God providentially relates to the world. These include the deistical
theory, the theory of entire dependence, the doctrine that no efficiency exists except in
the mind, pre-established harmony, and finally the doctrine of concurrence. Of these five
theories, the doctrine of concurrence received the longest treatment, longer than the other
theories combined. We will examine Hodge’s discussion of the first four of these here
and reserve the doctrine of concurrence for a separate section. Also, we should note that
these views are not necessarily strict and distinct categories. For the most part, they are
general descriptions of alternate views clustered together. For examples, Hodge clusters
both Zwingli and Malebranch together as representatives of the second theory (the theory
of entire dependence). Also, Hodge explicitly states that the third view (no efficiency
except in the mind) is essentially the same as the second theory except that it is taken
further in application.31 Examining Hodge’s assessments of these various theories will be
helpful to us in order to see what positions Hodge is consciously distancing his himself
from.
The Deistical Theory
Hodge first rejects the “Deistical Theory” which is widely adopted by
“Rationalists, Desits, and men of the world.”32 This theory is based on the assumption
that it is beneath the dignity of God to trifle with the mundane cares of this world. Earlier,
31
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Hodge had made the point that an objection such as this is based on falsely imagining
God as a limited being with a finite amount of attention to devote to this world.33 The
universe is thought of as an enormous, meticulously constructed machine. Being
perfectly designed and constructed, it never requires maintenance or repair. God has
impressed various appropriate laws upon creation. Non-rational beings operate according
to deterministic patterns of cause and effect while rational beings possess free will. Thus
all events, both insignificant and momentous, must “be referred to chance, or the blind
operation of natural causes. God has nothing to do with them. He has abandoned the
world to the government of physical laws and the affairs of men to their own control.”34
In Hodge’s estimation this view is so anti-Scriptural and demeaning to God that it has
never been held by any Christian church. He dismisses deism as a valid option with a
quotation from Jesus’ words in Luke 12:24, 30-31 which instruct us to consider how God
cares for the ravens.
Hodge devotes considerably less time to discussing deism than the other theories
of governance. The reason for this is likely that deism had ceased to be an influential
movement for some time. Although deism in America was rampant in the eighteenth
century, with its climax in the 1790s, it did not maintain its strength in the eighteenth
century.35 Although the echoes of the movement were still clear enough for Hodge to
devote space to it, deism was no longer the clear and present danger that it once was.
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It is interesting to note some comments about deism that Hodge makes in the
second volume of his Systematic Theology. In his discussion of “The Plan of Salvation”
Hodge argues for the correctness of the “Augustinian Scheme” and argues that although
all events unfold according to God’s intention, we cannot rightfully object to this. The
reason for this, Hodge states, is that “If it be right that God should permit an event to
happen, it must be right that He should purpose to permit it.”36 Hodge supports this with a
though-experiment. He asks the reader to imagine that the deistic view is true and that
God created the world and then left it to run without any providential guidance or
supernatural influence. “If this were so, a certain course of events in regular succession,
and in every variety of combination, would as a matter of fact, actually occur.”37 In that
case, Hodge argues, no one could rightly claim that God was responsible for what
happened since God caused nothing except for the original creation. Hodge further asks
us to imagine that prior to creation, God foresaw precisely how people “left to themselves
would act” and how the history of the world would play out if he were to make it actual.
If God, for his good reasons, did in fact actualize this world, he certainly could not be
accused of violating the liberty and personal responsibility of the rational creatures in it.
Yet, everything in this world would certainly be happening because God purposed it to
happen, by actualizing this particular world. But, Hodge asks, what difference does it
really make if God purposes the world after having foresight of it or if God purposes the
world before having foresight of it? “In either case,” Hodge argues, “God would purpose
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precisely the same world, and the same course of events. Augustinianism supposes that
God, for his own glory, and therefore for the highest and most beneficent of all ends, did
purpose such a world and such a series of events as would have occurred on the Deistical
hypothesis . . .”38 Thus, Hodge argues that God’s foreordination of all events is no more
incompatible with liberty and responsibility than the deistic view. The only two
differences between them are that in the Augustinian view (1) God “restrains and guides”
the natural wickedness of human beings in order to limit it and to cause it to result in
good, and (2) God “intervenes by his providence, and the work of Christ and of the Holy
Spirit, to save innumerable souls from the deluge of destruction.”39 In other words, if it
would be “fair” for God to knowingly create a world in which people act “according to
the unrestrained exercise of their own faculties” then it would certainly also be fair for
God to knowingly create a world in which people act in the same way or better because
of God’s restraint or influence.
There are a few things about the discussion (in the preceding paragraph) that are
interesting. First, Hodge almost seems to allow for the hypothetical possibility of a semideistic system in which God creates the world and then allows it to run its course without
the need for additional divine action, including providential guidance. If Hodge meant
this, it would seem to eliminate the possibility of contingency between events at the
horizontal level, since the events at one moment of time would be fully caused by the
state of affairs in the previous moment of time. However, since Hodge made these
statements in the context of a hypothetic thought experiment it would be unwise to give
them too much weight. However, Hodge seems to visualize God’s actualization of this
38
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world (in the Augustinian system) to be very similar in result to the way that events
would unfold naturally. In either case, everything still falls out according to God’s intent
and purposes. In both cases, God must approve of the existence of this particular world.
In addition, another point of interest is Hodge’s use of the phrase, “He intervenes by His
providence.”40 This is interesting because although Hodge distinguished providence from
miraculous intervention, it still shows that Hodge views providence as a variety of divine
intervention.41 Hodge affirms both miraculous and providential intervention, and
therefore deism is false.
Theory of Entire Dependence
The next theory that Hodge treats he describes as the theory of entire dependence.
This theory is the exact opposite of the deistical theory. Whereas in the previous theory
God exerts no causal influence in the world after creation, in this view God is the only
cause. Hodge treats this as a very board and general category, including thinkers as
diverse as Zwingli, Malebranche, and Nathaniel Emmons.
Hodge states that this view has been held by many within the church, including
schoolmen, Reformers, and many modern theologians. For example, John Scotus
Eriugena held to a version of this which was “virtually pantheistic.”42 Of the Reformers,
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Hodge cites Zwingli as being the closest to this view.43 Hodge states that Calvin held to a
more moderated view. On one hand Calvin wrote, “These are, thus, nothing but
instruments to which God continually imparts as much effectiveness as he wills, and
according to his own purpose bends and turns them to either one action or another.”44
Yet, Hodge does not believe that Calvin actually falls into this error since he also affirms
the reality of second causes and that matter has been endowed with its own properties.45
Nicolas Malebranche was a more straightforward representative of the theory of entire
dependence. For Malebranche, the external world has a real existence, but it is incapable
of producing any effects. The soul cannot interact directly with matter and does not
directly produce effects in the material world. We assume that our choices and actions
result from the causes of the effects we see, but these are in fact only the occasions for
God’s activity. In reality, God is the direct efficient cause of all effect. Further, even our
knowledge of the external world is not actually caused by the external world, but instead
is caused by God who gives us specific impressions which correspond to the state of the
external world. Hodge observes that the result of this line of thinking was first idealism
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and then pantheism. Idealism results because evidence for the existence of the external
world is eliminated. Pantheism results because all efficiency become God’s efficiency.
As Hodge describes, “We see all things in God” and “the activity of our own minds is
only a form of the activity of God.”46
Hodge blames Cartesian thinking as the source of this problem. He states, “The
whole tendency of the Cartesian philosophy, which came into vogue in the seventeenth
century, was to merge second causes into the first cause, and it thus led the way to
idealism and pantheism.”47 Hodge’s statement is largely substantiated by scholarship on
Descartes and causality.48 Descartes denied the reality of substantial forms, which in
Christian Aristotelian thinking provided internal principle of motion by which created
substances act. Without substantial forms, it was difficult for a Christian Aristotelian
(such as Gisbertus Voetius) to explain how secondary causes could be real causes at all.
This has a significant impact on the way that thinkers viewed both causality as well as
concurrence. As van Ruler explains regarding causation, since created substances now
possessed “no intrinsic motor . . . or substantial principle of motion” something else—
something extrinsic—had to be put in its place as that which turns potency into act. For
Descartes, God was postulated as this “effectual external motor, imparting motion upon
the clockwork of nature, which, left to itself and to its mechanical principles of motion . .
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. would be inert.”49 This explains why Descartes philosophy can be viewed from one
angle as mechanistic—leading to deistic interpretations—but from another angle it can be
viewed in a way that leads to entire dependency on God—leading to occasionalistic
developments. With the distinction between first and second causes erased or blurred into
one, later thinkers tended to either view all causes essentially as first causes—as in
pantheism—or, all post-creation causes as secondary causes—as in deism.
Hodge states that Schweizer and the whole school of Schleiermacher also fall into
the error of entire dependence. Although Schweizer “[mis]represented the great body of
the Reformed theologians as teaching that the dependency of creatures on the Creator
supersedes all efficiency of second causes.”50 Hodge adamantly states that this is not, in
fact, the actual doctrine of Reformed theology. As evidence of this misrepresentation,
Hodge points to Reformed theology’s use of the doctrine of concursus. Schweizer
himself admits that the doctrine of concursus is inconsistent with the belief that God is
the only cause. Thus, concursus affirms the reality of second causes and contradicts the
theory of entire dependence, including the doctrine of continued creation (in the strong
sense) and occasionalism.51
New England divine Nathaniel Emmons is also cited by Hodge as a proponent of
this error. Emmons was a theological descendent of Jonathan Edwards but took his line
of thinking to extremes. He also departed from Edwards on several issues. McDermott
notes that Emmons’ “strange version of New Divinity showed signs of both hyper-
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Calvinism and anti-Calvinism at the same time.”52 Emmons’ theology was infamous for
its prominent emphasis on God’s efficiency as producing everything that comes to pass,
including sinful moral choices. According to Emmons this was logically necessary since
it would be impossible for God to endow any creature with the power to originate
activity, since that would make that creature independent of God. Related to this was the
doctrine of continuous creation that Emmons took from Edwards. At the conclusion of
the second volume of his Systematic Theology Hodge writes of Emmons,
Even the system of Dr. Emmons, which has the most appearance of originality, is
the doctrine of a continued creation pushed to its legitimate consequences,
combined with certain incongruous elements derived from other sources. With Dr.
Emmons God is the only cause; second causes (so called), whether material or
mental, have no efficiency. God creates everything at every moment; all volitions
or mental states, as well as all things external. He denied all substance out of God;
identity consists in a sameness and continuity of phenomena or effects connected
by the will or constitution of God.53
Nonetheless, Hodge proceeds to state that Emmons’ moral and religious convictions were
too strong to for him to take his views of divine efficiency to their full conclusions.
Emmons still “maintained that men’s volitions are free, although created by God; and that
they are morally good or evil, determining character and involving responsibility,
although they are acts of God, or the product of his creative power.”54 In Emmons we see
a strong consequence of the post-enlightenment tendency to collapse all causation into
efficient causation.
Regarding the theory of entire dependence, Hodge lists three main objections.
First, it starts with the arbitrary and a priori assumption that an absolute and infinite
Gerald R. McDermott, “Nathaniel Emmons and the Decline of New England Theology,” in
After Jonathan Edwards: The Course of the New England Theology, eds. Oliver D. Crisp and Douglas A.
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being cannot bring into existence other beings that are capable of originating action.55
Although Hodge does not view it as incoherent that created beings can—in a sense—
originate action, we should not assume from this that Hodge is affirming a full version of
agent causation or a strong version of libertarian free will in which the agent produces an
action completely detached from divine causation. Second, the doctrine of entire
dependence “contradicts the conscience of every man” who intuitively knows that he is a
free agent and that human freedom consists in the “power of self-determination, or of
originating our own acts.”56 Intuitively we know that there is some sort of real connection
between our willing and our acting. Hodge states that to deny this contradicts both our
self-consciousness and also the “laws of belief which God has impressed upon our
nature.”57 Here we notice another example of the influence of Common Sense Realism on
Hodge’s doctrine. By nature, we are constituted to believe in the reality of the objects that
we sense, and to believe that these objects are the actual causes of the impressions that
are made on our senses. To teach that these are delusions is to “put philosophy in conflict
with common sense, and with the universal conviction of men.”58 Finally, Hodge objects
to this view because it leads to idealism and pantheism. It destroys “all liberty and
responsibility” and “destroys the possibility of moral distinctions.”59
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The Doctrine That There Is No Efficiency except in Mind
Next, Hodge considers the doctrine that there is no efficiency except in the mind.
In his judgment, this theory is essentially the same as the theory of entire dependence but
taken further in application. As with the previous theory, God is the only real agent in the
universe, but in addition this theory also eliminates the reality of matter in the universe.
God’s will is the only energy in the material world. Matter is nothing but force and this
force is God. Hodge cites John Tulloch, “The Duke of Argyle” [sic], and Alfred Russel
Wallace as examples of variations of this view. Each of these men wrote concerning
natural theology. Tulloch had argued that since causes are coincidental with agents, and
that agents imply minds, that all causation is the product of a rational mind.60
Specifically, for Tulloch, all physical causes are in reality the continuously operating will
of God. Hodge faults Tulloch’s logic. Tulloch correctly infers that “as mind is the only
cause of which we have immediate knowledge, therefore it is the only one that exists.”
Hodge counters, “This is a non-sequitur. That mind is a cause, is no proof that electricity
may not be a cause.”61 Instead, we should infer from the variety of effects that we see
around us that a variety of different causes exist: Intelligent effects have mental causes
and physical effects have physical causes. On the other hand, this division of causes
makes it difficult to explain how mental causes can also at times produce physical effects.
Hodge states that this is one of the great advantages of Tulloch’s view. It eliminates the
problem of the interaction between mental causes and physical effects, but unfortunately
does so by eliminating the reality of physical effects.
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Hodge states that even those devoted to studying nature such as The Duke of
Argyle and Alfred Russell Wallace have demonstrated a tendency to get tripped up
concerning the concepts of matter and force.62 The result is a tendency “to merge all
things into God.”63 Hodge describes the Duke of Argyle, a.k.a. George Campbell (18231900), as arguing in The Reign of Law that the scientific laws such as the preservation of
energy and the convertibility of forces lead us to the conclusion that all varieties of forces
are “but forms or manifestations of some one Central Force issuing from some one
Fountain-head of Power.”64 Campbell echoes Sir John Hershel’s speculation that gravity
is the direct product of a powerful will. At the least, it is “in the highest degree
unphilosophical” to assume that all forms of force are not “the direct energies of the One
Omnipresent and all-pervading Will.”65 Thus, Campbell speculates that all effects in the
world result from the constant law-abiding operation of God’s will. Thus, the only
difference between miracles and normal effects is that for miracles we do not know or
understand the law according to which they are brought about.66 Otherwise, miracles and
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normal effects are both equally the direct product of God’s power of mind.67 God has
only one way of acting. However, in What is Darwinisn? Hodge states that Campbell’s
problem is his teaching that God, with rigidity, only ever works through second causes.
Hodge states, “The Duke, however, in the general tenor of his book, does not differ from
the common doctrine, except in one point. He does not deny the efficiency of physical
causes, or resolve them all into the efficiency of God; but he teaches that God, in this
world at least, never acts except through those causes.”68 Thus, for Campell, God only
acts in one way: directly, but through second causes. Unfortunately, this wipes out any
distinction between primary and secondary causes and thus leads to confusion.
Hodge cites Alfred Russell Wallace as another example of this confusion.
Wallace also claims that matter, at least in the way that people usually think of it, does
not exist. Matter is nothing but force and this force is ultimately the will of God.69 In
What Is Darwinisn? Hodges notes inconsistency in Wallace’s writings. On the one hand,
Wallace devotes much of his book The Theory of Natural Selection to proving that the
organs of plants and animals are the product of blind physical causes. Yet, Hodge notes,
toward the end of that book Wallace teaches that there are no actual material causes.
Regarding Wallace’s inconsistent transition from “virtual materialism” to “idealistic
pantheism” Hodge writes, “The minds of some men, as remarked above, are so
67
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constituted that they can pass from the theory that God does nothing, to the doctrine that
He does everything, without seeing the difference.”70
Like the theory of absolute dependence, Hodge argues that this theory is
impossible to believe since we are wired “by the constitution of our natures” to believe in
the reality of the external world and that matter is a real second cause for the effects we
normally attribute to it.71
Theory of Pre-Established Harmony
Here Hodge considers G.W. Leibnitz’s solution to the problem of the interaction
between mind and matter. It is assumed that it is impossible for mind and matter to
interact since they are two different kinds of substances—mind being an unextended
substance but matter being an extended substance. To solve this problem, Leibnitz
proposes the existence of two complete and independent worlds, both created by God.
The world of mind and the world of matter each are independent from the other in that no
effect from one world is caused by a cause on the other world. All effects in the world of
matter are produced by causes within the world of matter. All effects in the world of
mind are produced by causes in the world of mind. Each world would unfold exactly the
same way if the other world did not exist.72 However, from eternity God had established
that these two worlds would match each other so that mental and material causes would
line up properly even through no actual interactions occurs between them. God has
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planned that when a person in the mental world chooses to raise his arm, this corresponds
with his arm being raised in the material world. However, the arm was not efficiently
raised by mental causes, but only by physical causes. In turn, what the mental cause
actually brought about was the mental impression that the arm had been raised.73 In a
sense, this view could be thought of as two-track semi-deism: All effects are brought
about by efficient causes within that world, without any crossover or need for the other
world to actually exist. As Hodge explains, in this view, “Leibnitz’s hand would have
written all his wonderful books, mathematical and philosophical, and conducted all his
controversies with Bayle, Clarke, and Newton, though his soul had never been created.”74
Hodge does not even bother to refute this view. However, he has already repeatedly
affirmed his belief that we are constituted by nature to recognize a true causal
relationship between our perceptions and the material world.
Concurrence: Hodge’s Articulation of the Doctrine
Hodge deals with concurrence as the last and longest of the different theories of
divine government that he treats. We will treat this topic with its own section because of
its length and because of its particular relevancy to this dissertation. Hodge begins by
presenting “the views generally entertained by Augustinians” as to the nature of
concursus, stating that “whether those views are correct or not, it is important that they
should be understood.”75 After that, he concludes with his critiques of the doctrine. In
presenting the classical view of concurrence, Hodge draws from several theologians
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including Turretin, Aquinas, Quenstedt, Mares, and Bucan. He also interacts with
objections to the Augustinian version of the doctrine from Bellarmin.
Hodge identifies the heart of concursus as the conviction that “no second cause
can act until acted upon.” In other words, “Nothing created can originate original
action.”76 Later, in his critique of the doctrine, Hodge will state that concurrence is
“founded” in this premise.77 Hodge states that this view was shared by Augustine, the
scholastics, the Thomists and Dominicans in the Latin Church, as well as by a wide range
of Protestants, including Lutherans, Reformed theologians, and Remonstrants—all of
whom considered this to be a guiding philosophical axiom.78 Hodge quotes Turretin on
this point stating, “The first cause is the prime mover in every action so that the second
cause cannot move unless it is moved, nor act unless acted upon by the first. Otherwise it
would be the principle of its own motion and so would no longer be the second cause, but
the first.”79 This quote from Turretin does not articulate all of Turretin’s reasons for the
impossibility of created beings to originate action, but it does show that, in his estimation,
second causes cannot move without the action of a first cause. Both causes are required
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for every effect. However, Hodge explains (following Turretin) that we should not think
of this as analogous to the situation of two horses working together to pull the same
vehicle. In that situation, one horse is doing part of the work and the other horse is doing
the rest. For Turretin, this is not how concurrence operates. Instead, as Hodge explains,
“The efficiency of the first cause is in the second, and not merely with it.”80 Both the first
cause and the second cause are full causes of the effect, but in different levels of
causation. They are not each partial causes. From this we should note that Hodge’s
understanding of concurrence is closer to the tradition than later theologians who state
that “it may be objected to this doctrine of concurrence that if God cooperates with us, we
also cooperate with him.”81
It is important to note that although both Augustinians and non-Augustianians
held to a doctrine of concurrence, the form of the doctrine differed significantly between
them. Hodge correctly lists the Thomists, Dominicans, and the Reformed as holding to
the Augustinian position and the Franciscans, Jesuits, and Remonstrants as nonAugustinians. As Hodge describes, the non-Augustinian position is that concurrence is a
“general” concurrence only. It is “an influence of the omnipresent power of God not only
sustaining creatures and their properties and powers, but exciting each to act according to
its nature.”82 God-infused power is needed to allow creatures to act. It will cause the
creature to act according to its nature, but this inflow of power does not determine the
precise action that the creature will choose. In the non-Augustinian view, Hodge
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explains, concurrence is like the power of the sun. It is a general influence that causes
different effects in different objects. The same light that softens wax also hardens clay.
The light causes an effect, but it is the nature of the object, not the light, that determines
what that effect will be. To illustrate another way, sunlight is required to cause a seed to
germinate, but the sunlight does not choose what the seed will produce. That is
determined by the seed, not the light. Thus, for these non-Augustinians, concurrence was
a necessary but general influence.
On the other hand, the “Augustinians” held that in addition to a general
concurrence there was also “a previous, simultaneous, and determining concourse.”
Further, this concourse was both in the cause and the effect.83 The Augustinians did not
deny that there was a general concourse but they did not limit concurrence to a mere
general and indiscriminate influence. Concurrence not only sustained the act but also
guided and determined the act. The concourse was “previous” in the logical sense and
“simultaneous” in the temporal sense. Temporally, both the first and second causes occur
in the same moment of time. However, in a logical sense, the first cause is prior to the
second cause. This is because the first cause both sustains and directs the second cause. It
was especially this idea of directive concurrence that divided the Augustinian and nonAugustinian versions of concurrence. With directive concurrence, the precise effect
produced by the second cause was determined to be one specific effect and not another
by the first cause. According to this view, “its being as it is, and not otherwise, is to be
referred to the first, and not to the second cause in every case.”84
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Hodge cites Turretin as explaining, “Some of our divines admit the previous
concourse only as to the good works of grace, but think the simultaneous concurrence is
sufficient for all others.”85 In Turretin’s discussion, he had described the Augustinian
version of concurrence as being “previous and predetermining” while the other version
was merely “simultaneous and concomitant.”86 Hodge again quotes Turretin to show that
what Turretin means by “previous concursus” is,
the action of God by which he, flowing into cause and their principles, excites and
previously moves creatures to actions and directs to the doing of a particular
thing. Simultaneous, however, is that by which God produces the action of the
creature as to its being or substance by which he is supposed to flow together with
creatures into their actions and effects, but not into the creatures themselves.87
But as Hodge points out, Turretin did not deny that previous concurrence was also
simultaneous. Turretin agreed with concurrence that was both previous and simultaneous
while disagreeing with concurrence that was only simultaneous but not previous and
predetermining. Among Catholics, the Jesuits, who held to middle knowledge, affirmed
simultaneous concurrence only while Thomists and Dominicans also affirmed previous
concurrence. The idea of previous concurrence was also identified as predetermination.
On the subject of previous concurrence, Hodge again quotes Turretin who explains,
that very thing is usually designated by the name of predetermination or
promotion, by which God excites and directs the second cause to acting. Thus
antecedently to all operation of the creature or before the creature operates by
nature and reason, he really and efficaciously moves it to act in single actions so
that without this promotion the second cause could not operate, but (thus
promotion being posited) it would be impossible in the compound sense for the
second cause not to do that same thing to which it was previously moved by the
first cause.88
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Hence, previous or predetermining concurrence not only enables second causes to act, but
it also directs second causes to act in one way—according to their nature and reason—
rather than another way—also according to nature and reason. Both ways of acting are
both according to nature and reason. This is only possible if there is potency for multiple
effects. Here we see one of the big philosophical differences that allowed for previous
motion to make sense in an Aristotelian context, and why it was more difficult to hold
with post-enlightenment sensibilities.
Based on the discussion up to this point, Hodge lists four statements that
summarize the doctrine of concurrence so far: “(1.) That God gives to second causes their
power of acting. (2.) That He preserves them in being and vigour. (3.) That He excites
and determines second causes to act. (4.) That He directs and governs them to the
predetermined end.”89 Specifically, these statements summarize the doctrine of
concurrence in Turretin’s tradition. After this Hodge then discusses six additional
clarifications to the doctrine.
The first clarification is that the effect is to be ascribed to the second cause rather
than to the first cause. For example, Hodge states, when fire burns something we should
attribute the burning to the fire, the second cause, not to God as the first cause. It is
proper to say that the fire burned the wood, not that God burned the wood. “When a man
speaks, it is the man, and not God who utters the word.”90 This clarification strengthens
the distinction between first and second causes and prevents second causes from being
viewed as mere instruments of the first.
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As one of his examples, Hodge lists the action of the waves which is produced by
the moon. Hodge writes, “When the moon raises the tidal wave, and the wave dashes a
vessel on the shore, the effect is to be attributed, not to the moon, but to the momentum
of the wave.”91 This would be an awkward example if Hodge had meant it as a literal
example of first and second causes. Unlike the examples of fire and wood, both the moon
and the waves are part of the created order. They are both second causes themselves and
their interaction is actually a matter of efficient causality. However, more likely Hodge
merely meant this as an analogous illustration and not as a proper example. His point is
that we would not normally say that the moon dashed the ships into the rocks. We would
ascribe this to the nearer cause, the waves. This is only analogous to the interaction
between first and second causes in concurrence.
Second, Hodge emphasizes that concurrence does not deny the efficiency of
secondary causes. “They are real causes, having a principium agendi in themselves.”92
Secondary causes do, in fact, cause their effects to be done.
Third, Hodge states, “The agency of God neither supersedes, nor in any way
interferes with the efficiency of second causes.”93 The first cause works with the second
cause in whatever way is natural to that cause. Here Hodge cites Thomas Aquinas who
states,
It belongs to Divine providence, not to destroy but to preserve the nature of
things. Wherefore it moves all things in accordance with their conditions; so that
from necessary causes through the Divine motion, effects follow of necessity; but
from contingent causes, effects follow contingently. Since, therefore, the will is
an active principle, not determinate to one thing, but having an indifferent relation
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to many things, God so moves it, that He does not determine it of necessity to one
thing, but its movement remains contingent and not necessary, except in those
things to which it is moved naturally.94
Thomas states that God does, in fact, move the will, but in a way that respects it as an
active principle that it not bound to one specific action. The concurrence of God with
second causes does not cause contingent secondary causes to become necessary causes.
Regarding this, Hodge also quotes Quenstedt as well as Turretin and the Westminister
Confession. The translation of the quote from Turretin reads,
There are two kinds of causes, some definite and general (always acting in the
same way—as fire which burns, the sun which shines), others indefinite and free
(which can act or not act in this or that way); so God conserves their nature and
concurs in acting with them according to it. With the definite, he himself
determines them without a proper determination; with the indefinite and free,
however, they also determine themselves by the proper judgment of reason and
the free disposition of the will (which God does not take away from man because
he would thus destroy his own work, but leaves and strengthens it).95
Turretin agrees with Thomas on this issue. There are two types of causes. Some are
necessary (in Thomas’ terminology) meaning also that they are definite and general
(Turretin’s terms). These types of causes invariably produce the same effects if the
surrounding circumstances are the same. For example, given the same circumstances, fire
will always burn. It is the nature of fire to burn, and this is by necessity. On the other
hand, other causes such as the human will are contingent (in Thomas’ terminology)
meaning that they are also indefinite and free (Turretin’s terms, used here.) Unlike fire,
which by nature will always do the same thing in the same circumstances, the will is not
constrained to do the same thing, even given the exact same circumstances. It has potency
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to multiple effects. By nature, it is not determined by its circumstances. This is the point
that both Thomas and Turretin were making. God’s concurrence works differently
depending on the kind of cause working in relation to. It does not overrule or change the
nature of the cause. Thus, as Hodge also quotes the Westminster Confession as stating,
God orders events “to fall out according to the nature of second causes, either necessarily,
freely, or contingently.”96
Hodge echoes Thomas and Turretin in his next clarifications. Fourth, following
from what he has previously said, Hodge states that “the efficiency or agency of God is
not the same in relation to all kinds of events.”97 Concursus operates differently with
material causes, which are necessary, than it operates with free agents. In addition, Hodge
notes that concurrence works differently in relation to good acts than it does in relation to
evil actions. It also acts one way in the realm of nature, and another way in the realm of
grace. The main point here is that we need to avoid monolithic conceptions of
concurrence. God’s concurrence operates with proper sophistication and nuance.
Fifth, Hodge emphasizes the point that concurrence is “not inconsistent with the
liberty of free agents.”98 Hodge again draws from Thomas and Turretin to support and
explain this thesis. Hodge quotes Thomas, “To be moved voluntarily, is to be moved
from within, that is, by an interior principle: yet this interior principle may be caused by
an exterior principle; and so to be moved from within is not repugnant to being moved by
another.”99 Also, Thomas explains, “A thing moved by another is forced if moved against
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its natural inclination; but if it is moved by another giving to it the proper natural
inclination, it is not forced. . . In like manner God, while moving the will, does not force
it, because He gives the will its own natural inclination.”100 In this article, Thomas is
affirming that God can indeed move the created will. Although the will is free, it can be
moved in a way that should not be considered as being compelled if it is moved by an
interior principle and if it is not moved against its natural inclination. In Thomas’
estimation, it is permissible that an external principle—such as God—can be the source
of the interior principle that moves the will. God is the one who gives the will its own
natural inclination, and therefore, it is possible for the will to be free as well as moved by
God. Hodge affirms Thomas on this argument and, as an example, points to faith and
repentance as gifts given to people from God. Hodge states that “nothing is more certain
from Scriptures than that God is the author of faith and repentance” but likewise,
“nothing is more certain from consciousness, than that faith and repentance are our own
free acts.”101 Since, for Hodge, the testimony of Scripture and consciousness must align,
it must follow that it does not violate human freedom for God to give the human will an
inclination to faith and repentance. In this way, faith and repentance are both gifts of God
as well as free internal principles within a person. Therefore, as Hodge states, “moveri ab
alio”—moved from another—“is not inconsistent with moveri ex se”—moved from
within.102 Hodge also quotes Turretin on this point:
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Providence does not concur with the human will, either by coaction (compelling
the unwilling will) or by determining it physically (as a brute and blind thing
without judgment), but rationally (by turning the will in a manner suitable to
itself), that it may determine itself as the proximate cause of its own actions by
proper judgment of reason and the spontaneous election of the will so that it does
no violence to our will but rather kindly cherishes it.103
Although Hodge does not continue this quotation, Turretin goes on to explain that natural
(physical) and coactive necessity are the only two types of necessity that destroy liberty.
Other kinds—such as that which comes from God’s decree, from the motion of the first
cause, or from the last judgment of the practical intellect—are not at all incompatible
with human freedom.
Finally, Hodge addresses the difficulty of sin in relation to the doctrine of
concurrence. Hodge states that the real difficulty is not that the doctrine of concursus
seems to eliminate human responsibility. That issue has already been dealt with by
previous statements which clarified that concursus does not interfere with human
freedom since people remain real agents acting according to their natures. God
determined the will of people, but their will is still their own will and their actions flow
from their own character. As Hodge states, “When God by his grace determines the will
of his people to holy acts, the holiness is theirs. It constitutes their character.”104 The real
difficulty, Hodge states, is “how God’s cooperation in sin be reconciled with his own
(Kennedy, Historical Analysis, 152). Kennedy is correct in the sense that Hodge’s BRPR article on “Free
Agency” (and the identical material in Systematic Theology) focus on liberty rather than ability. Hodge
states that the controversy between Augustine and Pelagius, as well as that between Luther and Erasmus,
were really about ability rather than the liberty. As such, they do not directly pertain to the argument Hodge
is making concerning free agency in distinction to necessitarianism or the liberty of indifference. However,
it is not correct to state that Hodge’s broader discussion on free agency throughout his theology (or,
actually, even in “Free Agency” itself) neglects the idea that sin is bondage and that righteousness is
freedom.
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holiness?”105 It is one thing to acknowledge God’s cooperation with good acts, but it is
difficult to understand how God can cooperate with evil acts without compromising his
moral purity. Specifically, Hodge asks, “How can He concur in sinful acts as not only to
preserve the sinner in the exercise of his ability to act, but also to excite to action, and
determine his action to be what it is, and not otherwise?”106 We must remember that in
the view of concurrence that Thomas and Turretin defend, not only does God preserve
the existence of the sinner and give him or her the ability to act with a general
concurrence, but further God also excites and directs the will and the act with a previous
and directing concurrence. Compared to merely general concurrence, this is a stronger
view of concurrence and one which is more susceptible to the accusation that it makes
God an accomplice to sin.
Hodge notes that one common attempt to deal with this problem was to treat sin
as a mere defect. The approach, tracing back to Augustine, denies real existence to sin. In
this view, sin does not require an efficient cause but merely a deficient cause. Hodge
explains, “God is the source immediately or remotely of all efficiency, but is not the
source of mere deficiency.”107 This does not mean that God’s sovereignty does not extend
over deficiency. What it means is that since sin is non-being, God does not efficiently
cause non-being to be. Existence is good. Non-being is not. At the very least, it means
that God’s relationship to sin is not precisely the same as his relationship to good. Hodge
goes on to explain, “In every sinful act, therefore, there was distinguished the act as an
act requiring an efficient cause; and the moral quality of the act, or its want of conformity
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to the law, a mere relation, which is not an ens, and therefore is in no way to be referred
to God.”108 Here Hodge’s point is that the moral quality of the act is to be distinguished
from the actual doing of the act. Performing the act is an ens and therefore is good insofar
as it participates in being, but the moral shortfall is not a matter of being and thus it is not
something that is caused in the same way. To illustrate, if an arrow is shot at a target,
God cooperates with the shooting of the arrow. However, just because the arrow fails to
reach the target does not make God culpable for the shortfall.109 Hodge quotes Thomas
who writes, “Whatever there is of being and action in a bad action, is reduced to God as
the cause; whereas whatever defect is in it is not caused by God, but by the deficient
secondary cause.”110 Thomas illustrates this by describing that when a person moves with
a limp, whatever useful motion the person is able to achieve is caused by the “motive
power,” but the defect of the limp is not caused by the motive power, but is the result of
the deformity of the leg.111
Hodge quotes Turretin on this point, stating, “Since an act as such is always good
as to its entity, God concurs to it effectively and physically” but in regards to the
wickedness of it, “God can be called neither its physical cause (because he neither
inspires nor infuses nor does it) nor its ethical cause (because he neither commands nor
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approves and persuades, but more severely forbids and punishes it).”112 Turretin’s point is
that we must accurately distinguish various aspects of concurrence in regard to sin.
Turretin distinguished between (1) material aspect, i.e., the entity itself, (2) the formal
aspect, i.e., the disorder or wickedness of it, and (3) “the consequential judgment called
the adjunct.”113 As stated in the quote above, God does concur with the act according to
the first aspect since being itself is always good. In regards to the third aspect, God also
relates to it “positively and efficaciously.” This third aspect is the judgment of the result
of the action. Turretin cites Genesis 50:20 and Isaiah 10:5-7 with regard to this aspect.
Although God’s good purposes were accomplished in these examples, it was not the
intention of Joseph’s brothers nor the Assyrian invaders to accomplish these good
consequential results. Their intentions were wicked and it is this wickedness that they are
accountable for. This wickedness is what is meant by the second aspect that Turretin
mentions. God does not stand in relation to this second aspect positively as he does with
the first and third aspects.
Hodges illustrates this point with several examples:
As the same solar influence quickens into life all kinds of plants, whether
nutritious or poisonous; as the same current of water may be guided in one
channel or another; as the same vital force animates the limbs of the sound man
and the cripple; as the same hand may sweep the keys of an instrument when in
tune and when out of tune: so it is urged that the same divine efficiency sustains
and animates all free agents.114
Hodge’s point is that it is due to God’s efficiency that these agents act at all, however,
“the particular nature of their acts (at least when evil) is to be referred, not to that all112
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pervading efficiency of God, but to the nature or character of each particular agent.”115 At
this point, Hodge seems that he could be describing a merely general concurrence in
which God provides the power for the agent to act but leaves it up to the agent to
determine—apart from God—the specific action that he or she will engage in. I do not
think this is what Hodge meant. The point that he is trying to emphasize is that God’s
efficiency is the cause of all acts (Turretin’s first aspect), yet God is not morally
responsible for sinful acts (Turretin’s second aspect). Actions are considered to be sinful
because of the nature or character of the particular agent doing the action, not because
God who enables that agent to act. This is true even if God’s concurrence determines the
particular form that the act of the wicked agent takes, which is apparent from Hodge’s
next statement:
That God controls and governs wicked men, determines their wickedness take one
form, and not another, and guides it to manifestations which will promote good
rather than evil, is not inconsistent with the holiness of God. He did not infuse
envy and hatred into the hearts of Joseph’s brethren, but He guided the exercise of
those evil passions, so as to secure the preservation of Jacob and the chosen seed
from destruction.116
This claim deserves close attention. From this statement Hodge is clearly not describing a
mere general concurrence. Instead, he is describing concurrence in which God
determined that wickedness takes one particular form rather than another particular form.
However, this concurrence does not produce wickedness where none already existed.
Instead, what concurrence does is to point wickedness in a particular direction. God aims
the wickedness of the agent so that it produces one result rather than another. In the
example of Joseph and his brothers, God aimed the wickedness of the brothers to sell
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Joseph into slavery rather than merely to kill him. The wickedness was within the
brothers already, but God aimed it in a very particular direction to achieve the eventual
result that God wished to achieve. Thus, God positively gave the brothers the ability to
act (Turretin’s first aspect) and he positively aimed their wickedness in a certain direction
for the consequences that God—not the brothers—intended (Turretin’s third aspect), yet
God is not morally responsible for the wickedness of the action since the wickedness of
the action originated from the character of the brothers themselves without God inspiring
or infusing wickedness into the brothers. God may inspire and infuse goodness into
agents, but God does not inspire and infuse wickedness into agents. Thus, in some
aspects God’s concurrence is the same between good actions and wicked actions, but the
relationship is not exactly the same in all aspects.
With this Hodge concludes his description of the traditional doctrine of
concurrence. At this point he transitions to offering some critical remarks concerning this
doctrine.
Concurrence: Hodge’s Criticism of the Doctrine
Hodge states that the presentation he has just given is the general understanding
of concurrence held by Augustinian theologians. “Whether those views are correct or
not” Hodge states, “it is important that they should be understood.”117 As such, it is
important to note that these teachings on concurrence differ greatly from those theories in
which all events whatsoever are viewed as being produced by the immediate agency of
God. Hodge highlights four areas of contrast: (1) Augustinian concurrence admits the
reality and efficiency of secondary causes, while the other view denies it. (2) Augustinian
concurrence distinguishes between free and necessary events and does not attribute them
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to God’s agency in the same manner. (3) Augustinian concurrence acknowledges that
God’s agency works differently in sinful acts than in good ones. (4) Augustinian
concurrence utterly repudiates the notion that God is the author of sin.
With regard to this last point, Hodge points out that Reformed theologians
adamantly protested the accusation from Catholic and Arminian theologians that the
Augustinian understanding of concurrence makes God the cause of sin. Hodge notes that
one tactic that Reformed theologians used was to point out that their opponents have
made statements in which they also taught that God is providentially involved in evil
actions, as well as good ones. For example, Hodge quotes Bellarmin [sic] as teaching that
God not only permits evil things to be done, but that God also presides over evil wills,
ruling and governing them by his invisible operation. Since Bellarmin makes statements
that—by the same logic—would also seem to implicate God as the cause of sin, the
Reformed theologians are not in a unique situation. Both repudiate the accusation that
their systems make God the morally responsible author of sin. Hodge stresses that “the
fact should be distinctly known and recognized that the Reformed theologians, with all
Augustinians before and after the Reformation, earnestly reject the doctrine that God is
the author or the efficient cause of sin.”118
Thus, Hodge’s critique of concurrence will not include the complaint that it
implicates God as the author of sin. Hodge acknowledges that Augustinian concurrence
does not make this error. Nor is the problem that it impinges on the genuine freedom of
man. Hodge acknowledges that it does not. Instead, Hodge’s critique of concurrence
consists in three points. First, it is founded on the assumption that creatures cannot
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originate action. Second, it is an attempt to “explain the inexplicable.” And finally, the
doctrine creates more difficulties than it produces benefits.119
The first critique is that, according to Hodge, concurrence is “founded on the
arbitrary and false assumption” that no created being “can originate action.”120 Hodge
views this as merely an unproven inference. This inference, in Hodge’s estimation, is the
improper result of assuming that the dependency of the creature upon the creator requires
that the creature cannot originate action. Worse, this inference may be assumed to be true
simply because it is necessary in order for the doctrine of concurrence to be correct!
Instead, says Hodge, we need to recognize that this inference “contradicts the
consciousness of men.”121 Here again, we note the influence of common sense
philosophy in Hodge’s thinking. Hodge had described at the beginning of his Systematic
Theology that his inductive theological methodology requires the trustworthiness of sense
perceptions, the trustworthiness of mental operations, and the certainty of experience
which are given by the constitution of our nature.122 In regards to concurrence, Hodge
argues that our common conscious experience is that we are the originators of our own
actions. This fact he states, is a necessary implication of our free agency. Hodge writes,
“That we are free agents means that we have the power to act freely; and to act freely
implies that we originate our own acts.”123 However, he explains, this does not mean that
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free agents cannot be moved or “induced to exert our ability to act by considerations
addressed to our reason or inclinations, or by the grace of God.”124 For Hodge, free
agency does not require complete causal autonomy, but it does demand that we have the
power to originate actions. Created spirits are not inert, but instead are capable of
spontaneous action. Indeed, “the power of spontaneous action is essential to the nature of
a spirit; and God, in creating us in his own nature as spirits, endowed us with the power
to originate our own acts.”125 Much of our discussion depends on what Hodge means, and
does not mean, by this critique.
We are helped by looking at Hodge’s essay on “Free Agency” which he later
included nearly verbatim in the second volume of his Systematic Theology. In that essay,
Hodge argues for free agency over against both determinism as well as contingency in the
sense of uncertainty. Spontaneity, he describes, is necessary for free agency but not
sufficient for free agency. “Mere spontaneity does not constitute free agency, because
that is found in brutes, in idiots, and in maniacs.” Instead, he states, free agency
“supposes both reason as well as active power.”126 Hodge is referring to the category of
“Lubentia Rationalis, or Rational Spontaneity” that he saw as utilized by the “old Latin
writers.”127 In this view, free volitions always combine both rationality and spontaneous
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action. For example, brutes and maniacs only have spontaneity without reason and
therefore are not considered to be free agents. Instead, “wherever reason and the power of
self-determination or spontaneity are combined in an agent, he is free and responsible for
his outward acts and for his volitions.”128 In these discussions, Hodge uses the terms
“active power,” “spontaneity,” “spontaneous action,” and “self-determination” as
interchangeable terms—at least when used with the correct specific meaning. Hodge and
Turretin are very similar in their understandings to this point. The point of tension,
however, arises in that for Hodge the idea of originating action is evidence against the
doctrine of concurrence, whereas for Turretin, concurrence is not only compatible with
rational spontaneity, but moreover, it is a requisite for it.129
Hodge’s second critique of concurrence is that “it is an attempt to explain the
inexplicable.”130 Concurrence seeks to explain that which by its nature is impossible to
explain. Hodge supports this argument by pointing out that although we are conscious of
our ability to guide our thoughts and wills, we have no idea how this is accomplished.
The mechanics of these operations lie entirely outside our purview. We do not even
understand the means of interaction between our own mental world and the movements
of our physical bodies. Hodge argues from the lesser to the greater: If the nexus
connecting volitions and muscular action is “altogether inscrutable” to us, then we should
have little hope to explain how God’s efficiency can interact with and control the genuine
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efficiency of second causes.131 Theories of concurrence probe beyond the humble limits
of human understanding. Instead, we should be content to acknowledge that the Bible
clearly affirms that God does, in fact, govern all created beings, including actions of free
agents. The Scriptures do not explain how this is accomplished, and therefore this
knowledge is not something we should pry into.
Finally, Hodge criticizes concurrence because it “multiplies difficulties” without
adding any real benefit to our understanding. Hodge complains,
By attempting to teach how God governs free agents, that He first excites them to
act; sustains them in action; determines them to act so, and not otherwise; that He
effectually concurs in the entity, but not the necessarily in the moral quality of the
act, we raise at every step the most subtle and perplexing metaphysical questions,
which no man is able to solve.132
Unfortunately, Hodge does not elaborate on the identity of these unsolvable questions.
Certainly, we must admit that concurrence is a difficult and nuanced doctrine, but this
does not render the doctrine to be false. The doctrines of the Trinity and the hypostatic
union are also difficult and nuanced, yet they are not invalid simply because of that fact.
Simply because we cannot grasp a doctrine exhaustibly does not mean that we cannot
understand—at least—the basic contours of the doctrine. Therefore, we must wonder: Is
Hodge speaking against the truth of concurrence or is he more concerned with the
practicality and productivity of including it in theological discussion? Perhaps it is the
latter. Hodge concludes by asking, even if the doctrine of concurrence were true “what
does it amount to?” He asks, “What real knowledge does it communicate?”133 In Hodge’s
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judgment, the doctrine fails to add anything of consequence to our understanding.
Instead, “all we know, and all we need to know, is, (1.) That God governs all his
creatures; and (2.) That his control over them is consistent with their natures, and with his
own infinite purity and excellence.”134
Whether Hodge absolutely rejects it or not, Hodge judges the doctrine of
concurrence as being too speculative and too complicated to be dogmatically useful. He
includes it as an item of discussion in his systematic theology mainly because of its
former prominence in theological literature. Hodge believed, at least, that it was
important for his students to have a clear understanding of what this doctrine was trying
to say. Nonetheless, Hodge’s presentation leaves us with several questions. First off, we
wonder what points Hodge would specifically disagree with? Certainly, there are many
points concerning this doctrine that Hodge must agree with. Second, if Hodge does not
accept concurrence, then how does he understand providence to take place? Although he
states that it is only necessary to know that God governs creatures consistently with their
natures without compromising his holiness, certainly Hodge affirms more than these
points as part of the doctrine of providence. Finally, we must ask, what do we lose
without this doctrine? In some ways, Hodge is trying to have his cake and eat it too.
Although Hodge distances himself from this doctrine in the end, he only does so after a
lengthy description of the doctrine. This presentation allowed Hodge to counter several
misconceptions regarding the Augustinian view of providence. What would theology lose
without this presentation? We hope to address some of these questions next. But before
134
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we do we would also like to remind the reader that we have noted other points in his
Systematic Theology in which Hodge does speak positively of God’s concurring, as well
as points in which Hodge uses this doctrine. Perhaps the reports of concurrence’s demise
are premature.
Hodge concludes his section on concurrence by acknowledging the epic
complexity of this doctrine. He states, “As this doctrine of Providence involves the
question of God’s relation to the world, it is confessedly the most comprehensive and
difficult in the compass either of theology or of philosophy.”135 Regarding this
pronouncement, it is difficult to disagree.
Hodge and the “Efficient Presence” of God
As Hodge concludes his exposition of various theories of divine government he
begins to discuss the various “Principles involved in the Scriptural doctrine of
Providence.”136 Hodge states that each of these propositions is either clearly taught in
Scripture or assumed by Scripture. In this more constructive section we will see more of
Hodge’s own understanding of providence as well as gain insights into the pressing
issues of his period. This section will shed additional light on Hodge’s conception of
providence in general and concurrence in specific. My contention is that in this section
Hodge gives back much of what he takes away with his dismissal of concurrence. In a
sense, I believe that Hodge utilized the concept of “efficient presence” as a retooled
substitute for the philosophically outdated doctrine of concurrence.
Hodge first discusses the providence of God over the material universe and then
God’s providence over rational creatures. Regarding the material universe, Hodge’s two
135
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main propositions are that (1) the external universe really exists, and that (2) matter is
active.137 In this, he will discuss the laws of nature, the uniformity of the laws of nature in
relation to this doctrine, and the relation of God to the vital processes of life. Regarding
God’s providence over rational creatures, Hodge will also discuss the distinction between
the providential workings of God and the influence of the Holy Spirit.
The Reality of the Material Universe
Regarding the material universe, Hodge’s first proposition affirms the genuine
reality of an external, material universe. The world is neither a phantom nor a deceptive
illusion. Instead, Hodge affirms that the material universe is a substance, meaning that it
is “that which is, and continues, and has identity in all its varying states.”138 Of course,
Hodge does not mean that the material universe continues to exist without the preserving
work of God, but rather that the material universe is to be distinguished as a being that is
distinct from God. The material universe does not exist apart from God, but it does exist
in distinction from God. This distinction necessitates a denial of pantheism since
pantheism fails to affirm the universe in distinction from God. This understanding of the
universe also contradicts idealism since idealism fails to affirm the substantive reality of
the material universe. In addition, Hodge’s view also denies “the dynamic theory which
teaches that matter is merely force.”139 They key word here is “merely.” Matter is not
ultimately a force, in the sense that matter is not a substance, but merely an activity or
power. Instead, it is axiomatic that “the real existence of the external world is one of
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those common sense and Scriptural facts, vouched for by the very constitution of our
nature, and which it is utterly useless to deny.”140
The Activity of Matter
Hodge’s second principle regarding the material universe is that “matter is
active.”141 It is difficult to know precisely what Hodge meant by this statement. There
were various philosophical debates concerning the passivity or activity of matter.
Newton, Galileo and others had argued for the passivity of matter. Matter was inert
unless acted upon. Others including Toland, Leibniz and Gassendi viewed matter as
being active in some sense.142 They viewed matter as being animated by some sort of
inward principle, although they differed on what this meant. This inward animation of
matter may or may not be what Hodge had in mind. If Hodge was thinking back to the
scholastic tradition he might have had in mind the concept of substantial forms—or an
echo thereof. It is difficult to know—and Hodge himself admits to not understanding
what some authors intend by their use of the term at times. Hodge comments that John
140
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This statement drew a characteristically caustic response from the Methodist Episcopal minister
Albert T. Bledsoe, who wrote, “Alas! for the metaphysics of Princeton. Such a display of the want of
metaphysical acumen is, we are constrained to say, extremely distressing. It is, however, but a fair
specimen of Dr. Hodge’s usual style of thought on the deep questions of metaphysical theology. It
demands, therefore, and it shall have, a severe analysis of its mistakes in logic, and its blunders in
philosophy” (Albert T. Bledsoe, “The Idea of God,” The Southern Review 15, no. 32 (1874): 279. For
Bledsoe, it was critical to recognize that matter was utterly passive and that only mind was active. All
efficiency is to be found in the mind, and in the mind alone. He argued, “Dr. Hodge has fallen into the
vulgar error of mistaking the instrument for the cause, and this error runs through all his attempts to prove
that ‘matter is active’ (289). Bledsoe thought that McCosh and Hodge were foolishly supplying
ammunition to the intellectual heirs of Hobbes, Hume, Comte, and Mill, thus giving “support to some of
the worst errors of the atheistical scientists of the present day, as well as of all time” (289). Hodge was
inadventently supporting what Bledsoe called, “the atheism of ‘second causes,’ or of ‘physical forces’”
(289).
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Tyndall, a proponent of the hylozoic doctrine, states that matter is both “active and
transcendental.” Hodge comments, “What that means, we do not know.”143 If we consider
some of Hodge’s influences from the Scottish philosophy tradition, we will notice that
Reid discussed this issue in a letter to Lord Kames. Reid describes a wide variety of
opinions and states that in his opinion none of them can be proven from the principles of
natural philosophy rather than metaphysics. The specific question that Reid dealt with
was whether or not gravity operated by its own internal principles. At one point Reid
states, “I never could see good reason to believe that matter has any active power at
all.”144 The only distinct conception of active power for Reid is what he found in himself,
the exertion of active power by will. However, Reid writes that he understand Kames’
view to be that “the activity of matter is directed by thought and will in matter” and thus
“every particle of matter must know the situation and distance of every other particle
within the planetary system.” In this case, Reid writes that he “must therefore conclude,
that this active power is guided in all its operations by some intelligent Being, who knows
both the law of gravitation, and the distance and situation of every particle of matter with
regard to every other particle, in all the changes that happen in the material world.”
Further, either (a) this particle was created in such as way that it was given an internal
structure based “upon a foreknowledge of all the situations it shall ever be in with respect
to other particles” so that it would be pre-programmed to operate on its own in a prearranged manner. This was Leibnitz’s view. Or, (b):
Another way, and the only other way, in which I can conceive the active power of
a particle of matter, guided by an intelligent Being, is by a continual influence
Hodge, What Is Darwinism?, 21. Hodge wonderfully states, “This habit of using words which
have no definite meaning is very convenient to writers, but very much the re verse for readers” (21).
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exerted according to its situation and the situation of other particles—In this case,
the particle would be guided as a horse is by his rider; and I think it would be
improper to ascribe to it the power of gravitation. It has only the power of obeying
its guide.145
In both of these options, active matter was still guided by an intelligent mind in some
fashion. As we will see, this is something Hodge will insist upon as well.146 Hodge’s
future Princeton colleague, James McCosh, speculated that the correct answer to this
question could be a combination of Newton’s passive view and Leibnitz’s active view.
McCosh writes,
May not both views contain partial truth? We believe the whole truth to lie in the
double doctrine, that matter has inherent and active properties, but that these
properties are of such as kind that they cannot act unless there is a proper relation
adjusted to them. Each separate substance, viewed per se, is inert, and will
continue in the state in which it happens to be till operated ab extra.147
Thus, in order for there to be action there must be multiple bodies, placed in skillful
arrangement to each other. One material substance existing by itself cannot produce an
effect, but two substances “in a relation suited to their properties” will produce an
effect.148
This background information is helpful, but still inconclusive in telling us what
Hodge meant by stating that “matter is active.” Perhaps the best approach is to interpret
Hodge according to the flow of thought in his argument. Hodge explains that matter “has
properties or forces, which are the proximate causes of the physical changes which we
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constantly see and experience.”149 For example, a rock is the real cause of the weight that
is felt when holding it; food is the genuine cause of the sensations that they produce.
Thus, physical causes exist as real causes and any theory—such as occasionalism—that
contradicts this fact is false. Not only does occasionalism lead to pantheism and idealism,
it also contradicts “our nature” and “the general conviction of men.”150 Matter is active,
but this does not mean that matter is autonomous or that matter, on its own, can
spontaneously generate unguided activity.
We can get further help from a statement Hodge made in his brief summary of
providence in his “President Lincoln” essay. Concerning the efficiency of secondary
causes, Hodge affirmed, “that material substances have properties or forces inhering in
them, which make them the efficient and necessary antecedents of their effects.”151
Material substances are not illusions or mere ideas. They have a God-given reality by
which they function as genuine causes. These physical forces, Hodge explicitly states, act
“of necessity, blindly and uniformly. . . always, and always in the same way.”152 There is
no potency to multiple effects in the activity of physical forces.
How does God stand in relationship to the laws of nature? Hodge notes that the
phrase “laws of nature” is often used with one of two meanings. Sometimes the phrase
refers merely to “an observed regular sequence of events, without any reference to the
cause by which that regularity of sequence is to be determined.”153 In this sense, the
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phrase merely refers to the regular pattern of events that naturally occur. However, in the
second meaning of the phrase the “laws of nature” are thought of as active powers that
produce effects. As examples, Hodge lists the laws of gravitation, light, heat and
electricity. These are not merely “uniform modes of divine operation” that might still take
place even in an occasionalistic scheme, but instead they are genuine causes that produce
uniform effects in nature.154 In asking this question, Hodge is referring to this second
sense—as active powers that produce effects.155
Regarding God’s relationship to these laws of nature, Hodge affirms three things.
First, God is the author of these uniformly acting forces in nature. Second, God is
independent of these powers. Third, God does not disregard the laws of nature except for
specific important purposes. God “in the ordinary operations of his providence, operates
with and through the laws which He has ordained.”156 Hodge intends his statements to
affirm God’s sovereignty over these laws without sacrificing the regularity of the laws of
nature. God is the source of regularity in the universe. God created the natural world to
operate in a stable and organized manner because God desires the world to normally
operate in this manner. It is an unwarranted fear of enlightenment critics to assume that
the world would be chaotic or capricious unless God were straight-jacketed by the laws
Hodge, ST, 1:607. The quoted phrase “uniform modes of divine operation” refers back to
Hodge’s discussion of inductive theological method. Hodge had written, “This inductive method is
founded upon two principles: First, That there are laws of nature (forces) which are the proximate causes of
natural phenomena. Secondly, That those laws are uniform; so that we are certain that the same causes,
under the same circumstances, will produce the same effects. There may be diversity of opinion as to the
nature of these laws. They may be assumed to be forces inherent in matter; or, they may be regarded as
uniform modes of divine operation; but in any event there must be some cause for the phenomena which
we perceive around us, and that cause must be uniform and permanent” (1:4).
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of nature.157 For Hodge, we can trust the regularity of the world because God stands
behind it. The reason the scientific method is possible is because God is the sovereign
creator of this ordered world. Although God retains the right and the ability to disregard
these laws, God’s providence normally works through the regular operations of the laws
of nature. God’s normal relation to these laws is not to violate them but to “employ”
them.
Hodge illustrates this idea of employment with a reference to Lionel S. Beale’s
analogy of a chemist employing the properties of the chemicals in his laboratory. 158 The
chemicals cannot arrange themselves yet they work according to their natures once
arranged. Hodge also points to Joseph Henry’s analogy of an engineer and a locomotive
engine. The locomotive engine remains in a state of equilibrium unless controlled by an
external operator.159 In both examples the operator directs the activity of the physical
entities without contradicting their natures. Nonetheless, Hodge admits that these
157
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analogies are inadequate since, in both these examples, the things being directed—by the
chemist or the engineer—are only under the limited control of the operator. In these
examples, the operator is “entirely external to his works” whereas God is perfectly
immanent in the world. “God,” Hodge states, “fills heaven and earth. He is immanent in
the world; intimately and always present with every particle of matter,” not just
ontologically, “but also of knowledge and power.”160
God’s infinite immanency has massive implications concerning providence. For
Hodge, if God is infinite and immanent, then nothing can be “absent from Him, out of his
view, or independent of his control.” In fact, Hodge speaks of God being “efficiently
present” with all his creation.161 However, Hodge carefully notes that this efficient
presence does not override the genuine efficiency of his creatures. Hodge states, “Though
everywhere efficiently present, his efficiency does not supersede that of his creatures.”
He explains, “It is by natural law, or physical force, that vapor arises from the surface of
the ocean, is formed into clouds, and condenses and falls in showers upon the earth, yet
God so controls the operation of the laws producing these effects, that He sends rain
where and when He pleases.”162 These weather patterns do not take place due to
supernatural intervention, yet God does in fact actively guide these natural processes. In
fact, “all the operations of nature” and “all events in the external world” are “due to the
efficiency of physical forces; but those forces, which are combined, adjusted, and made
Hodge, ST, 1:608. In “President Lincoln” Hodge states, “God, as an infinite and omnipresent
spirit, is not a mere spectator of the world, looking on as a machanist upon the machine which he has
constructed; nor is he the only efficient cause, so that all effects are to be referred to his agency, and so that
the laws of nature are only the uniform methods of his operation; but he is everywhere present, upholding
all things by the word of his power, and controlling, guiding, and directing the action of second causes, so
that all events occur according to the counsel of his will” (Hodge, “President Lincoln,” 435).
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to cooperate or to counteract each other, in the greatest complexity, are all under the
constant guidance of God, and are made to accomplish his purpose.”163 Therefore, it is
still rational, says Hodge, for people to pray to God for certain things to take place even
(such as health, protection, success, peace, etc.) even though the “proximate causes” of
all these events are “blind, natural forces.” Nonetheless, they are all still “determined by
the intelligent agency of God.”164
In this way, Hodge affirms that God’s providence is comprehensive and
meticulous. It extends to all God’s created beings as well as their actions.165 Hodge notes
that the distinctions that are often made between general, specific, and ordinary
providence only truly distinguish between the scope of the effect that is produced and do
not specify the manner in which God is the agent in their production. In all of these
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events—if they are of providence rather than supernatural intervention—God works the
same way. In all types of providence “God uses his control over the laws of nature, to
bring about special effects.”166 For Hodge, the Biblical account of God’s relation to the
world “does not suppose that God sets aside or counteracts the laws of nature; but simply
that He controls them and causes them to produce whatever effects He sees fit.”167
It is interesting to note that during this discussion Hodge refers to the works of
providence as both “divine interpositions” as well as “divine interventions.”168 Thus we
should be careful when interpreting Hodge not to assume that “divine intervention”
necessarily implies supernatural intervention. For Hodge, God’s activity does not need to
be supernatural in order for it to be divine intervention. Providence is a form of divine
intervention. To put it another way, God can act with both natural divine intervention as
well as supernatural divine intervention. One is ordinary and the other extraordinary.
Hodge also stresses that the uniformity of natural laws is consistent with the
Biblical doctrine of providence. Hodge argues that the Scriptures state that the laws of
nature are the ordinance of God and therefore they are “immutable” and “cannot be
disregarded with impunity.”169 Here, Hodge wants to give maximum emphasis to the
normal regularity of natural laws without boxing himself into an antisupernaturalistic
position. On one hand he states that these laws are immutable, but on the other hand he
leaves open the possibility for supernatural events to take place—with the understanding
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that these never happen without great care. Hodge is trying to prevent the accusation
leveled against supernaturalists that their system destroys the predictability of natural
causation and undermines the possibility of empirical science.170 Further, Hodge’s
scientific understanding led him to the conclusion—as with many of his day—that almost
all events (to say the least) seem to function according to predictable laws. Yet Hodge
certainly could not go so far as to insist that this perceived regularity could not afford
exceptions. Biblical theology dictated otherwise.
The Duke of Argyle, on the other hand, pressed for the theistic view in which God
only and always works through natural laws. In his The Reign of Law Campbell states,
“Nevertheless so deeply ingrained in popular theology is the idea that miracles, to be
miracles at all, must be performed by some violation or suspension of the laws of Nature,
that the opposite idea of miracles being performed by the use of means is regarded by
many with jealousy and suspicion.”171 For Campbell, the events normally considered to
be supernatural are merely the events operating according to higher, unknown laws.172
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given by a purposeful Creator—neither impersonal nor irrational—who designed nature in such a way that
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The boundary between the natural and the supernatural is unknowable, and the distinction
is, in fact, artificial.173
Hodge stresses that God’s usual way of working is to work through natural laws.
As he states, God always has these laws “under his absolute control, so that, without
suspending or violating them, they are ever subservient to his will.”174 Thus the
objections raised by G. H. Lewes are unfounded. Lewes argued that theological belief
makes “phenomena [subject] to supernatural volition, and consequently as eminently and
irregularly variable.”175 On the contrary, for Hodge the connection between phenomena
and God’s will makes natural phenomena eminently and regularly invariable. In addition,
Hodge subverts Lewes’ logic. Lewes argued that theological conceptions can (and
infallibly will) be removed from the popular imagination by (1) exact predictions of
future events based on natural laws, and (2) our increasing ability to modify and control
nature to suit our purposes.176 For Lewes, this meant that the more we understand the
laws of nature and learn to control the outcomes, the less that the population at large will
need God as a concept to explain reality. However, Hodge subverts the logic of Lewes’
argument by pointing out that if human beings can use uniform natural laws for their
purposes then certainly God could also use uniform natural laws for his purposes. In
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Hodge’s way of thinking, understanding natural laws keeps God relevant rather than
making him irrelevant.177
Before we move on, we should compare Hodge’s present discussion with his
related discussion in his chapter on miracles. In that later chapter, Hodge notes that the
meanings of the Scriptural words for miracles are indefinite and that Christians have used
the term “miracle” in a loose sense for anything that was “wonderful.”178 However, he
defines miracles, properly speaking, as “event[s], in the external world, brought about by
the immediate efficiency, or simple volition of God.”179 He distinguishes this definition
of miracle from (1) events that are due to the ordinary operations of second causes,
whether common or unusual—such as volcanic eruptions, and (2) events that are the
result of the work of the Holy Spirit in the hearts of people. Yes, the internal work of the
Holy Spirit transcends the world of natural causes, but it is not external and directly
observable. Instead, absolute miracles, being external and observable, are able to function
with the purpose of confirming the authenticity of divine revelation.180 The raising of
Lazarus is an ideal illustration of an event that meets these two criteria: it was something
(a) done in the visible, external world, “which could be seen and verified by the senses,
and it was (b) clearly not the result of secondary causes.
However, Hodge notes that some people have objected that this definition of
miracle is not broad enough since there are acts of extraordinary providence that have the
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same wondrous effects as supernatural miracles. For example, events such as several of
the plagues of Egypt only partially meet Hodge’s two criteria for the proper definition of
a miracle. Yes, they occurred in the external world, however they did not seem to be
accomplished distinctly apart from secondary causes. Instead, God seems to have guided
natural causes by his immediate agency. Although these events do not meet his strict
definition of “absolute miracles,” Hodge concedes that we could consider them as
“providential miracles” and that this distinct designation should not lessen their
importance.181
As previously mentioned, Hodge seems to hold that God can act with both natural
divine intervention as well as supernatural divine intervention. “Providential miracles”
would be an example of natural divine intervention. However, not all natural divine
intervention would qualify as being providential miracles. For Hodge, miracles are
evidence of divine intervention. The thing that gives these occurrences the characteristic
of being a sign is the relation it has to other circumstances. For example, as Hodge states,
The flock of locusts, or of the quails, would not, of themselves, have been proof
of any special divine intervention; but taken in connection with Moses’ threat in
the one case, and the promise in the other, those events proved as conclusively as
the most absolute miracle could have done, that he was the messenger of Him
who could control the laws of nature and constrain them to exercise his will.182
Hodge considers the objection that miracles seem to set aside or violate the laws
of nature. Hodges notes that while in a former age miracles were considered to be
“among the chief supports of Christianity,” that in his day many people—especially
among the men of science—considered miracles “among the main difficulties and
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hindrances to its acceptance.”183 For those who saw the laws of nature as being
immutable, the concept of the miraculous was considered impossible. Hodge counters
this by pointing out that these objectors have made nature equivalent to the will of God
instead of correctly seeing the regular occurrence of natural events as ordained by God
but also subject to him and his good pleasure. First, Hodge replies that it is gratuitous to
assume the absolute immutability of natural laws. He states, “It is a great mistake to
suppose that uniformity is inconsistent with voluntary control; that because law reigns,
God does not reign.”184 Second, it is derogatory to God to assume that he is subject to the
laws of the material universe. Third, the supreme reign of natural laws contradicts the
witness of Scripture which portrays God as acting, not only with physical causes, but also
“without and against them.”185 Finally, Hodge boldly affirms that—at least in a sense—
the “suspension or violation” of natural laws constantly occurs all around us:
After all, the suspension or violation of the laws of nature involved in miracles is
nothing more than is constantly taking place around us. One force counteracts
another; vital force keeps the chemical laws of matter in abeyance; and muscular
force can control the action of physical force. When a man raises a weight from
the ground, the law of gravity is neither suspended nor violated, but counteracted
by a stronger force. The same is true as to the walking of Christ on the water, and
the swimming of the iron at the command of the prophet. The simple and grand
truth that the universe is not under the exclusive control of physical forces, but
that everywhere and always there is above, separate from, and superior to all else,
an infinite personal will, not superseding, but directing and controlling all
physical causes, acting with or without them.186
It is interesting to note the contrast between Hodge’s discussion in the chapter on
providence and his discussion in the chapter on miracles. In his chapter on providence,
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Hodge leans hard on the usual regularity of natural laws. He is very sensitive to the
accusations of those who object to divine intervention because they see intervention as
destructive to our ability to depend on the regularity of these laws. On the other hand, in
his chapter on miracles Hodge stresses God’s prerogative to work “without” or “against”
the laws of nature according to his good pleasure. In fact, in that section Hodge goes so
far as to state that laws can be “suspended” or “violated.” This appears to be somewhat of
an inconsistency in Hodge’s presentation, since earlier he had claimed that God always
has natural laws “under his absolute control, so that, without suspending or violating
them, they are ever subservient to his will.”187 Forces are “suspended or violated” in the
sense that they are counteracted by the intervention of other forces, but they are not
“suspended or violated” in the sense that the proper natures of the laws are violated.
Vital Processes
Next, Hodge uses a lengthy amount of space to discuss God’s providence in
relation to vital processes.188 The term vital is being used in reference to living things.
The question here involves the essence of life. All living things, rational or irrational,
possess characteristics different from the nonliving world. Although there is a great
difference between dead and living things, this difference “does not consist in anything
that can be weighed or measured, or detected by the microscope or chemical analysis.”189
Rather, the difference between life and nonlife is the existence of certain processes, i.e.,
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organization, growth, and reproduction. For Hodge, these processes were obviously
teleological. He states, “These processes imply the perception of an end; and purpose and
will to secure that end; and the intelligent choice and application of means for its
attainment. This is the work of mind.”190 Life involves teleological processes and
teleological processes imply mind. Thus, life implies and requires the work of mind.
Hodge repudiates the idea that blind physical forces could fashion an organ as complex
and purposeful as the eye or the ear. If blind forces could do this, Hodge reasons, there is
no evidence for mind either in heaven or earth. The choice, we could say, is one between
blind or mind.
Thus Hodge moves forward with the understanding that “life be mind” or rather
“vital forces be mental forces” and asks where this “mind” resides in the process of life?
For example, does this organizing aspect of mind reside “in the infinitesimally small
germ of the plant or animal?”191 In other words, Hodge is asking where the point of
connection lies between the physical apparatuses of life and the organizing work of mind
that distinguishes life from nonlife.
Before we look at the options Hodge considers, we should pause to remind
ourselves of Hodge’s context. Hodge was writing during the interim of time after the
abandonment of Aristotelian philosophy but well before the publication of James Watson
and Francis Crick’s DNA model in 1953. In the older, more Aristotelian understanding,
the soul was often viewed as the form of the body, giving it life and organization.192 But
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since this was no longer en vogue, a variety of theories were vying to fill the explanatory
vacuum regarding the organizational principle for life. Although Hodge retains an echo
of Aristotelian sensibilities, he does not look to the soul as the organizational principle
for growth and development. Admittedly, Hodge does view the soul as the “source of
life” for the body—without which the body loses its organization.193 However, he does
not develop the idea that the soul is an Aristotelian form that causes the body to develop
toward its telos. In the places where Hodge could make this assertion, he does not.
Instead, Hodge explores other potential candidates that might explain the teleological
growth of organisms.194
Hodge considers and rejects three possibilities before accepting a fourth. (1)
Hodge first rejects the proposal that nature itself is intelligent. In this view there is a force
inherent in things—a world soul—that acts as the animating principle of life. Some of
those who hold this view allow that this anima mundi was implanted into the world by
immaterial substance, not something composed of matter and form. (Summa Theologica, I., Q. 75, A.
1,2,5).
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God. Hodge states that for some scientific men this is the only God they are willing to
admit. Hodge mentions J. B. Mozley and Baden Powell in connection with this view.195
(2) The second option is what Louis Agassiz referred to as “an immaterial principle.” The
immaterial principle is the “germ” in every plant or animal that is responsible for
organizing life. Hodge notes that some view this similarly to the Platonic doctrine of
ideas. Thought of this way, this “germ” is an immaterial principle rather than a physical
germ that would foreshadow the discovery of DNA. (3) In this option “intelligence
manifests in vital processes to God; not immediately, but remotely.”196 The idea here is
that life is the product of “mechanical” or natural forces, but these machines are the
product of the intelligent engineering of God. To illustrate, if human beings can make
machines that can construct a watch or a locomotive engine, then it should be possible for
God to make “machines” with the power of reproducing life. However, Hodge rejects this
idea because “matter cannot be made to do the work of mind.”197 Hodge can conceive of
machines doing simple tasks but he cannot conceive of a machine performing a task
requiring as much direct intelligence as the creation of life would require. To illustrate, a
typesetting machine can be built to select letters but it cannot be designed with the
intelligence needed to design sentences. Of course, here in Hodge’s reply we can see how
the current status of technological progress and biological understanding at his time
limited the horizon of what Hodge is able to conceive as being theoretically possible via
these means. This view is not espousing a thoroughly mechanical or naturalistic origin for
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the design of life. This view still insists on an intelligent mind as the designer of the
machines that make life. Today, advocates of intelligent design might resonate with this
view. God has designed DNA which is, literally, a machine that builds living things.
Although matter cannot do the work of mind, mind can cause matter to do the work of
mind. However, for Hodge this was not a realistic possibility.
The option that Hodge accepts is (4) the idea that life is possible because of the
immediately present active mind of God. Hodge explains, “It simply means that God uses
the chemical, electric, photic, and other forces of nature, in carrying on organization and
other vital processes in the vegetable and animal worlds.”198 Hodge stresses that the
efficiency of physical or secondary causes are not undermined by this view. Instead, what
happens is that physical forces and mental forces are used in combination to produce vital
processes. For Hodge, it is axiomatic that mind interacts with and controls the material.
To illustrate, Hodge describes that when a person walks, speaks or writes, the mind of
that person is guiding the material organization of our bodies. The mind determines the
letters to be written and the hand writes them. Thus, for vital processes, God is the mental
agent who guides the physical forces necessary for life. For Hodge, intelligence is
absolutely necessary for life, and it is unreasonable to ascribe this intelligence to mere
matter. Mind must be behind it.199
If God uses physical forces as instruments for accomplishing his purposes, as
Hodge suggests, the next question we need to ask is whether in Hodge’s mind, (a) this
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happens by a cause and effect relationships that God has set in motion from the beginning
and thus are controlled by him in that sense—although he does not normally need to
intervene to direct or redirect these forces along the way, or if (b) at each moment—or at
least often—God is directing or redirecting these forces in order to effectively nudge their
outcome, governing the world in this manner. If Hodge holds that there is contingency on
the horizontal level between secondary causes, then the second option must be the case—
at least when there is this type of contingency. Given what we have already seen from
Hodge’s theology in this and previous chapters, this latter option seems more probable. In
The Way of Life, Hodge states that although we live in a world of means, it is no less true
that “there is no necessary or certain connection between the means and the end; that God
holds the result in his own hands and decides the issue according to his sovereign
pleasure.”200 If so, the next question we might rightfully ask is how God does this? Of
course, we may simply need to concede that Hodge may not have thought his position
through to that level of detail. Or, he may have viewed this as something simply beyond
the limits of what we could possibly know.201
What Hodge does contend for, however, is that the omnipresent mind of God uses
physical forces as instruments to accomplish his ends. In support of this view, Hodge
proposes three lines of evidence: from natural religion, scientific philosophy, and
Scripture. We can grasp Hodge’s position more clearly by examining these three
arguments. First, he states that this—the everywhere active and everywhere present mind
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of God—is assumed as one of the simplest truths of natural religion. Hodge reasons, “If
God be not everywhere present, and everywhere active in control of secondary causes,
there is no propriety in prayer, and no ground of confidence in divine protection.”202 The
argument here is that since it is common for all human beings to pray with the
expectation that God can influence events, and since (according to Scottish Common
Sense Philosophy) the universal consent of humanity is indicative of reality, therefore
strong evidence exists that God is able to respond to our prayers in a way that does
require his comprehensive omniscience and activity.203 Although Hodge is making an
argument involving God’s providence over all things, his focus here is still on God’s
providence over vital processes. If God is able to orchestrate human safety, it
demonstrates God’s omnipresent active mind, and this supports the thesis that God is
mind actively orchestrating vital processes.
Second, Hodge states that the omnipresent mind of God is the only way to
account for the fact that intelligence is evidently at work in the life of vegetables and
animals. The life, growth, and activity of plants and animals gives evidence of “foresight,
purpose, choice, and controlling power” which cannot, for Hodge, have its source in mere
matter.204 Hodge admits that materialist might ascribe intelligent organization to the work
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of the material brain, but this does not explain how purposeful organization can take
place “in the vegetable or animal germ,” i.e., the seed of a plant or the embryo of an
animal. In those situations no material brain is present that could even theoretically
function to organize the growth of the organism, including the future development of the
brain itself. Therefore, Hodge argues, there must be some other mind at work.205
Finally, Hodge appeals to Scripture as the third line of evidence for this view. The
Bible teaches the omnipresence of God’s mind as well as God’s comprehensive control
of all things—even those things as minute as the number of hairs on our head, the flight
of an arrow, or the falling of a sparrow.206 If this is the case, we can infer that God is also
present and active in the vital forces of plants and animals. Hodge specifically references
Psalm 104:14 which says God causes the grass to grow. Hodge interprets this as
communicating—not only to the fact that God orders nature so that vegetation is the
result—but also as explicitly teaching “that the organization and growth of plants are
determined by his agency.”207 Hodge also cites Psalm 139:15-16 as teaching that God is
present and active in the gestation of the body of a baby in the womb. Textual issues
aside, this passage “clearly teaches that the human body is fashioned in the womb by the
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intelligence of God, and not by undirected physical causes, acting blindly.”208 For Hodge,
the efficient presence of God is the providential force governing all of these processes.
Rational, Free Agents
In addition to governing sub-rational vital processes, Hodge affirms that God’s
providence also extends over “rational free agents” as well.209 Hodge’s discussion has
been progressing from the most deterministic objects of providence—matter—to the most
contingent objects of providence—the minds of rational agents. At this point, Hodge
briefly makes two key points. The first is that mind is essentially active. He states that,
“mind is essentially active. It originates its own acts.”210 However, before reading a full
modern concept of “agent causation” into this statement we should recall that Hodge also
affirmed that matter is active.211 Therefore, rather than indicating that mind is the
absolute originating source of actions, Hodge’s main point is that mind is a true cause of
the effects that it produces.212
Clearly similarities exist between Hodge and Reid on this point, yet there are also
distinctions. Although Reid held to a form of agent causation, and held that this was a
requirement for responsibility, we must note that Reid did not hold that an unthinking
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inanimate being can be called an active power. Reid states, “I am not able to form any
distinct conception of active power but such as I find in myself. . . . But, if there is
anything in an unthinking inanimate being that can be called active power, I know not
what it is, and cannot reason about it.”213 Therefore, although we may recognize that
Hodge was utilizing some concepts inherited from Reid we must be careful not to import
Reid’s philosophy of the will to Hodge wholesale. Nonetheless, in addition to being
biblical, Hodge states that the active nature of mind is “essential to liberty and
responsibility.”214
Returning to Hodge’s discussion in Systematic Theology of God’s providence
over rational creatures, Hodge contrasts his view to several theories that he has already
discussed such as any of those theories that deny the efficiency of secondary causes.
Instead, Hodge stresses that mind is the real cause of its effects.
Hodge also contrasts his view with “the doctrine that free agents are so dependent
that they cannot act unless acted upon, or move unless they are moved ab extra.”215 This
is particularly interesting because this seems to be a reference to the doctrine of
concurrence. Although Hodge describes the “theory of entire dependence” in terms
similar to these, he initiated his discussion of concurrence with language even closer to
this, stating, “A far more widely adopted and permanently influential principle is that no
second cause can act until acted upon. Nothing created can originate action.”216 We can
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also recall that Hodge’s first objection to the doctrine of concurrence was that it assumed
that no creature can originate action.217 Thus, for Hodge, the essentially active nature of
the mind contradicted his understanding of the doctrine of concurrence. However, in the
next paragraph Hodge gives back much of what he takes away. Although agents have the
power to originate their own actions, they are “not only upheld in being and efficiency by
the power of God, but He controls the use of which they make of their efficiency.”218
Hodge explains what this means. First, often it is the case that God hinders the actions
that an agent would otherwise take. Second—and even more interesting for our
investigation—Hodge states that God “determined their action to be in one way and not
in another.”219 Hodge reasons that if this were not so, it would not be rational to pray—as
we do—that God would incline the hearts of other people to show us favor. God is able to
change the dispositions and intentions of wicked people and, Hodge states, God is able to
“work in us to will as well as to do.” Further, Hodge states,
No creature, therefore, is independent of God in the exercise of the powers with
which He has endowed it. The hearts of men are in his hands, and He controls
their actions as effectually as He controls the operations of nature. But his agency
in the world of spirits no more interferes with the laws of mind, than his agency in
the external world interferes with the efficiency of second causes.”220
This resembles the description of concurrence that Hodge gave earlier. He had described
concurrence as having the function of determining that actions—even wicked ones—take
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one form and not another. Thus, it is not the “directing” aspect of concurrence that Hodge
takes issue with. In Hodge’s mind, the main difference between the doctrine of
concurrence and his view, expressed here, is that in the doctrine of concurrence God must
excite the secondary causes to act, whereas in his own view, these agents are able to
originate action without being excited ab extra to do so. God’s efficient presence directs
the actions of the will but is not required to excite it to action. This seems to be what
Hodge means when he describes “spontaneous action” as essential to the nature of
rational spirits.221
Hodge also distinguishes between the providential efficiency of God and the
influence of the Holy Spirit. These were distinct and not to be confused. God’s
providential efficiency is “natural” in the sense that in it God operates according to
uniform laws. It functions according to God’s potentia ordinate, God’s ordinary way of
working in this world. On the other hand, the influence of the Holy Spirit is
“supernatural” in the sense that this influence cannot be accounted for by the influence of
secondary causes. Hodge describes this as functioning according to God’s potentia
absoluta—God’s ability to transcend His ordinary way of working. This influence is
more akin to God’s “mode of action in prophecy, inspiration, and miracles.”222 Although
Hodge reserves the technical term “miracle” for events in the external world, both are
similar in that they are effects brought about by the immediate efficiency of God, rather
than God working through second causes.223 Hodge states that in God’s providential
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efficiency “nothing is effected which transcends the efficiency of second causes” whereas
in the influence of the Holy Spirit “the effects are such as second causes are utterly
inadequate to accomplish.”224 The only difference between the influence of the Holy
Spirit (as in regeneration) and a proper miracle is that the former is internal and the later
is external. Other than that, their mode of operation is the same. Providence is in the
mode of nature; the work of the Holy Spirit in the hearts of his people is in the mode of
grace.225
This distinction helps Hodge to avoid the problem of God’s influence over sinful
actions. Although God may direct the sinful actions of sinful people, God does not infuse
or awaken sinful dispositions that were not already present in those people. He may direct
them but he does not cause them. On the other hand, in God’s works such as
regeneration, God does in fact infuse “a new principle of life” that God supernaturally
communicates to people and maintains within them.226 This new principle of spiritual life
could never arise from the secondary causes previously existing in a human being. God’s
supernatural work is always positive, not negative. In this sense, God’s “positive” work
may either be natural or supernatural, but his “negative” work is always natural.227
This distinction between “natural” providential efficiency and the “supernatural”
influence of the Holy Spirit is incredibly important for Hodge. In fact, he states that it “is
224
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one of the most important [distinctions] in all theology.” In fact, “It makes all the
difference between Augustinianism and Pelagianism, between Rationalism and
supernatural, evangelical religion.”228
God’s “natural” providential efficiency is his usual way of governing this world.
And, as Hodge has labored to demonstrate, God’s “natural” providential efficiency takes
place because the ever-present and ever-active mind of God elusively utilizes—nay
wields—physical, vital, and other forces as instruments, according to the laws of their
natures, in order to accomplish his purposes. Although Hodge criticized the doctrine of
concurrence (and therefore of directing concurrence) in his theological system the
efficient presence of God serves as the functional substitute for that concept.
In addition, this interpretation is confirmed by a statement that Hodge makes in
volume two of his Systematic Theology while discussing the doctrine of common grace.
There, Hodge notes that the influence of the Holy Spirit is to be distinguished from “the
providential efficiency (potentia ordinata) of God which cooperates with all second
causes.”229 To Hodge, God’s ordinary way of exercising his power in this world is to
cooperate with second causes. This is God’s usual means of providential government.
Conclusion
In the Augustinian understanding of concurrence—such as described by Turretin
and Thomas—concurrence was necessary in order to excite the will to action and to
direct it to one potential effect rather than another. In this scheme, a type of contingency
is possible because the agent retains potency to multiple effects (contingency) while the
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directive concurrence satisfied the question of the sufficient reason for one effect being
actualized rather than another.
For Hodge, concurrence was not necessary to excite a rational agent to action. For
him, this ability was part of the power of spontaneous action granted by God to rational
beings. However, God still had the ability to direct actions one way rather than another.
Thus, the problem of contingency and sufficient reason was averted, not because of
concurrence, but because of what Hodge described as God’s efficient presence.
This chapter has demonstrated that although Hodge was critical of the classical
doctrine of concurrence he still used the concept of God’s efficient presence as a
functional substitute for this concept. Hodge did this while attempting to articulate a
system of providence that affirms God’s exhaustive sovereignty but avoids necessity. He
was especially concerned to safeguard the real efficiency of secondary causes. The irony
is that in the older understanding, concurrence functioned to do just that. However, in
Hodge’s context he viewed concurrence as more of a potential liability than an asset.
Several questions remain: were Hodge’s concerns legitimate or not? What were other
general reasons why Hodge and other theologians of his day distanced themselves from
the doctrine of concurrence? How well does the idea of God’s effective presence function
as a substitute? We will seek to answer these questions as we move ahead to consider the
continued relevance of the doctrine of concurrence for today.
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CHAPTER SIX
THE CONTINUING VALUE OF CONCURRENCE

Introduction
The previous chapters have largely been a historical analysis of the theological
topic of providence—and specifically concurrence—mediated through the theology of
Charles Hodge as the focal point. In this chapter, we turn to a more constructive
presentation of this doctrine as we rethink concurrence with Hodge’s analysis and
criticisms in mind. We have already noted the three reasons that Hodge gave for his
demurring stance toward the doctrine of concurrence. In brief, they were: (1) concurrence
is based on the arbitrary and false assumption that no creature can originate action—
which contradicts the consciousness of men, (2) concurrence is an attempt to explain the
inexplicable, and (3) concurrence multiplies difficulties without benefit. In this chapter,
we will also note several other factors that seem to have contributed to the decline of the
utilization of this doctrine—especially among nineteenth century American Calvinists.
We will then offer a critique of these reasons and conclude that they are insufficient to
warrant a rejection of this doctrine. Finally, we will look at reasons why the doctrine of
concurrence should be revived as a relevant contemporary doctrine.
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Reasons for the Rejection of Concurrence
There are at least four general factors that contributed to the decline of the
doctrine of concurrence among post-enlightenment American Calvinists such as Hodge
and Dabney. These include: (1) concerns over pantheism, (2) Scottish Common Sense
philosophy, (3) the decline of Christian Aristotelianism, and (4) a declining awareness of
this doctrine, produced by various factors.
Concerns Over Pantheism
Late nineteenth-century conservatives such as Hodge and Dabney were deeply
concerned about the ascendancy of pantheism. Earlier—as reflected by Princeton’s
charter—deism was the prominent concern, but now its direct influence had waned.
Deism was no longer the clear and present danger that it once was.1 Those who erred in
that direction had, in large part, transcended deism into materialism. Thus, at the present,
pantheism was the prominent pitfall for theists.
Concerns regarding pantheism had been on Hodge’s radar for a long time.
Hodge’s European sojourn from 1826 to 1828 had given him a firsthand view of the
influence of pantheism in German theological thought, especially due to the influence of
Friedrich Schleiermacher—whom Hodge heard preach while he sojourned in Germany—
and the growing influence of G. W. F. Hegel.2 Hoffecker notes that of “all the subjects
Hodge discussed in his European journals, pantheism stands out as the one that he had the
most difficulty in comprehending and the one broached most repeatedly in conversations
Note that in Hodge’s discussion of different theories of divine government, Hodge barely
devotes more than one page to the discussion of deism (Hodge, ST, 1:591-2).
1
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Although Schleiermacher repudiated the charge of pantheism, in Hodge’s opinion his philosophy, “was
scarcely less avowedly pantheistic than that of Spinoza or Hegel” (Gerrish quoting Hodge in Gerrish,
“Europeans,” 149; see also Hoffecker, Charles Hodge, 91-92, 294-307).
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with his hosts.”3 The diminished influence of deism left a fertile environment for the
flourishing of pantheistic thought. As Gerrish notes, “Hodge conceded that the overthrow
of deism had given pantheism a semblance of truth: in place of an absent deity, pantheism
affirmed a God who was ever present and ever active.”4 Hodge saw the pantheistic
tendencies of Hegel and Schleiermacher as persistent influences that were incompatible
with Biblical Christianity.5
For Hodge, pantheism had “proved itself to be the most persistent as well as the
most wide-spread form of human thought” regarding the relationship of the universe to
God.6 We can see the high level of Hodge’s concern regarding pantheism as evidenced
by the amount of space he devotes to it in his Systematic Theology. In the chapter on
“Anti-Theistic Theories” Hodge devotes 36 pages to the discussion of pantheism.7
Pantheism receives a longer treatment than any of the individual divine attributes, the
entire chapter on the Holy Spirit (13 pages), or the chapter on the decrees (15 pages).8 In
addition, discussions of pantheism reoccur in various places throughout the Systematic
Theology. At the end of his section on pantheism, Hodge makes the strong statement that,
“It is no extravagance to say that Pantheism is the worst form of atheism.”9

Hoffecker, Charles Hodge, 92. Hoffecker points out that even “Neander and Tholuck themselves
admitted to its impinging on their own ideas.”
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The first of Hodge’s three explicit criticisms of concurrence also reflects his
pantheistic concern. Regarding causality, Hodge states that concurrence is founded on the
arbitrary and false assumption that no creature can originate action.10 Earlier, in his
discussion of various theories of the divine government, Hodge had described the “theory
of entire dependence” as being the very opposite of the deistical error. In deism, God is
completely removed from the operation of natural causes; whereas, in the theory of entire
dependence “God is the only cause.”11 Hodge lists John Scotus Erigena as the first
representative of this broad tendency, thus confirming the suspicion that he has
pantheistic tendencies in mind. Hodge lists other writers as well, but this only indicates
that he saw this tendency to be widespread, to one degree or another, even in more
orthodox Christian theology. Hodge states that this idea of God being the only cause “has
been widely adopted, even in the Church.”12 Of course, Hodge lists concurrence as a
distinct theory of divine government from the theory of entire dependence. However, we
have already noted that Hodge is not attempting to articulate categories that are
completely distinct from one another without overlap. Instead, he seems to see the root of
pantheistic error as manifesting itself in a variety of forms, including this idea that agents
cannot initiate their own actions without the premotion provided by divine concurrence.
So, although Hodge does not explicitly mention pantheism as he describes his first

But Pantheism teaches that man, the human soul, is the highest form in which God exists; and that evil is as
much a manifestation of God as good; Satan as the ever-blessed and adorable Redeemer. Beyond this it is
impossible for the insanity of wickedness to go” (333-4).
10
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criticism of the doctrine of concurrence, it is reasonable to conclude that pantheism is at
the base of this concern.
Even more, we see the concern regarding pantheism being made explicit by A. A.
Hodge in his Outlines of Theology where he bluntly warns that the doctrine of
concurrence “tends to Pantheism.” The younger Hodge provided two main objections to
the doctrine of concurrence. The first objection was that concurrence “is an unsuccessful
attempt to go beyond the mere facts taught by Scripture in the search of an explanation of
the manner in which God acts upon the creature in effecting his end.” Second, Hodge
stated, “This theory tends to the denial of the real efficiency of second causes, and
therefore tends to Pantheism.” A. A. Hodge also viewed pantheism as a more prominent
threat than it had been in past ages. He continued, “This was a danger less appreciated by
the Great Reformers and their successors of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries than
it has of necessity come to be in our day.”13
Likewise, Robert Lewis Dabney also connected concurrence to pantheism and
identified pantheism as a rising danger.14 Dabney wrote, “This doctrine leads us too near
the awful verge of Pantheism. See how readily it can be made to tend towards one of the
very types of Idealistic Pantheism, lately prevalent in parts of Europe.”15 Further, Dabney
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asserted that concurrence takes one down “the road toward Pantheism” since, “If there is
such a universal praecursus, God is the only true agent in the universe.”16 Further,
Dabney stated that “like all Pantheism” concurrence “comes too near making God the
author of sin.” Dabney said that he saw “no way to escape” this “horrid consequence.”17
Dabney dismissed concurrence and instead suggested a solution similar to that of scientia
media.18

for the act of perceiving the world. If it is required in order for people to perceive the world, then the
objective external world is not the efficient cause of our perceptions at all (289-290).
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disregard the clarifications made by the older writers that in concurrence the effects are to be referred to the
second causes, not to the first cause.
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We should not assume that Dabney’s concerns regarding concurrence directly
mirror Hodge’s concerns. We should not even suppose that to be the case between
Charles Hodge and his son, although that would be an even safer conjecture. Nonetheless,
the explicit statements of A. A. Hodge and Dabney linking concurrence to the dangers of
pantheism give strong support that this was a shared fear within their circle. Note,
however, that Dabney was even more concerned about the link between pantheism and
concurrence than Charles Hodge. Charles Hodge specifically stated that his objection to
concurrence was not because it supposedly destroyed the freedom of man or made God
the author of sin.19 Hodge was fully aware that his Reformed predecessors holding to
concurrence articulated detailed precautions to guard against those errors. Nonetheless,
Hodge still objected to concurrence because of its denial of the creaturely origination of
action—and this I contend was related to his sensitivity towards pantheism.20
Scottish Common Sense Philosophy
It is widely admitted that Scottish philosophy exercised a major influence on
Hodge’s thought—as it was for almost all American theologians, especially during the
first half of the nineteenth century.21 However, we do not wish to overstate the case and
give the impression that Common Sense philosophy was the predominant or controlling
19
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factor in Hodge’s thought. As was argued in Chapter Three, this was a shaping influence,
but not the sole or determining factor.
Hodge did not reject concurrence because he held verbatim to Thomas Reid’s
view on free agency. That certainly was not the case. Instead, the most important
influence that Common Sense philosophy had regarding these topics was about the role
that the human consciousness plays in our acquisition of truth. The role of consciousness
was a key component in eighteenth-century libertarian thought. James Harris notes, “The
importance attached to the deliverances of introspection is one of the most striking
features of eighteenth-century arguments about the freedom of the will.”22 For many
advocates of free will, the apparent dictates of consciousness were taken to be decisive
evidence for the truth of their position. Harris continues, “Some of those who reject the
doctrine of necessity believe that that consciousness of the freedom of the will is so clear
and undeniable that any argument that appears to speak for necessitarianism may be
regarded as worthless even before its faults have been revealed.”23
For Reid in particular, consciousness was one of the key factors in the
construction of his view of liberty. Reid viewed this testimony as so strong that it threw
the burden of proof entirely upon those who would contradict it. Reid asserts,
This natural conviction of our acting freely, which is acknowledged by many who
hold the doctrine of necessity, ought to throw the whole burden of proof upon that
side; for, by this, the side of liberty has what lawyers call a jus quaesitum, or a
right of ancient possession, which ought to stand good till it be overturned. If it
cannot be proved that we always act from necessity, there is no need of arguments
on the other side to convince us that we are free agents.24
22
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For Reid, we have an idea of power over the will because this belief is deeply embedded
in the operations of the mind, on par with other first principles.25 Its testimony is
axiomatic.
Likewise, throughout his Systematic Theology Hodge repeatedly calls forth the
testimony of conscience as a witness for truth. For example, in his discussion of free
agency, Hodge gives three axiomatic statements about the free agency “which every man
is convinced of from the very constitution of his nature.”26 Hodge calls forth “the Bible
and consciousness” as our two authorities on this matter.27 Similar statements regarding
the consciousness and the constitution of man are replete throughout Hodge’s writings.
Specifically, an argument from consciousness was part of Hodge’s first objection to the
doctrine of concurrence. Hodge had stated that concurrence was based on the false idea
that no creature can originate action. Hodge’s objection to that, however, was that it
“contradicted the consciousness of men.”28 Thus, the influence of Scottish thinking is
here apparent.
In addition, it is probably true that there are several other convictions shared
between Hodge and other Common Sense thinkers that contributed to his views on free
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agency. One example would be their common disdain for necessitarianism. However, it is
difficult to say to what degree Hodge held these beliefs because of the influence of
Scottish philosophy, or conversely, to what degree Hodge was agreeable to Scottish
philosophy because it happened to be agreeable to his prior convictions. In any event, we
can conclude that Scottish philosophy was a factor for the dissatisfaction that many
nineteenth-century American Calvinists had toward concurrence. Yet, for a more
complete understanding, we have to look at not only the philosophical system that these
theologians had gravitated to, but also the former system that they left behind.
The Decline of Christian Aristotelianism
It would not be entirely accurate to state that the decline of Christian
Aristotelianism and the rise of Scottish Common Sense Realism consist two sides of the
same coin. For Hodge this may have been the case, but many others moved away from
Aristotelianism but embraced other philosophical systems other than Scottish
philosophy—and many of these were more congenial to pantheism. Indeed, some were
pantheistic. Even so, the move away from Christian Aristotelianism was challenging for
the doctrine of concurrence because it removed a philosophical framework in which
concurrence was understandable, and understood as not having pantheistic implications.
By use of the phrase “Christian Aristotelianism” we do not wish to imply that the
theology of the Reformed orthodox was controlled by Aristotelian philosophy. These
theologians found Aristotle’s terminology and categories very helpful, but
Aristotelianism was used selectively and did not drive their beliefs. Aristotle himself
probably would not have recognized it. Thus, as Muller has pointed out, if the term
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“Aristotelianism” is applied strictly it would exclude most of the thinkers usually
classified as Aristotelians. However,
If, on the other hand, Aristotelianism is defined as a view of the universe that
affirms both primary and secondary causality, that assumes the working of first
and final causality through the means of instrumental, formal, and material
causes, and that, using this paradigm, can explain various levels of necessary and
contingent existence, then a large number of [Christian] Aristotelians appear on
the horizon.29
Specifically, theologians’ divergence from Christian Aristotelianism in the
seventeenth-century resulted in the loss of the concept of substantial forms. For example,
J. A. van Ruler points to the loss of substantial forms as being at the heart of Voetius’
antagonism toward the New Philosophy.30 Utrecht professor Gisbertus Voetius (15891676) was one of the first and “most ardent” critics of Descartes and the New
Philosophy.31 Voetius argues that mechanical philosophies such as Descartes’ eliminate
divine concurrence because they remove the concept of individual substantial forms.
Voetius, on the other hand, defended a Christian Aristotelianism which van Ruler
describes as “straightforwardly Aristotelian” although mediated through Thomas
Aquinas.32
Van Ruler notes that Aquinas’ discussion of concurrence was closely connected
to the refutation of philosophies in which the action of secondary causes was denied, and
because of this denial, another means had to be sought to explain how it appears that
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material bodies can cause effects on other material bodies.33 Van Ruler contends that
Aquinas’ arguments against these ancient precursors to occasionalism form the backdrop
for Voetius’ criticism of the New Philosophy.34 For Aquinas, created substances are not
completely passive since they are composed of matter and form. Although matter is
passive, the substantial form is active.35 As van Ruler explains, “Aquinas is of the
opinion that all problematic aspects of theories which, in one way or another, favor the
idea that natural objects are inactive, may be eluded by accepting individual substantial
forms.”36 The substantial forms act as an inner motor allowing these objects to be active.
Voetius anticipated that the followers of the New Philosophy would eventually
reject second causality and instead develop a theory in which the First Cause acts as the
only real cause. However, van Ruler believes that at this early stage Voetius was “not
anticipating any sort of Cartesian occasionalism” but rather, he was sounding “a warning
that the rejection of substantial forms could lead to ideas such as those of Mutakallimum
or Gabriel Biel, viz., of God creating effects ‘in the presence’ of what we—albeit
mistakenly—regard as a natural cause.”37 In a sense, at least, Voetius anticipated that
Cartesian philosophy would lead to a new manifestation of what he saw as the old error
of disregarding the concept of substantial forms. Against that error, Voetius stressed that
secondary causes are real—but dependent on the Prime Cause—and that we must use
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“the concept of individual, active forms of corporeal bodies” since these forms explain
how secondary causes can be real causes at all.38 God concurs with secondary causes,
giving them directive promotion through the substantial forms.39 This way of thinking
worked for Voetius, but as philosophy shifted from as Aristotelian to a Cartesian basis,
this way of thinking ceased to make sense. In corpuscular philosophy, similar to atomism,
all matter was thought to be composed of minute particles which interact with each other
mechanically without reference to substantial forms. The doctrine of concurrence was
therefore transformed in the process. As van Ruler concludes,
However, what is important is that, once incorporated into a corpuscular
philosophy, the theory of divine concurrence would necessarily undergo as
profound a transformation as did the theory of continuous creation when
incorporated into Cartesianism. The heart of the matter is that in a corpuscular
theory no substantial form is left as the object of either divine concurrence or
divine conservation.40
For Voetius, then, the doctrine of concurrence was so enmeshed with Aristotelian
thinking that to jettison one was to eviscerate the other.
A Declining Awareness of this Doctrine
Finally, there was a general decline in the awareness of the doctrine of
concurrence. In all likelihood, this resulted from several factors: (1) A decreased
proficiency in Latin meant that students of theology had less direct access to the older
writers who advocated this doctrine. Instead, they became increasingly dependent on
their teachers to transmit this doctrine, or not. (2) Concurrence is not explicitly articulated
38
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in various theological confessions. Thus, when the doctrine of providence was taught,
concurrence could easily be passed over or viewed as being nonessential.41 (3) This
doctrine was increasingly neglected by theological teachers. Those who did discuss
concurrence often did so without commending it as helpful. For example, earlier in the
nineteenth century Scottish theologian John Dick (1764-1833) discussed concurrence but
described it as a subject “so obscure and embarrassed” as well as “so abstruse” and “so
subtle.”42 Thus, the transmission of this doctrine suffered as teachers progressively
purveyed it with caution, concern, confusion, or paucity.
These factors—in addition to concerns over pantheism and the shift from
Aristotilian philosophy to Scottish Common Sense—go a long way toward explaining
why American Calvinists such as the Hodges and Dabney abandoned concurrence.
However, if our attempt was to explain the abandonment of concurrence in an even
broader context, we would need to acknowledge additional factors. For instance, Bavinck
linked the demise of concurrence to the lingering effects of deism and the expanded
41
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consciousness of the stability of natural laws in the post-enlightenment era. Not only
were more and more phenomena understood to operate according to regular and
predictable laws, there was also a growing desire to explain all the workings of our clocklike world—and a powerful optimism that humanity would soon possess that knowledge.
With this deistic impulse, all that was needed from God was the initial creation of a welldesigned world. The mindset of this era thus became antisupranaturalistic. There was no
need for any sort of “divine influx” to make this system work. If everything can be
explained from within the system, nothing outside of the system is needed. Although the
deists loved to speak about providence, in their mind “preservation was enough; a kind of
cooperation or divine influx operating along with every act of a creature was
unnecessary.”43 Bavinck adds, “It is not surprising that with such a view the old doctrine
of ‘concurrence’ was no longer understood and was set aside as superfluous or
incorrect.”44 Although Hodge adamantly disavowed deism, the pressure to acknowledge
the general regularity of nature was an inescapable influence, to one degree or another,
for every thinker of his day. It would be naïve to assume this pressure had no effect
whatsoever. There was a new general atmosphere, and because of this, plausibility
structures had changed. The idea of concurrence no longer fit in this flattened world of
efficient causality.45
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The Rejection of Concurrence is Unwarranted
Having explored the reasons for the rejection of concurrence, we will now assess
those arguments. We will argue that those concerns are not strong enough to dismiss this
doctrine. Although there are lessons that we can learn from several of these concerns,
they do not warrant the rejection of concurrence. The benefits of this doctrine outweigh
the difficulties. However, before we delineate the benefits of concurrence, we will first
offer five replies against the reasons for its rejection.46
(1) Although many doctrines are ultimately inexplicable, we are responsible to
deal with them to the extent that God has enabled us to understand them. Hodge had
remarked that he objected to concurrence since “it is an attempt to explain the
inexplicable.” It is “altogether inscrutable.”47 Certainly, Hodge was right to sound a note
of caution concerning the difficulty of this doctrine and the limits of the human
understanding to grasp it. However, this was not a valid objection. Other doctrines such
as the Trinity and the hypostatic union are likewise inscrutable. The Trinity and the
hypostatic union are fundamental doctrines of Christian orthodoxy yet full understanding
of these doctrines is far beyond human comprehension. These are difficult doctrines for
both laypersons as well as professional theologians. Nonetheless, we recognize that we
are responsible to deal with these teachings to the extent that God has revealed these
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truths to us. We may not be able to know all of a certain doctrine, but that does not mean
that we cannot know something of that doctrine.48
This is certainly not to argue that concurrence is on the same level of importance
as the Trinity or the hypostatic union. Denying concurrence does not put one outside of
the ecumenically defined boundaries of orthodox Christianity. Still, these examples are
instructive to us regarding the way to deal with doctrines that transcend our abilities of
comprehension. After wresting with the doctrines of the incarnation and the Trinity
through multiple church councils over the span of a century and a half, Christianity
landed on the formulation of the Symbol of Chalcedon. Chalcedon did not exhaustively
explain these doctrines—it could not—but it did erect four fences to guard these
doctrines against what must not be said regarding the union of the two natures in one
person of Christ: The two natures of Christ exist without confusion, without change,
without division, and without separation. These four fences provided the contours for this
doctrine. In the same way, we may not be able to understand the core of the doctrine of
concurrence, but that does not mean that we are incapable of seeing the contours of this
doctrine. Even if we fail to construct a full doctrine of concurrence, explaining its
primary features remains a worthy endeavor even if the best that we can do is to establish
its contours. Realistically, that may be the best we can hope to accomplish.
(2) Concerns about concurrence leading to pantheism are unfounded since the
doctrine of concurrence is designed to safeguard against pantheism. We have argued that
the fear of pantheism played a significant role in this doctrine’s demise. This was in the
background for Charles Hodge and was explicitly stated by Robert Lewis Dabney and
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A.A. Hodge. However, the great irony is that pantheism was one of the twin errors that
this doctrine guards against. Other theologians such as Herman Bavinck and Louis
Berkhof saw that clearly. Bavinck wrote, “to ward off pantheism and Deism, concurrence
or cooperation was inserted between the two.”49 Later Bavinck added, “This
fundamentally correct view of nature, which Christian theology advocated, is nowhere
more clearly seen in evidence than in its doctrine of ‘concurrence’ and ‘secondary
causes.’ In neither pantheism nor Deism can this doctrine come into its own.”50
Integral to the doctrine of concurrence is the distinction between first causality
and second causality. It is this distinction—that concurrence stresses—that keeps the
level of second causality distinct from first causality. As in Turretin—and even Hodge—
this was clearly a part of this doctrine. Quite frankly, the only way to derive pantheism
from concurrence would be to completely misunderstand the doctrine.51
It may be the case that some post-enlightenment theologians did in fact
misunderstand this doctrine to that extent. The declining awareness of this doctrine did
not help with this. However, for Charles Hodge, the issue may not have been as much
49
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that he misunderstood the doctrine, but instead that he feared that others would
misunderstand it.52 We must remember that Hodge spent over fifty years training future
pastors. As we have seen—for example, in his discussion of free agency—Hodge was not
merely concerned with the truth of a doctrine, but also with a clear transmission of the
truth. Hodge knew that difficult doctrines could be misunderstood by the seminarians he
was teaching, and—even if they received it accurately—it could further be misunderstood
by the members of the congregations these soon-to-be pastors would soon be instructing.
As we saw in Hodge’s discussion of free agency, Hodge wanted his readers to be
circumspect and strategic in their presentations of truth. Therefore, it could be true that
much of Hodge’s problem with concurrence may not have been with the doctrine itself,
but in the potential that he saw for harm. Given the strong lure of pantheism, Hodge
simply did not believe that retaining the doctrine was worth the risk.
There are places in Hodge’s writings where he makes statements very much in
line with the classical teaching on concurrence. For example, in one section Hodge
speaks of God cooperating with second causes. Hodge wrote, “In like manner, there is a
general providential efficiency of God by which He cooperates with second causes, in the
productions of the wonderful phenomena of the external world. Without that cooperation
— the continued guidance of mind — the cosmos would become chaos.”53 Likewise, in
his essay on “President Lincoln” Hodge wrote,
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An abundant harvest is proximately due to the operation of second causes, but
God so determines and directs those causes as to secure the designated result. The
prosperity of individuals, of communities, and of nations, is due to secondary
causes, but those causes are so determined by God, that he is to be acknowledged
as the Giver of all good.54
Thus, Hodge’s rejection of concurrence is somewhat inconsistent. His concerns may have
been more over the misunderstandings and misuse of this doctrine rather than the core of
the doctrine itself.
However, considering the explicit statements of Dabney and A. A. Hodge, that
explanation is less of a possibility for them. Yet, even they did not actually accuse
concurrence of being pantheism.55 For them, concurrence was a short step from
pantheism, but a short step is a step away nonetheless. Charles Hodge certainly did not
think that Turretin was a pantheist.
A positive lesson that we can draw from this is the reminder that each age will
offer various theological errors that will be particularly threatening at that time.
Theologians and pastors must be especially cautious to protect people from falling into
those errors, even because of a misunderstanding of true teaching. Perhaps Hodge had a
greater reason for his concern regarding pantheism than exists today. Whatever the case,
doctrines do not become false simply because they may be misunderstood. The antidote
for that is clear teaching.56
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(3) Contrary to Hodge’s assertion, the doctrine of concurrence is not built on the
faulty assumption that no creature can originate action.57 This appears to be one place in
which Hodge misinterprets the traditional model of concurrence. For Turretin, human
agents do in fact originate action—at least within the order of second causes.
As we have demonstrated, both Turretin and Hodge agree that no creature can act
independently of God or apart from God’s decree. However, both also agree that within
the level of second causality humans act with spontaneity. Yet, a point of tension between
Hodge and Turretin is that for Hodge, the idea of originating action counts as evidence
against concurrence, whereas for Turretin, concurrence is not only compatible with
rational spontaneity, but moreover, is a requisite for it.58 If one is a requisite for the other,
they certainly must be compatible. True, Turretin also states that the determination of the
will by itself, “does not exclude, but supposes the determination of God,” but this is not
substantially different from Hodge.59
Nevertheless, Hodge seems to interpret directive concurrence as if secondary
causes are inert unless acted on from above. That would not be quite right since
secondary causes would not then be real causes at all. Concurrence is not a puppet show
in which the first cause is the hand inside the otherwise inert body. Instead, concurrence
is more like an author bringing into reality a character within a story. Within the story
itself, the character originates her own actions, but on another level the character does
nothing apart from the author. The author brings about the character who acts freely
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within the story. It is not as if the author has to inject some sort of force or substance into
the story to motivate the character. The author does not operate the character, as if by
remote control, beaming instructions to her. To be fair, the language sometimes used to
describe concurrence can give this impression, especially when proponents speak of an
“influx” of divine power. Still, the meaning is not that something from the level of first
causality penetrates into the order of second causality. If that were the case, the first
cause would—in all practicality—become another second cause.
In contrast to Hodge, Bavinck does not view concurrence as denying the selfactivity of secondary causes. Bavinck writes,
Concurrence is precisely the reason for the self-activity of the secondary causes,
and these causes, sustained from beginning to end by God’s power, work with a
strength that is appropriate and natural to them. So little does the activity of God
nullify the activity of the creature that the later is all the more vigorous to the
degree that the former reveals itself the more richly and fully. Hence, the primary
cause and the secondary cause remain distinct. The former does not destroy the
latter but on the contrary confers reality on it, and the second cause exists solely
as a result of the first. Neither are the secondary causes merely instruments,
organs, inanimate automata, but they are genuine causes with a nature, vitality,
spontaneity, manner of working, and law of their own.60
Understood as intended, concurrence does not deny the ability of agents to
originate their own actions in the realm of second causes. This doctrine is not built on that
foundation. Thus, the problems related to the origination of action—like the problems
related to inexplicability and pantheism—do not require us to abandon the doctrine of
concurrence. However, two additional concerns remain, involving (a) the degree to which
concurrence is tied to a specific philosophical system, and (b) Hodge’s accusation that
concurrence multiplies difficulties without benefit. These problems will be addressed in
the next sections, along with a discussion of the exegetical foundations of this doctrine.
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The Problem of Changing Philosophy
Theology and philosophy can be distinguished, but they can never be completely
separated. Both theology and philosophy deal with reality as it ultimately is. Since reality
is one, the truth claims of theology and philosophy impinge upon each other. Done well,
philosophy stands in the service of theology. This was the perspective of those who used
a modified Christian understanding of Aristotelian philosophy to conceptually organize
their theology. It would be unfair to accuse Christian Aristotelians such as Thomas
Aquinas of having their theology driven—or worse, determined—by their philosophical
commitments. Aquinas utilized Aristotle when Aristotle’s concepts affirmed and
advanced Christian theology, but when the two stood in conflict, such as concerning the
eternality of the universe, Thomas went with revelation.
Christian Aristotelianism was a fertile climate for the traditional doctrine of
concurrence. Unlike the mechanical understandings of the enlightenment, Christian
Aristotelianism affirmed multiple types of causes—rather than mere efficient causality—
and that some causes have potency to multiple effects. For Voetius and others, the
concept of substantial forms provided a category to explain how God’s decree and God’s
action as first cause could interface with a world of secondary causes. That explains why
Voetius was jealous to guard the concept of substantial forms. It provided philosophical
service to the biblical picture of a sovereign God who providentially directs all aspects of
this created world without taking away from the reality of second causes. It was difficult
to imagine this picture being retained without this philosophical tool.
The fact of history is that many thinkers did not retain this picture. Deists pictured
a distant God who was the first cause only in a chronological sense. The deist God
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initiated a chain of cause and effect, and from that point all events have been triggered
merely by efficient causality. In contrast, occasionalists and pantheists pictured a world in
which God was the only real cause. The line of distinction collapsed between first cause
and real second causes. In addition, the Socinians pictured a God who does not foreordain
all things which come to pass, but instead limited God’s knowledge and sovereignty.
Charles Hodge rejected these aberrant pictures and strained to present an
Augustinian vision of providence. However, he was forced to attempt this without
recourse to the categories of Christian Aristotelianism that had served his predecessors
well. In the philosophical and theological climate of Hodge’s era, the doctrine of
concurrence seemed to be more trouble than it was worth. But even as Hodge advised
against promoting this doctrine, the Augustinian contours of the void left behind by the
absence of concurrence required Hodge to fill this space with something else. In the place
of concurrence, Hodge filled this void with the concept of the efficient presence of God.61
The Almighty God is everywhere present and powerful, directing the machine of this
world without (normally) interrupting the laws of nature that he himself put into place,
and without violating the free agency of human beings. In effect, this was concurrence for
a post-enlightenment world. Exactly how Hodge imagined this functioning, we do not
know.
We cannot know to what extent Hodge had this picture consistently worked out in
his own mind. Perhaps, like his stance toward the question of the age of the earth, Hodge
may have been waiting for more facts to come in before landing on a dogmatic
conclusion. Knowing that our scientific understanding of the universe is still in process,
61
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Hodge was content with leaving open various options as long as they were not already
rendered impossible by what we already know via special revelation. However, it does
seem to be the case that Hodge was trying to adapt the doctrine of providence to postenlightenment sensibilities. For example, Hodge was experimenting with the idea that
concepts found in post-enlightenment discussions of vitalism could be helpful in
explaining the nexus between God’s providence and our world. Prior to Hodge, some
thinkers did the same thing with the concept of substantial forms. After Hodge, some
contemporary thinkers attempted this with ideas from quantum mechanics.62 Each of
these seems feasible in its own era. The difficulty is that if we tightly tie the doctrine of
providence to a particular philosophical or scientific understanding, the doctrine will be
left hanging when that ship sails.63
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I am not arguing that we can understand theology apart from our understanding of
the world as we see it. At the least, there must be potential for consistency. However, if
God’s revelation is the final and only infallible rule for all our beliefs, then the doctrine
of providence must foundationally rest on exegetical grounds. This leads us to the next
two questions: What are the exegetical grounds for concurrence? And, is there an
adequate way to faithfully reinterpret concurrence without depending on older categories
such as substantial forms?
Biblical Foundations for Concurrence
The primary reason to accept the doctrine of concurrence is that the Biblical
witness contains examples of events which are simultaneously presented as both genuine
acts of human agents (or other secondary causes) and also as genuine acts of God. If this
is the case, then some form of concurrence must be accepted in order to recognize this
dual agency.64 The philosophical understanding of how this takes place should conform
to the understanding presented in the Biblical narrative, not the other way around.
We have already mentioned some of the exegetical evidence for God’s efficient
presence that was presented by Charles Hodge. Matthew 10:29-31 and Luke 12:6-7 recite
Jesus’ statement that not even a sparrow falls to the ground apart from the Father’s will. 1
Kings 22:34 describes the random firing of an arrow that brought down the king of Israel.
Hodge had cited Psalm 104:14 in reference to the idea of vital forces, but regardless it is
an assertion that the growth of the grass is ascribed to God, although we may also see it

of the possible range of divine action, but there is no reason to think that the physical world is so structured
that God’s particular activity is excluded from it” (52).
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as the result of secondary causes. The same is true of Psalm 139:15-16 in connection to
the formation of the human body within the womb.
An ample supply of secondary literature exists devoted to the exegetical evidence
for God’s exhaustive sovereignty. For example, D.A. Carson does an excellent job of
exegetically demonstrating that the Scriptures affirm both divine sovereignty and human
responsibility.65 On a more pastoral and devotional level, in the nineteenth century the
Irish minister Alexander Carson catalogued examples from throughout the canon of
Scripture in his The History of Providence.66 Although Alexander Carson purposefully
avoids philosophical discussions regarding the means of providence—and the “indolent
god” of “our blind philosophers”—his compendium demonstrates how pervasively
Scripture presents the divine orchestration of events, even without any apparent
supernatural intervention.67 For example, regarding the events in Genesis 24, Carson
remarks, “All is natural, but all is providential; and the combination of all the links in the
chain is a miracle of Providence.”68
Berkhof lists many of the passages that can be marshaled in support of the
doctrine of concurrence. These include Genesis 45:5, Exodus 4:11-12, Deuteronomy
8:18, Joshua 11:6, Proverbs 21:1, and Ezra 6:22. Berkhof also cites several passages that
demonstrate that “there is some kind of divine co-operation in that which is evil.” He
65
D. A. Carson, Divine Sovereignty and Human Responsibility: Biblical Perspectives in Tension
(Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1981; repr. Grand Rapids: Baker Book House, 1994).
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Alexander Carson, The History of Providence as Manifested in Scripture. Edinburgh: Banner of
Truth Trust, 2012; original 1840.
Alexander Carson, History of Providence, 18. Cf. p. 98, “Can human intellect conceive how
God could appoint the choice of a voluntary agent? Millions of volumes of incomprehensible nonsense
have been written to explain these mysterious ways of God. But it is an attempt to fathom the abyss of
infinity. That the thing is so, we know, because God declares it.” Although he does not deny miracles,
Carson adds, “God rules the word by Providence, not by miracle.”
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cites 2 Samuel 16:11, Isaiah 10:5, and 1 Kings 22:20-23. With respect to concurrence
being “previous and pre-determining” he lists 1 Corinthians 12:6, Ephesians 1:11,
Deuteronomy 8:18 (again), and Philippians 2:13. Berkhof also cites Act 17:28 in support
of concurrence being simultaneous, stating, “There is not a single moment that the
creature works independently of the will and power of God.”69
The limitations of this project prevent a thorough examination of all of the
relevant passages. However, for the matter at hand we may merely point to a few
passages that clearly and specifically support the idea of God’s concurrence. General
passages concerning God’s sovereignty provide supporting evidence for concurrence, but
not all of the exegetical evidence for God’s sovereignty is evidence specifically for
concurrence.70 Therefore, the specific evidence that we require is a conjunction of divine
sovereignty and human responsibility that is not explained by either (a) supernatural
intervention, or (b) de novo causal activity. Miracles and regeneration are examples of (a)
and the initial creation of the universe is an example of (b). The reason for this
clarification is that in both of these types of examples the effect is not caused entirely by
secondary causes. In (a), supernatural intervention, the event may be partially caused by
secondary causes, but it is partly or wholly caused by a causal interjection into the level
69

L. Berkhof, Systematic Theology, 172-4. In addition, Berkhof notes that Pelagians, SemiPelagians, and Arminians objected that previous and predetermining concurrence makes God the author of
sin, but in contrast, “Reformed theologians are well aware of the difficulty that presents itself here, but do
not feel free to circumvent it by denying God’s absolute control over the free actions of His moral
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of secondary causes. Similarly, in (b), de novo causal activity, an event such as the ex
nihilo initial creation of the universe is not an effect that can be wholly explained71 on the
level of second causality, since that level of causality did not exist prior to creation. In
other words, we are looking for examples of God’s ordinary providence rather than God’s
extraordinary providence. In concurrence, the effect must be caused entirely by
secondary causes, on the level of secondary causes, and simultaneously caused entirely
by God on the level of first causality. The other examples are still examples of
providence, but not examples of concurrence—strictly considered.
Psalm 127:1 is a good example of a passage teaching the concurrence of human
activity and divine activity. This verse reads, “Unless the LORD builds the house, those
who build it labor in vain. Unless the LORD watches over the city, the watchman stays
awake in vain” (ESV). The point of this verse is that in a wide variety of situations
requiring human skill and diligence, the ultimate success or failure of the endeavor
depends on God’s action. The representative examples chosen, those of builders and
watchmen, certainly do not represent human activities in which human workers may be
passive. It is to be assumed that the success or failure of their activities does depend, at
least on one level, on their actions. However, the passage indicates that God’s action is
ultimately decisive. Both the human actors as well as God are presented as doing the
actions described in this verse. “Those who build it labor” but, at the same time “the
LORD builds the house.” Further, nothing in this passage or the context of the rest of the
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When we say “wholly explained” this does not necessarily mean that there is sufficient reason
for the event on the level of second causality. Instead, this simply means that the event is as fully explained
on the level of second causality as an event of that type can be explained on the level of second causality.
Barring the acceptance of determinism, there may be some events that that do not have sufficient reason
purely on the level of second causality—although there is sufficient reason for these events when primary
causality is taken into consideration.
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psalm indicates that building is explained by supernatural intervention or de novo causal
activity. Instead, building a house is best explained as an example of God’s ordinary
providence.72
Likewise, Psalm 147:8-9 states that “He covers the heavens with clouds; he
prepares rain for the earth; he makes grass grow on the hills. He gives to the beasts their
food, and to the young ravens that cry.” Each of these operations are attributed to God,
but are also explainable on the level of second causation. Elihu speaks of God
commanding the lightening and balancing the clouds in Job 37:14-16. In Lamentations
3:37 Jeremiah asks, “Who has spoken and it came to pass, unless the Lord has
commanded it?” The implied answer is that no one can speak and have specific things
take place apart from God’s decree. Concurrence between human volition and God’s
decree is required. And as the next verse indicates, this includes even calamities. James
4:13-15 indicates a concurrence between human planning and those events coming to
pass. Isaiah 10:5-11 indicates a concurrence between the heart of the king of Assyria and
God’s purposes. In verses 5-6, God states that Assyria is his rod, stating, “I send him”
and “I command him.” However, verse 7 indicates that from the king’s perspective,
“he does not so intend, and his heart does not so think; but it is in his heart to destroy, and
to cut off nations not a few.” If there was no supernatural moving of the king’s heart to
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A contrary interpretation would be that no home can be built if God decides to prevent its
construction. In other words, unless God permits the builders to build the house, the builders labor in vain.
However that interpretation makes God’s action passive rather than active as described in the text. On the
other hand, the concurrence interpretation fits the actual language of this passage more naturally. Thus, in
this interpretation God, as the primary cause, is the builder of every house. Those houses that do not have
God as their builder do not get built. The secondary causes labor in vain.
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accomplish God’s will, then this would be another example of ordinary providence and
concurrence.73
Proverbs 16:33 indicates God’s sovereignty over the casting of lots. This is an
excellent example of ordinary providence since we certainly are not expected to believe
that God supernaturally intervenes each time lots are cast. Instead, we must conclude that
God’s sovereignty over the random casting of lots is accomplished by a concurrence of
God’s decree and the natural laws of physics and the motions of the person casting the
lots.
Genesis 50:20 is a locus classicus for the doctrine of providence. This statement
serves as a theological capstone for the entire providential narrative describes in Genesis
37-50. After his brothers’ repentance for their grievous mistreatment of Joseph, he replies
to them saying, “As for you, you meant evil against me, but God meant it for good, to
bring it about that many people should be kept alive, as they are today” (ESV). One
significant element of the Joseph narrative is its lack of explicit supernatural intervention.
The exception to this is the inclusion of supernatural dreams and supernaturally gifted
interpretations of those dreams. However, these occurrences did not control the free
actions of the human actors in the narrative. Each acted freely out of his own nature. Yet,
Joseph’s statement indicates that God was confident that the decisions that were made
would lead in the direction that God’s plan required. Apart from providence, this plan
could have easily derailed at any number of junctures. Another important detail of
Joseph’s statement is the emphasis on dual intentionality. Joseph’s brothers genuinely
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Likewise, Exodus 3:21-22 and 12:35-36 indicate that the Lord was able to make the Jews
favorably disposed to the Egyptians so that they would give them what they asked for at the time of the
exodus. There is no way for us to know if God accomplished this by ordinary providence or if God
supernaturally moved the hearts of the Egyptians as he moved the heart of Cyrus as recorded in Ezra 1:1.
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intended one thing by their actions, but God intended something else by means of these
same acts. Both God and the brothers were intentional actors in this drama, but on
different causal levels. Alexander Carson comments, “From the history of Joseph we may
see that the same thing may be from man, in one point of view, and from God, in another;
and that what man may do sinfully to the injury of God’s people, God may effect through
them for the good of his people. It is man’s work, yet it is, in another view, God’s
work.”74
Acts 2:23 and Acts 4:26-28 are also classic passages in support of responsible
human activity conjoined with divine sovereignty. In Acts 2:23 Peter states, “This Jesus,
delivered up according to the definite plan and foreknowledge of God, you crucified and
killed by the hands of lawless men” (ESV). Likewise, in Acts 4:26-28 Peter and John
declared, “The kings of the earth set themselves, and the rulers were gathered together,
against the Lord and against his Anointed’—for truly in this city there were gathered
together against your holy servant Jesus, whom you anointed, both Herod and Pontius
Pilate, along with the Gentiles and the peoples of Israel, to do whatever your hand and
your plan had predestined to take place” (ESV). Both of these statements portray a
profound conjunction of human responsibility and divine sovereignty—displayed in the
context of the greatest evil to ever transpire on the face of this earth. Further, although
these events happened according to God’s definite and predestined plan, there is no
indication that God secured their actions by extraordinary providence. Although the
demonic realm may have influenced the outcome, that fact does not discredit these
passages as evidence for divine concurrence. Demonic influence, although supernatural,
Alexander Carson, History of Providence, 56. Carson adds, “How it is God’s work the ingenuity
of man cannot point out, the intellect of man cannot discover. But that the same thing is of man and of God,
the Divine testimony forbids us to doubt.”
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still exists on the level of second causation, not the level of primary causation. Those
influences are merely part of the matrix of secondary causality that God superintends
according to his foreordination.
More examples could be listed. In some of these instances it is difficult to know
with certainty if the line between ordinary providence and extraordinary providence has
been crossed. However, many of these examples are strong ones, and the general thrust of
Scripture’s portrayal of providence is that God is sovereign over all events even without
tapping into extraordinary means of directing human agents. This does not fit well with
those frameworks which deny either human responsibility or divine sovereignty. On the
other hand, this fits very well with the idea that somehow God gives direction to his
creation by concurring with all that happens. As Paul stated to the Areopagus, “In him we
live and move and have our being” (Acts 17:18, ESV).
If we can say of things, “God did this.” and also, “humans did this.” then we are
bound to account for this by some sort of concurrence. And since these things play out
according to God’s plan, there must be a directive aspect to his concurrence as well.
Thus, the major impetus for the formulation of the doctrine of concurrence for these
Augustinian and Reformed exegetes and theologians was to explain what they saw taught
in Scripture. However, this idea of concurrence was explained in a unique way when
Christian Aristotelian philosophy provided certain plausibility structures that made this
intelligible. With the removal of these structures, the question arises whether concurrence
can be conceived in any plausible and coherent way.
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Re-visioning Concurrence
A productive way to adapt the traditional understanding of concurrence to
contemporary theology starts with a return to the distinction between scientia necessaria
and scientia voluntaria—God’s necessary knowledge and God’s free knowledge. God’s
necessary (or natural) knowledge is God’s knowledge of every conceivable world that is
within his omnipotent power to actualize. Further, this is God’s knowledge of every
minute detail within the entire history of each world that God could possibly bring into
existence. God does not only have the knowledge of what each world would be like at the
first instant of the creation of each of these worlds, but also every detail of the “story”
that is a part of that world for its entire duration.
Of all the possible worlds that God could bring into existence, God knows that
some of them would be drastically different from each other. For example, God could
actualize a world with an entirely different human history from our own, or even with a
race of creatures unimaginably different from human beings. On the other hand, God
could have created another world virtually identical to the actual world, differing only in
one minute detail—such as the location of a grain of sand on a distant planet. God could
have selected a world in which there were people very similar to the people in the actual
world, but different to one degree or another. For example, God could have created a
world in which Elizabeth I had black hair. God could have created a world in which
Thomas Aquinas was bone-thin or in which Martin Luther disliked the taste of beer.75
God would also know the butterfly effects that would be produced by the slight

These alternate individuals might still be named “Thomas Aquinas” and “Martin Luther” but
they would be distinct individuals from their namesakes in our world.
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alterations between worlds.76 Each of these options are part of God’s necessary
knowledge.
To put it another way, God’s necessary knowledge is the infinitely large library of
all the possible world-stories that God knew he could actualize. On the other hand, God’s
free knowledge is his certain knowledge of every detail within the particular volume
which he freely chooses to actualize. God was not compelled to actualize any particular
story, or even to actualize a story at all. But if God did create a world, it means that—for
whatever reasons God has—he selected the world-story of one particular volume to
actualize.
By the combination of God’s work of creation and providence, God actualizes the
entire story—all events in that entire timeline. Creation refers to the actualization of the
initial moment of that world, while conservation refers to the actualization of the
subsequent moments in the timeline. In a sense, creation and conservation are much the
same, at least when viewed from the perspective of God.77 From God’s perspective—at
least when considered from his eternity—the entire timeline is actualized as one unit.
Although, when viewed from the perspective of the world, creation and conservation are
rightly distinguished. The state of events produced at the initial moment of creation did
not depend at all on any prior state of events. There were none. However, once the world
commences—once the story begins—each subsequent state of events in the world must
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We must not think of this as being alterations from our world, as if our world is the prime mold
and that all variations are deviations that are based on this world. Instead, God knew every possible world
that he could create. Before (speaking logically not temporally) God chose to actualize this world, it was
merely one of the infinite possibilities that he knew he could actualize.
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take place according to whatever rules or laws are established by God for that particular
world.
Regarding these laws, there are three broad categories of worlds that God could
actualize: (1) a world with no internal consistency, (2) a world with rigid and predictable
cause-and-effect relationships, or (3) a world in which all of the events are neither
haphazard nor absolutely determined by prior events.
(1) Certainly, God could actualize a world-story in which all events take place one
after another in a completely haphazard manner, with no internal connection within the
story to explain why one event happens after the previous event. A world such as this
would be comparable to a movie reel in which each frame in the movie was from a
completely different random photograph. The images would play in sequence, but
without any internal connection. Although a world such as this would have been
theoretically possible for God to actualize, we may safely presume many reasons why
God would not choose to actualize a world like this. Even in a good story produced by a
human author, characters and events do not act or occur randomly from moment to
moment. In a good story, each event makes sense in light of the previous realities within
that story.
This does not mean that the story is predictable. Good stories usually are not. Nor
does it mean that the human observer will always discern at each moment why each event
happens as it does. For example, sometimes a character does something that is
unexpected, but the reason for that action is explained later on. Human fiction is finite
and not every detail can be accounted for. However, a good author builds a level of trust
with the reader so that the reader implicitly assumes that the author has constructed the
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story with an inner consistency. The better developed the story is, the more that
consistency is felt. We begin to understand the characters, their motivations, and the
complex situations in which the characters are located.
On the other hand, in a poorly developed story the reader picks up the impression
that the author is making it up as he goes along. Lack of teleology is bad enough, since
we intuitively prefer a story in which we feel that the author knows where he or she is
going from the start.78 We don’t necessarily want to know how it ends, but we want the
author to know how it ends. Even worse—much worse—would be a story in which the
author throws in abrupt plot twists and character changes for mere shock value, or simply
because of sloppy writing. A good story will have twists and turns, but these twists and
turns “make sense” within the integrity of the story.
(2) On the other extreme, God could have chosen to actualize a world in which
each event follows previous events with an absolutely ridged predictability based on prior
events. This would be a world of clock-like determinism. In a world on this extreme, a
state of events a trillion years after creation could be predicted with pinpoint accuracy
from the first instant simply by a perfect knowledge of the initial state of events and a
perfect knowledge of the laws of cause and effect governing that world. This type of
world would be fairly easy to imagine if the world were inhabited exclusively by
inanimate objects. A world of billiard balls would be a world governed exclusively by
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We can see this from the reaction that television audiences experience after viewing the
concluding episodes of some television series. For example, fans of the program Lost were expecting a
conclusion that would explain all of the mysterious plot details and tie up all of the loose ends of the series.
Instead, many viewers were left with the impression that the writers had all along been making up plot
details without a firm idea where they were headed. What was once an exciting experience for viewers
became, in hindsight, a frustrating experience. Some even experienced a sense of betrayal.
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physics and geometry.79 A world with life would be much more complex, yet perhaps it
is theoretically possible that God could have actualized a world in which all life, even
human life, operated according to completely predictable laws. For example, the world
according to deism would be a world such as this one. A semi-deistic world could also
function in the same way.80 In a semi-deistic world all events would take place with lawlike regularity and all events (except for the initial creation) could be predicted by a
thorough knowledge of the prior state of events—unless God chose to supernaturally
intervene. Thus, God could set up a precise system of cause and effect but also plan from
the beginning each instance in which he would intervene in this otherwise closed system.
(3) Finally, in contrast to these other two possibilities, God could actualize a
world in which all the events in that world are neither haphazard nor absolutely
determined by prior events and the internal laws of that world. Further, worlds such as
this could include various combinations of the following elements:
(a) Some events within this world could take place with mechanical predictability.
(b) Some events could be completely detached from prior events.
(c) Some events could take place analogously to an authored story—in which
events “make sense” according to prior events but are not predictably or mechanically
determined by these events.
Any combination of these elements is theoretically possible, except of course the
possibility that all events in the world take place according to either (a) or (b). In that
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“Semi-deist” may not be the best or most fair term. The negative overtones of this label are too
harsh. Unlike deism, the view I am describing here does not suppose that God has abandoned his creation
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case, the world would be either a purely haphazard or a purely deterministic world, as
described above.
This category of worlds could contain a variety of causes. Some causes would
produce their effects necessarily and other causes would produce their effects
contingently.81 Within this type of story, some causes may be of the type that they could
only produce one effect. But, there may also be some causes that have potency to
multiple effects.
If the world that we currently live in was merely a brute fact—and if it was the
only real world, existing independently of a God or Author—then there would be no way
that any cause could have potency to multiple effects if the principle of sufficient reason
holds. If we live in a brute, solitary, and independent world, then every event in the world
must be explicable by prior causes within this world. The only alternative would be to
jettison the principle of sufficient reason. In my estimation that price is unacceptable.
Some of those with a secular and materialistic worldview have sought to retain
the principle of sufficient reason and belief in this world as a brute and independent
world by proposing the solution that this is not the solitary world. Instead, they propose
that there is a multiverse in which all possible universes actually exist, independent of
each other and independent of any Creator or Author. From the level of quantum
mechanics on up, each possible reality exists as an actual world. Thus, according to this
theory, quantum mechanics does not violate the principle of sufficient reason. Instead,
quantum indeterminacy produces each potential outcome, but in a distinct universe. We
happen to exist in one of these infinite number of universes. However, by definition of
the term universe, it is impossible for us, in this universe, to have any empirical evidence
81
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of any of the other universes in the multiverse.82 Thus, it can be argued that the
foundation for this theory is no more empirically scientific than theism. In fact, it could
be argued that multiverse theory is less scientific than theism since one must admit that if
God exists that it is at least possible that God could manifest himself within this created
order, producing actual empirical effects that would evidence his reality. This is not even
a possibility for multiverse theory. Even worse, multiverse theory is a horrifying
proposal. If true, it would mean that every form of torture and suffering is actually
occurring for an infinite number of people in an infinite number of worlds. This would
mean that there are an infinite variety of people nearly identical to you being tortured and
shamed on an infinite number of possible worlds—as a purposeless brute reality. The
“problem of evil” for multiverse theory is unimaginably horrific.
The other option to retain the principle of sufficient reason is to accept that this
world is not a brute fact or an independent world.83 In contrast to being a brute fact, this
is a created world which was brought into existence by a Creator—or Author. Thus, this
world is also not an independent world, but is dependent on the Author/Creator. Yet, in a
world such as this, it is possible for there to be genuinely contingent effects within the
story, and yet the principle of sufficient reason still holds ultimately because there is a
sufficient explanation for every effect—even if the (entire) explanation cannot be found
with the causes inside the created world. However, if we view ultimate reality as
including the Author/Creator who actualizes this particular world, then sufficient reason
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is always found in Him, even if it is not found entirely within the level of the created
order.
This is a solution that only works theistically. It only works if we grant God’s
exhaustive and particular sovereignty over all things. And, this solution uniquely avoids
twin problems of (a) contingent events that are ungrounded in sufficient reason, on the
one hand, and (b) mechanical determinism on the other hand.84 This solution also grants
full and proper roles to both primary and secondary causes. God is the primary cause who
actualizes one of the possible worlds that he knows via his necessary knowledge. As
such, this primary causation is the ground for all secondary causes. It is not merely the
first of a chain of similar causes. In addition, the secondary causes within the actualized
world are genuine causes producing genuine effects according to the natures of the
causes. Thus, God must concur with every secondary cause—at least in this sense—in
order for it to exist and operate.85
John Frame commends the author-story model as his preferred model of divine
and human agency. However, he lists it in distinction to four other models, including that
of “primary and secondary cause.”86 Frame notes that the primary-secondary model has
been common in Reformed thought, but describes it with the analogy of a billiard table in
Events in the story are “determined” by God as the author of the story, since God selected this
particular story to actualize. However, all events within the story are not necessarily determined by
previously existing events within the story by a chain-reaction of causes. Within the story, human beings
genuinely choose their own actions. Yes, all choices flow from the hearts and dispositions of the ones
choosing, but in this scheme people can still make choices that are contingent in the sense that they “could
have been otherwise” when considered within the story.
84
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of God: A Theology of Lordship (Phillipsburg, NJ: P & R Publishing Company, 2002), 154-9. The five
models that Frame describes are: (1) Pilot and Copilot, (2) Teacher and Classroom, (3) Primary and
Secondary Cause, (4) The Commander and His Troops, and (5) Author and Character in a Story.
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which one ball strokes another in succession, so that “A brings about effect B, which in
turn serves as the cause of effect C, and so on.”87 Frame describes that in this case, A is
the primary or remote cause of C. Frame states that he finds this model to be
“unpersuasive” and that it does not protect God against accusations of guilt merely
because God is the remote cause rather than the direct cause of a human sin. Just as a
gang leader is still responsible for murders that he assigns to subordinates, God would
still be accountable for the sins that he remotely brought about. Thus, Frame commends
his version of the author-story model rather than the primary-secondary cause model.
In response to Frame, a few things should be noted. First, if the primary and
secondary cause model was exactly as Frame describes it, it ought to be considered
inadequate. One of the problems with this description is that it identifies the first cause
merely as the first in a chain of causes. In reality, it is much deeper than this. This
description also pictures the first cause as being entirely remote rather than direct. As
Frame correctly notes, “God’s involvement with creation is in some sense always direct.
For not even the smallest motion of the smallest objects can occur without his
government, preservation, and concurrence. He operates in and with the secondary
causes, as well as by them.”88 Thus, Frame correctly rejects the primary-secondary model
that he describes here, but is wrong in giving the impression that those who focus on the
primary and secondary cause distinction do so in the way Frame describes. It is far better
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to state—as Frame does elsewhere—that the author-character model is a submodel of the
dual causal level model.89 That is a much more accurate designation.
God as the primary cause is both remote and immediate. The primary cause is not
remote merely as the first in a chain of causes. It is remote in the sense that it transcends
the cause and effect structure within this world. By selecting and then actualizing this
world-story, God causes every secondary cause within the world-story as the ground of
the world-story, but without being yet another secondary cause in the world-story.90 Yet
God’s causal activity is immediate in the sense that God directly actualizes each part of
the world-story, as part of the entire world-story that he selects. Thus we can agree with
Hodge that God is efficiently present and active everywhere in the creation.91
The Benefits of Concurrence
Hodge had stated that the doctrine of concurrence multiplied difficulties without
benefit. In contrast, we are arguing that a doctrine of concurrence provides many benefits
and that these benefits outweigh the difficulties involved with this doctrine. Many of
these benefits have already been addressed, but it will serve us well to catalog several of
them here.
(1) Concurrence helps us acknowledge that in the Biblical witness events are
often ascribed to both God’s agency and human or natural agency. If we maintain the
doctrine of concurrence, we are not forced to choose between either attributing an action

Frame, Doctrine of God, 775. Frame does so in a review of Paul Helm’s The Providence of God.
In response to Helm’s rejection of the dual causal levels model, Frame responds, “But he might have
explored further submodels, like the relation between an author and the characters in a novel, in which the
same duality of necessary and sufficient conditions obtains.”
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miraculous workings.
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to the agency of God or attributing it to the workings of secondary causes as a zero-sum
game. Events can genuinely be completely the work of God and completely the works of
secondary causes—but at different levels. God causes the grass to grow, and the
botanical properties of the grass cause its growth. God sends the storm, and weather
systems send the storm. God determines destiny, and—in the proper sense—people
determine their own destinies. As Hodge himself writes, “It is perfectly true, in one
aspect, that God determines according to his own good pleasure the destiny of every
human being; and it is equally true, in another aspect, that every man determines his own
destiny.”92
(2) The doctrine of concurrence helps us to credit God for events that may not
have involved supernatural intervention. This doctrine has a strong doxological value.
Because we are not forced to choose between either divine agency or secondary causes,
we may praise God as the agent behind blessed events, even if they are fully explainable
on the level of secondary causes. This is especially true with regards to physical healing.
A healing does not need to be supernatural in origin in order for God to rightfully receive
praise for the healing. Believers can—and should—praise God for “natural” healings as
well as supernatural recoveries. The wisdom and skill of doctors does not diminish the
credit due to the Almighty for the recovery of one who is sick or injured. The natural
healing powers of the human body do not detract from the praise God rightfully receives
for physical recovery. This is not merely because God created human beings and
bestowed on them specific skills and abilities. Because of concurrence, even natural
recoveries are acts of God’s providence.
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Hodge, ST, 2:350. This does not deny that efficacious grace is needed to bring the elect to faith.
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Concurrence has practical significance when we consider if our choices impact
the date on which a person will die. In March of 1634, Gisbertus Voetius received a letter
from the physician Johan van Beverwijk who was inquiring of various theologians
whether or not a person is able to shorten or lengthen his or her life. In other words,
Beverwijk was asking what was the role of medical treatment in light of divine
foreordination.93 The core of Voetius’ lengthy reply was that the hour of a person’s death
is fixed and unalterable but people must care for their health because God prescribes both
the effect and the means to that effect. A person’s destiny is both mutable and immutable.
It is immutable with respect to the decree, but it is mutable with regard to secondary
causes. As van Ruler describes, for Voetius, “Man’s life and end may be explained in
respect of the efficacy of either of two (sets of) ‘total’ causes. However, a complete
explanation would involve the ‘concurrence’ of both.”94 Neither detracts from the other.
However, apart from a doctrine of concurrence this would not be the case.
None of this implies that God cannot or does not sometimes heal supernaturally. It
also does not mean to deny that God might sometimes supernaturally assist the natural
healing properties of the body or the skill of the physicians. However, it does mean that
God is fully and equally to be praised regardless of the way the healing is brought about.
The same is true for other blessings that God brings to people: the avoidance of disasters,
the securing of meaningful employment, the meeting of one’s spouse, the birth of
children—and countless other good things that God brings about, yet which are fully
explainable at the level of secondary causes. For the theologian holding to concurrence, it

J. A. van Ruler, “New Philosophy to Old Standards: Voetius’ Vindication of Divine
Concurrence and Secondary Causality.” Nederlands Archief voor Kerkgeschiedenis 71 (1991), 61-2.
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Van Ruler, “New Philosophy,” 63.
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is easy to say with James that “every good gift and every perfect gift is from above,
coming down from the Father of lights” (James 1:17). God is to be praised for the glory
of ordinary providence as well as his extraordinary works.
(3) Concurrence helps us maintain a healthy emphasis on both God’s sovereignty
and human responsibility. For Christians who are committed to both divine sovereignty
and human responsibility, concurrence is a helpful tool to preserve the full force of each
of these doctrines. Because one does not detract from the other, both may be fully
affirmed. Thus both Turretin and Hodge expressed a robust view of human free agency
that did not violate or contradict their belief that God in his sovereignty has foreordained
all that comes to pass. Hodge affirmed these two beliefs as firmly as Turretin did. Yet,
because of Hodge’s unclear conception of concurrence he was forced to hold them with a
more uneasy tension. Biblically and confessionally he assented both of these doctrines to
be true, but apart from concurrence it was a more difficult tension. I do not mean to imply
that the doctrine of concurrence completely removes this tension. Humanly speaking, the
conjuncture of human responsibility and divine sovereignty will always be a mystery.
However, a doctrine of concurrence allows the theologian to hold these two truths
without fear of contradiction, even though the precise interworking is beyond our total
comprehension.
Because concurrence affirms divine sovereignty and human responsibility, it has
the practical value of allowing us to admonish one another to do what is within our
power, without detracting from faith in God’s providential hand. As Bavinck states,
It cuts off at the root all false fatalistic resignation on the one hand, and all
presumptuous self-confidence on the other. Bowing before the powers of nature is
something very different from childlike submission to God, and exercising
dominion over the earth is a matter of serving God. The sea captain who went to
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his cabin to pray and read the Bible during a storm did submit to the power of the
elements, but not to God. There is much more real piety in Cromwell’s dictum:
“Trust God and keep your powder dry.”95
(4) Concurrence guards against the opposite dangers of pantheism and deism.
This has been a reoccurring theme throughout this study. Many of the proponents of
concurrence identified this as one of the chief virtues of this doctrine. Concurrence is
incompatible with both of these false systems and thus serves as a guard against both
errors. While pantheism and deism collapse all causation into either primary causation or
secondary causation respectively, at its core concurrence draws a bright line between
these two levels of causation. Thus it is ironic that conservative and confessionally
Reformed thinkers such as Dabney and A. A. Hodge would distance themselves from
concurrence out of a fear of pantheism. Properly understood, concurrence is a retardant to
pantheism, not the accelerant they feared.
(5) Concurrence allows divine sovereignty without causal determinism. Without
the concept of concurrence, it is all too easy for divine sovereignty to morph into a
Christianized version of mechanical causal determinism. Post-enlightenment thinking
tended to collapse all causation into efficient causation. However, if one adopts that
mindset, it becomes extremely difficult to conceptualize providence without either: (a)
viewing everything as taking place in a strict cause and effect relationship, with each
event produced inevitably by the state of prior events—with each set of causes having
potency to only one effect, or (b) avoiding hard causal determinism only by allowing
moments wherein God abdicates his directive sovereignty over events. Apart from
concurrence, either God’s hand is firmly on the wheel, or it is not.
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Bavinck, Reformed Dogmatics, 2:612. Similarly, Nehemiah saw fit to pray and post a guard
(Nehemiah 4:9).
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On the other hand, the doctrine of concurrence allows us to concede at least the
possibility that not every effect within the created world is caused by prior states within
the world. Whether discussing quantum fluctuations or free human acts, it is possible that
the prior state of events within the world had potency to multiple effects. Everything
being the same within the created world, it is possible that a person could choose option
A or option B. The certainty of one outcome does not need to be secured by a semideistic chain of events, or from a heavy handed divine intervention. Instead, we may
simply confess that God in his sovereignty chose to actualize a world in which the agent
freely chooses A instead of B.96
(6) Concurrence allows for free agency without sacrificing the principle of
sufficient reason. This is the flip-side to the same coin of the statement above. Apart from
divine concurrence, it appears that we are forced to choose between determinism or
randomness. This is a reason why non-theistic arguments about the existence of free will
are so maddening—both the determinists and the free will advocates are right in the fact
that the other is wrong. With a non-theistic worldview, either radical determinism or
radical indeterminism must be true. However, each of these views is also flawed.
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Molinists limit the number of worlds that God may actualize by stating that some world are
possible but not feasible (William Lane Craig, “God Directs All Things: On Behalf of the Molinist View of
Providence” in Dennis W. Jowers, ed., Four Views on Divine Providence [Grand Rapids: Zondervan,
2011], 83). However, this appears to be the case because these Molinists seem to think of the agents within
a world being actualized prior to the rest of their world. If God conceptually actualizes a pre-existent
version of Peter in which God knows that Peter will only freely deny Christ in certain circumstances, then
yes, it would not be feasible for God to create a world in which Peter freely affirms Christ in the same
circumstances. Instead, God’s only option is to tweak the world that God actualizes around Peter in order to
achieve the best possible outcome. However, this assumes that God was somehow constrained to actualize
one specific version of Peter rather than any other. Instead, it is better to recognize that God could have
actualized any version of “Peter” that God may have wanted to actualize. God was equally capable of
actualizing a version of Peter that would have freely affirmed Christ in the exact same world. In addition, it
is wrong and unhelpful to imagine God quazi-actualizing specific individuals apart from the world that they
would be actualized as a part of. God’s foreknowledge is holistic and therefore God’s decree is holistic.
God’s necessary knowledge included knowledge of all the interconnected parts of every theoretically
possible world. The world that God chose to actualize he chooses as a whole. God did not box himself into
a corner by choosing part of a world without thinking it all the way through.
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Intuitively, we cannot accept the kind of hard determinism that someone like Daniel
Dennett argues we must accept.97 This type of determinism eviscerates dignity, choice,
and meaning. However, from Dennett’s materialistic worldview, determinism is the only
option and our intuitions to the contrary are illusions that brave people should be able to
dismiss. On the other hand, although the advocates of free will have intuition on their
side they do not have a way to explain how or why an agent chooses one thing rather than
another. At the end of the day, the choice appears to be random or completely uncaused.
Yes, the choice was caused by the agent, but there is no sufficient reason to explain why
the agent made one choice rather than another.
Non-Augustinian Christian free will advocates are faced with the same dilemma.
This was Jonathan Edwards’ chief argument against his Arminian opponents in Freedom
of the Will. For these Arminians, when pressed far enough, no sufficient reason existed to
explain why the agent wills one thing rather than another. For Edwards’ opponents, the
will must have self-determining power over itself. It must possess “a certain sovereignty”
over itself.98 Not only does the will determine the choices of the agent, but the will
determines the choices of the will itself. However, Edwards argued that this notion of
liberty involves inescapable contradictions and therefore can be no more real than an
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Daniel Dennett, Elbow Room: The Varieties of Free Will Worth Wanting (Cambridge, MA: The
MIT Press, 1984). Dennett argues that our intuitions of free agency are the product of various “intuition
pumps” which are misleading analogies or imaginative reflections that produce wrong assumptions (14).

Edwards, WJE, 1:176. Edwards explains, “And therefore if the will determines all its own free
acts, then every free act of choice is determined by a preceding act of choice, choosing that act. And if that
preceding act of the will or choice be also a free act, then by these principles . . . it is an act determined still
by a preceding act of the will, choosing that. And the like may again be observed of the last mentioned act.
Which brings us directly into a contradiction: for it supposes an act of the will preceding the first act in the
whole train, directing and determining the rest; or a free act of the will, before the first free act of the will.
Or else we must come at last to an act of the will, determining the consequent acts, wherein the will is not
self-determined, and so is not a free act, in this notion of freedom: but if the first act in the train,
determining and fixing the rest, be not free, none of them all can be free; as is manifest at first view, but
shall be demonstrated presently” (1:172).
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imagined beast that begat itself and takes its first step before it takes a step.99 The notion
of purely self-determined will is contradictory because it supposes a person willing an act
before he wills his first act. If the will chooses all its own desires, then it must choose a
desire before it has a desire. Yet, how could a will choose a desire without a desire for
that desire?100 If the will determines itself, we must ask, with what does the will
determine the will? The only answer is that the will would need to be determined by the
will itself, or perhaps another sub-will within the will. However, this leads to an infinite
regress which Edwards correctly argues is not a possible solution. For Edwards’
Arminian opponents there is no ultimate explanation. Thus Edwards concludes, “But if
the thing intended be what is above mentioned, then it all comes to this, that nothing at all
determines the will; volitions having absolutely no cause or foundation of its existence,
either within, or without.”101
Explaining Edwards’ criticism, Allen Guelzo writes,
Does the Arminian believe that somehow a first free act in this chain can
materialize on its own? Only if ‘we begin to maintain, that things may come into
existence, and begin to be, which heretofore have not been, of themselves,
without any cause.’ But to abandon causality in order to get freedom will not get
freedom; instead, it will jeopardize every rational argument for the existence of
God from the beginning of the world and render every act of will uncaused and
rudderless. The free willer who finds necessity a hard mistress will find chaos,
indifference, and [absolute] contingency an even harder one. There is, in sum, no
refuge for the Arminian, because the notion of a self-determined will is
analytically contradictory: if the will governs itself, it falls into the trap of an
infinite regress; if the will is governed by reason and the understanding, then it
cannot be self-determined; if it is governed by nothing, it falls prey to accident
99
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I am using the term desire here according to common usage, not according to Edwards’ strict

definition.
Edwards, WJE, 1:179. Edwards further laments, “this very thing, even that the free acts of the
will are events which come to pass without a cause, is certainly implied in the Arminian notion of liberty of
will; though it be very inconsistent with many other things in their scheme, and repugnant to some things
implied in their notion of liberty.”
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and randomness; and if it is governed by God’s foreknowledge—in that case, the
Arminian has ceased to be an Arminian and become a Calvinist.102
Regardless of other aspects of Edwards’ doctrine of the will, Edwards correctly argues
that a fatal flaw in the Arminian position is the lack of a sufficient reason why an agent
chooses one thing rather than another.103 This continues to be a problem for nonAugustinian advocates of libertarian free will. On the other hand, Augustinians do not
face this problem since ultimately God and his decree provide a sufficient reason for
everything that takes place.104
102
Allen C. Guelzo, “The Return of the Will: Jonathan Edwards and the Possibilities of Free Will”
in Edwards in Our Time: Jonathan Edwards and the Shaping of American Religion. Edited by Sang Hyun
Lee and Allen C. Guelzo (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999), 92.

It is not our purpose here to argue what Edwards’ positive doctrine of the will actually was.
Rather, our purpose here is merely to agree that Edwards’ negative argument against his opponents has
force. Critics disagree about how much of a positive doctrine Edwards had intended to construct in
Freedom of the Will and how we should understand it. Although some writers have interpreted Edwards as
proscribing some sort of semi-deistic causal chain, I believe that this interpretation cannot ultimately be
correct because it does not take into account Edwards’ doctrine of continual re-creation. For example, Sam
Storms illustrates the cause and effect relationship of volitions as analogous to the interaction of billiard
balls. Storms writes, “What Edwards has in mind may be illustrated by conceiving of the earth as if it were
a giant billiard table. And any single human volition or deed is akin to a cue call hitting fifteen colored
balls and scattering them across the table. In turn, each of the fifteen then becomes another cue ball that
strikes yet another fifteen, which in turn become cue balls hitting yet another fifteen, and so on, infinitum.”
Storms asserts that for Edwards, God’s foreknowledge depends on this causal chain (C. Samuel Storms,
“Open Theism in the Hands of An Angry Puritan,” in D.G. Hart, Sean Michael Lucas, and Stephen J.
Nichols, eds., The Legacy of Jonathan Edwards: American Religion and the Evangelical Tradition [Grand
Rapids: Baker, 2003], 119-120). Likewise, John Gerstner states that for Edwards, “It is the existence of the
causal chain that makes foreknowledge possible” (John Gerstner, The Rational Biblical Theology of
Jonathan Edwards, 3 Volumes [Orlando, FL: Ligonier Ministries, 1992], 2:180). Miklos Veto writes,
“Human action appears to be subject to the law of efficient causality. Our present wills are undoubtedly the
effects of a prior self-determination, which is their very cause. The investigation of moral action, therefore,
amounts to a study of a series of causes and effects” (Miklos Veto, “Edwards and Philosophy” in
Understanding Jonathan Edwards, ed. Gerald McDermott [New York: Oxford University Press, 2009],
162). Unfortunately, these interpretations do not take into account Edwards’ doctrine of continual recreation. Edwards denied that that any cause can produce an effect at another time or another place.
Edwards flatly states, “the present existence, either of this, or any other created substance, cannot be an
effect of its past existence” (WJE, 3:400-1). Edwards argued that we are created anew at each moment.
Certainly, God created each with a certain law-like regularity, but properly speaking existence at each
moment is caused directly by God and not by prior causes on the level of horizontal time (WJE, 3:402;
13:210). Thankfully, Edwards’ negative argument against his Arminian opponents does not depend on
accepting continuous re-creation.
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Hodge also recognized the force of the argument from the doctrine of a sufficient cause. Hodge
stated, “The axiom that every effect must have a cause, or the doctrine of a sufficient reason, applies to the
internal as well as to the external world. It governs the whole sphere of our experience, inward and
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The doctrine of concurrence allows Augustinian systems to escape the Edwards
problem regarding the sufficient cause of otherwise contingent actions or events. This is
true even if there is no full explanation on the level of secondary causes which dictate one
particular effect rather than another. An action or event may be completely contingent in
the created order without violating the law of sufficient reason. As long as the
Augustinian acknowledges that an event is connected to God’s decree, no violation of the
law of sufficient reason exists. Events may be necessary or genuinely contingent on the
order or second causes. God’s concurrence is the bridge that makes this possible.
Conclusion
The purpose of this chapter was to argue that the doctrine of concurrence
continues to have theological value and relevance. Although Hodge had argued
differently, this chapter sought to support the claim that the reasons to retain the doctrine
of concurrence outweigh the reasons to discard it. The benefits outweigh the problems.
The reasons why concurrence was dropped by certain eighteenth-century American
Calvinists were discussed and deemed to be inadequate to require this move. On the
contrary, several positive contributions of this doctrine were noted and discussed—
Biblical, theological, philosophical, and practical.
The philosophical changes due to the enlightenment made the doctrine of
concurrence more difficult to conceptualize. Indeed we confess that concurrence remains
a difficult doctrine. The doctrine of concurrence causes difficulties, but its absence causes
more difficulties. The void left by this doctrine caused Charles Hodge to fill this void, at
times, with an idea of the efficient presence of God, but at other times with statements
outward. Every volition is an effect, and therefore must have a cause. There must have been some sufficient
reason why it was so, rather than otherwise. That reason was not the mere power of the agent to act; for that
only accounts for his acting, not for his acting one way rather than another” (Hodge, ST, 2:306).
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that echo the traditional doctrine of concurrence. Thus, Hodge’s rejection of concurrence
was inconsistent. This speaks to the difficulty of discarding it entirely.
Instead, rather than discarding the doctrine, we should retain it, although striving
to articulate it with care so as to minimize misunderstandings, conceptual baggage, and
unnecessary problems. We must be careful. For example, using the language of “influx”
with relation to concurrence may give the impression of creatures being motivated from
outside sources, like strings on pulleys. Instead, we have suggested that the language of
scientia necessaria and scientia libera is helpful. Out of God’s necessary knowledge of
all possible worlds, he chooses one to actualize. The actualizing of this world is God’s
concurrence with the secondary causes which are brought into being. This allows
elements of genuine contingency within the created world without sacrificing the law of
sufficient reason. It guaranteed God’s sovereignty without mechanical determinism and
without removing human responsibility. It distinguishes between God’s agency and the
agency of secondary causes—eliminating pantheism as well as deism. It fits the Biblical
witness of dual causation of events. And, doxologically, it allows us to give God praise
and glory for all things, including his remarkable and glorious works of ordinary
providence.
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APPENDIX: THESES FOR DEFENSE

Dissertation Theses
1. The Reformed tradition generally affirmed some degree of horizontal contingency
on the level of second causes. Further, although there is vertical necessity this
does not equate with determinism.
2. Since the Reformed tradition allows for some degree of horizontal contingency on
the level of secondary causes, it is misleading to equate the Reformed view of
comprehensive divine sovereignty with systems which do not grant this type of
contingency.
3. Concerns regarding pantheism were one major factor contributing to the demise
of the doctrine of concurrence among some later nineteenth century American
Calvinists.
4. Although Charles Hodge distances himself from the doctrine of concurrence, he
inserts the concept of the efficient presence of God, which acts as a functional
substitute for concurrence, and allows for the co-existence of both horizontal
contingency as well as necessity according to God’s certain decree of all things.
5. The doctrine of concurrence remains valuable for constructing a healthy model of
providence in that it help us affirm the reality of secondary causes (thus avoiding
pantheistic errors) without reducing everything to secondary causes (thus
avoiding deistic errors).

Coursework Theses
1. A comparison of Francis Turretin’s and John Calvin’s handling of alleged
contradictions in Scripture indicates that both Turretin and Calvin were in
continuity in regards to the existence of genuine errors in Scripture.
2. Daniel Dennett’s physicalism is not able to give a satisfactory explanation for the
experience of human consciousness. It cannot provide a sufficient cause for the
jump between physical interactions and subjectively experienced qualia.
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3. Gregory Boyd’s Christus Victor model presents an incomplete theory of the
atonement because it fails to explain how the death of Christ accomplishes victory
over Satan, and because it needlessly denies key elements of the vicarious penal
atonement. In contrast, the atonement facet of penal substitution provides
explanatory power that is able to incorporate the Christus Victor model as well.
4. A distinction should be made between ontological and functional
subordinationism and it should be acknowledged that historically the heresy of
subordinationism was understood as ontological subordinationism rather than
functional subordinationism.
5. It can be argued from natural law that it is appropriate for the state to grant the
special status known as marriage only to the monogamous unions of one man and
one woman. The reason for this is grounded in the natural order since biology
dictates that there is something unique about this combination that sets it apart
from all other possible configurations, specifically the design to procreate.
Therefore, this is the only definition of marriage that is not arbitrary.

MISCELLANIOUS THESES
1. The unwillingness to confess the written Word of God as revelation is sometimes
due to the conflation of the concepts of revelation and illumination.
2. Many Christological conundrums can be untangled by simply recognizing that in
the hypostatic union it is the person of Christ who acts, not the natures.
3. The only decent answer to the problem of evil is the entire Bible.
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